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This thesis investigates visual, spatial and temporal qualities of video based recon-
struction with respect to telepresence. State of the art was improved and validated
through a new parallelisation of an established algorithm; a tool that allows visio-
spatial impact of algorithm and camera arrangement to be visualised; and a set
of experiments to derive requirements and investigate outcomes. The motivation
is to support the exchange of appearance and attention between moving humans
through video based reconstruction. A previous research project showed moving
humans could faithfully convey attention in virtual environments and appearance
through video-conferencing, suggesting that it may be possible to combine the
two. Video based 3D reconstruction of humans appeared to be able to achieve
both, but it was uncertain whether this could be achieved at sufficient quality.
Research began by justifying the approach and setting the requirements. A lit-
erature survey and initial experiments indicated that the visual hull provided a
form suitable for modeling humans. However, evidence of visual and temporal
qualities necessary to support gaze was not found. A state of the art visual hull
reconstruction algorithm was parallelised to run on a modern multi-core proces-
sor, enabling human reconstruction on a single computer, thus providing stable
visual and temporal qualities. A parallelisation scheme theoretically better suited
for execution on a single multi-core processor than distributed over a network is
proposed. Importantly, the way in which the problem is parallelised has been op-
timised to reflect the various stages of the process rather than the need to minimise
data communication across a network. A utility application has been developed
providing a framework for rapidly testing algorithms, validating requirements,
and as a platform for conducting experiments. This underpinned a collaborative
experiment that showed for the first time that eye gaze could be conveyed to accu-
racies sufficient for human social interaction. To facilitate the analysis, the utility




The ability to capture the human form in three dimensions has many applications
and remains the focus of much research. One such application is telepresence, the
ability to convey the feeling of presence across a distance, so that participants may
feel or appear as though they are present at another location. Video conferencing
(VC) and immersive collaborative virtual environments (ICVE) are both exam-
ples of telepresence systems. VC faithfully conveys what participants look like,
whilst ICVEs can faithfully convey what participants are looking at, but neither
can achieve both. In VC, careful alignment of camera and screen can create the
illusion of eye contact, but gaze direction and focus of attention are not evident.
In ICVEs participants are represented by an avatar that may not resemble them
and does not convey facial expressions or meaningful gestures, both of which are
important parts of human communication.
The research described by this thesis aims to capture the human form in three
dimensions, quickly enough, and with sufficient detail to be useful for future telep-
resence systems such as ICVEs. By doing so the future collaboration of remotely
situated humans can surely be improved.
1
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1.1 Communication and technology
The telephone, and two way radio have enabled voice communication over a dis-
tance for well over one hundred years, and they have become indispensable to
modern society. Teleconferencing allows multiple parties from multiple locations
to take part in a telephone conversation, but this technology gives rise to turn tak-
ing problems, such as interruption and extended silences, since the participants
are not sure who should be talking next.
Video conferencing
Video conferencing has its conceptual roots as far back as the development of
the television, but has only become technically feasible for the general population
since the implementation of global high bandwidth digital infrastructure. In the
early days of the internet the infrastructure was such that even short text based
communications such as emails could only be achieved in pseudo real-time. It
is well known that human communication extends beyond voice alone, and that
visual cues are used to convey additional information not present in the words
spoken or voice tone used. Video conferencing adds some of these visual cues to
a conversation by enabling participants to see each other. This works very well
for conferences involving two participants, but begins to break down where more
people are involved. This is largely because it is not possible to determine where
each participant is looking, and eye-gaze is an important cue for turn taking in a
conversation.
Immersive collaborative virtual environments
ICVEs extend the concept of remote collaboration into three dimensions, enabling
participants to interact in a shared virtual environment, and work on a shared data
set. However, the representation of participants by an avatar does not convey what
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someone looks like, or any of the visual cues available in a video conference; smil-
ing, frowning, etc. Recently, researchers have extended ICVEs to address some
of these shortcomings by capturing important information such as eye gaze direc-
tion, eye pupil dilation and whether the user is currently talking. This information
can be used to animate the avatar’s eyes and mouth in order to make its appear-
ance more convincing, and importantly to convey the direction of participants’ eye
gaze.
Existing telepresence systems
Telepresence is the ability for a human to feel, or appear as if they are present
at a place other than their true location. Modern telepresence systems are typi-
cally high-end 2D video conferencing systems. A number of carefully positioned
cameras, screens and seats are employed to allow a group of people in one loca-
tion to meet with another group in a different location and have the impression of
being able to judge approximately where participants in the meeting are looking.
This leads to a number of shortcomings, primarily that participants cannot look
directly at each other due to the offset between cameras and screens, but also that
they are unable to move around freely as the illusion of eye gaze is created by the
alignment of cameras, seats and screens.
3D telepresence
Bringing together the advantages of both VC and ICVEs into a 3D telepresence
system requires the ability to capture the true form and look of the participants
in real-time. This replaces the avatar with a model that looks like the participant
and conveys their facial expressions, bodily movements and eye gaze. ICVEs
enable participants to move around one another and their shared virtual environ-
ment, viewing the virtual scene from the point of view of their avatar. Therefore,
participants would need to be captured and modelled in their entirety, in three di-
mensions, so that their representation can be viewed from any arbitrary direction.
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3D telepresence is the application forming the main motivation for this research,
although there are other applications the research lends itself to such as free view-
point 3D video for television or film. Technology has always been, and remains
key to advances in telepresence, whether by simply increasing quality through in-
put component improvements, or by adding further senses or dimensions to the
telepresence experience.
1.2 Capturing 3D models
A number of approaches to 3D model capture exist, falling largely into two cat-
egories, active and passive. Active methods ([124], [115]) direct signals towards
the object and analyse their reflection to form a 3D representation. Passive meth-
ods use natural images, such as those from a conventional camera, of an object
from more than one viewpoint to reconstruct a 3D model. These are known as
image based reconstruction (IBR) techniques [30]. Video based 3D reconstruc-
tion (VBR) is a technique that can be used to create dynamic three dimensional
models of objects from video streams. The process may be regarded as an exten-
sion into four dimensions of IBR. In its simplest form, VBR can be implemented
as a series of discreet IBR instances, each instance reconstructing a single frame
from a video sequence. Such an implementation results in a static 3D model for
each input video frame, the impression of movement in the model or scene being
created by repeating the process at high frequency.
Over the past decade there has been significant research into IBR, and since there
are diverse applications for 3D models, a multitude of approaches to creating them
exist. Some attempt only the animal binocular (stereo) 3D modelling of an object
[7], which yields at most half of the object. Others attempt full 3D reconstruc-
tion of the object: by taking simultaneous images from several viewpoints [9], or
by progressively modifying the reconstructed 3D model as the object is moved
around a single viewpoint [125]. Each technique has its advantages and disadvan-
tages, and the appropriate approach for any particular application varies. Some
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result in spatially faithful and detailed reconstructions of an object, which can be
a computationally expensive, and therefore a time consuming operation; others
form less faithful reconstructions, but are suitable for real-time applications.
Quality of 3D reconstruction
Specific 3D reconstruction applications determine the requirements, which can be
defined in terms of three quality measures:
• Spatial quality defines the faithfulness of the form, how accurately the re-
construction models the original object.
• Visual quality provides a measure of how well the reconstruction resembles
the original.
• Temporal quality measures how quickly the reconstruction is achieved.
In general, as spatial and visual quality increase temporal quality decreases, and
therefore for real-time applications such as telepresence these qualities must be
balanced to achieve the desired quality of representation and frame rate.
Spatial and visual quality are largely determined by the complexity of inputs
to a reconstruction system, namely the number of cameras and their resolution.
Adding cameras will increase spatial quality by providing more constraints to the
reconstruction algorithm. Increasing camera resolution will improve both spatial
and visual quality by capturing more detail that can be used for reconstruction
and texturing respectively. Increased input complexity will result in a decrease in
temporal quality as more data will take longer to process. However, a careless ap-
proach to increasing input complexity may significantly reduce temporal quality,
whilst having a negligible effect on spatial or visual quality. For example, when
adding cameras to a reconstruction system careless placement may result in an
increased processing burden without an appreciable improvement in faithfulness
of the reconstruction. Furthermore, adding cameras will increase the data transfer
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requirements (usually constrained by network bandwidth) of a reconstruction sys-
tem, resulting in a maximum possible number of cameras for a particular system
infrastructure.
The focus of this thesis is to determine how 3D reconstruction can be used to
capture in 3D the dynamic human form in real-time, as faithfully as is necessary
for use in a telepresence system.
1.3 Motivation and setting
Human communication between individuals in different locations could be enor-
mously improved if people were able to see each other, and move around each
other, as if they were in the same room. By capturing images of humans with
a number of cameras, and creating 3D models from these images, it should be
possible to recreate human interactions in a virtual setting, across a distance.
Video conferencing (VC) is able to convey what someone looks like, including
non-verbal cues such as facial expressions, that form an important part of human
communication. In VC, however, cameras and screens need to be closely aligned
to give the viewer the impression that the person being captured is looking to-
wards them. Not only does this illusion begin to break down when several parties
are involved, but it forces participants to remain in one fixed location. Previ-
ous research [102] has shown that immersive collaborative virtual environments
(ICVEs), in combination with eye-tracking equipment to convey eye gaze, and
body tracking to allow participants to freely move around each other, can be used
to enhance communication at a distance.
Real-time 3D Reconstruction from video streams has the potential to capture both
what someone looks like and what they are looking at, combining the benefits of
VC and ICVEs whilst solving some of their shortcomings. If the avatars used
in ICVEs could be replaced with real-time generated models of the participants
at sufficient quality, people would be able to move around each other in the vir-
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tual setting and use body language, facial expressions, gestures and eye gaze to
communicate in a manner more closely resembling real-world human interaction.
Participants would be captured from a number of cameras whose position and ori-
entation have no special alignment requirements, allowing free movement within
the capture area. The resulting camera images can be used to reconstruct the 3D
form of each participant for display at a remote location. Since each person is
no longer tied to a particular camera, and their entire form is captured by cam-
eras surrounding them, participants should be able to look directly at one another,
or better judge the direction of each other’s eye gaze. Furthermore, participants
can now meet in a 3D virtual setting, enabling collaboration with dynamic virtual
objects.
The literature provides a wealth of approaches suitable for 3D reconstruction of
the entire human. Many of these, such as multi-view stereo [43] are capable of
producing very high quality, spatially accurate and visually faithful models, but
take minutes to achieve this result. For real-time applications such as telepres-
ence, models must be calculated quickly enough to achieve interactive frame rates.
Techniques based on the shape-from-silhouette principle [9] form an approxima-
tion to the 3D shape known as the visual hull [67] and can be achieved at a much
lower processing cost. These techniques provide a good point of departure for
balancing temporal, spatial and visual quality in the context of a real-time 3D
reconstruction system. This is because the faithfulness of the visual hull to the
object being modelled improves as more cameras are used to form it, whilst the
time taken to achieve it increases.
Many researchers have investigated volumetric 3D reconstruction [77] as a means
for reconstructing the visual hull, and a number of optimisations can be used to
increase performance [22], some suitable for real-time applications [117]. More
recently, parallel processing has been used to achieve better performance either
through network distributed processing [123], or local processing on multi-core
CPUs or GPUs [65]. Whilst volumetric reconstruction is a good fit for the tem-
poral quality purposes of this research there are a number of shortcomings that
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are discussed in more depth in Chapter 3. Primarily, volumetric reconstruction re-
sults in a voxel set which must be post processed to generate a polygonal surface
model, which increases processing overhead and gives rise to surface artefacts.
The preference for a polygonal model in the context of this research is twofold:
A polygonal model occupies less memory than a voxel set and can be further
compressed, reducing latency in transmission. Polygonal models can be rendered
using general purpose primitives such as those provided by OpenGL, and hard-
ware acceleration of this rendering is commonplace in graphics chips.
Therefore, the ability to form the visual hull directly from camera images, with-
out an intermediate volumetric step could directly form a polygonal model with-
out surface artefacts and remove the burden on memory of the voxel set. Recent
research has introduced such direct surface recovery techniques [68] but fails to
make topological guarantees. The Exact Polyhedral Visual Hulls (EPVH) algo-
rithm forms a guaranteed watertight and manifold polyhedral surface model [39],
making it the state-of-the-art approach. Whilst the original description of the al-
gorithm is presented for sequential processing and does not achieve real-time 3D
reconstruction, a network distributed parallelisation is presented in [41] enabling
interactive frame rates with 8 cameras. This appears to be the only research into
parallelising direct surface 3D reconstruction for real-time applications.
Recently CPUs and GPUs have become available that have increasing numbers
of processing cores, potentially making it possible to achieve real-time 3D recon-
struction on a single computer. Adapting the EPVH algorithm for processing in
a shared memory context on local multi-core compute resources could therefore
eliminate the requirement for network distributed processing. Such an achieve-
ment would be of benefit for a real-time telepresence system for two reasons:
Latency incurred by network distributed processing would be eliminated, improv-
ing human communication through the medium. The system cost and complexity
would be enormously reduced by replacing a network of computers with a single
machine.
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1.4 Scope of this thesis
Figure 1.1: Overview of a 3D reconstruction system.
Figure 1.1 depicts a 3D reconstruction system, from cameras to reconstructed out-
put model. The scope of this thesis is confined to the ”Reconstruction” region of
the system. The camera acquisition stage forms the basis of a concurrent research
project.
There are a number of existing approaches to 3D reconstruction from camera im-
ages, ranging significantly in performance and quality output. The scope of this
research is to investigate 3D reconstruction approaches and algorithms for the
purposes of reconstructing humans at sufficient speed and quality to combine the
strengths of VC and ICVEs.
Within this scope, and in the context of a 3D telepresence system, the thesis will:
• Define the requirements in terms of visual, spatial and temporal quality.
– The relationships between these qualities, and impact of wider 3D re-
construction system components upon them is explored. The focus
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becomes temporal quality.
• Support the requirements through 3D reconstruction algorithm implemen-
tation.
– 3D reconstruction algorithms are implemented and their ability to meet
the requirements is determined. A particular algorithm, and improving
the performance of its implementation becomes the focus.
• Validate the requirements.
– A research platform is developed that allows investigation of the im-
pact of camera placement on spatial and visual qualities required. Two
case studies validate it for this purpose.
1.4.1 Contributions
The primary contributions of this thesis are:
• Provides the first investigations into the effect removing camera image syn-
chronisation has on the reconstruction of moving humans, validating the
requirement for hardware synchronised cameras.
• Presents a parallelisation of a state of the art 3D reconstruction algorithm
for execution on a single multi-core processor and tests the performance
over a range of camera numbers and resolutions. The performance of the
implementation on multi-core CPUs and GPUs is also compared.
• A research platform is developed that can be used to study 3D reconstruc-
tion of humans in the context of telepresence. The platform provides the
basis for a collaborative experiment that showed for the first time that eye
gaze could be conveyed to accuracies sufficient for human social interaction
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 11
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Figure 1.2: Placement of the project within the wider research group. The shaded
region denotes the scope of this thesis, overlapping regions denote collaborative
research undertaken with other members of the research group.
The scope of this thesis has been described and is confined to the 3D reconstruc-
tion algorithm. However, some outputs from this research have been collabora-
tive where there is overlap with the agendas of other projects or interests within
the wider research group. Figure 1.2 illustrates this overlap with the primary re-
searchers with whom collaborative outputs were achieved. The collaborations
shown in the overlapping circles of the diagram are presented in terms of experi-
ments that were conducted, the details of each can be found in Chapter 2. Where
experiments led to publications the relationship is shown in Table 1.1.
Camera image acquisition
The camera image acquisition part of the collaborative research diagram in Figure
1.2 depicts the work of a concurrent research project that investigated the acqui-
sition and distribution of images captured by a number of cameras to the 3D re-
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E1 Comparing the latency of VC and ICVE [103]
E2 Synchronization of images for reconstruction [82]
E3 Investigating the effects of ”free-running” camera synchronisation [32]
E4 Investigating the suitability of ”Pull” camera synchronisation [83]
E5 Accelerated polyhedral visual hulls using OpenCL [33]
E6 Parallel processing for real-time reconstruction from video streams [34]
E7 Investigating the gaze of a virtuality human [104]
Table 1.1: De-referencing specific experiments and their publication output
construction algorithm. This part of the system was researched and implemented
by Carl Moore. The challenges faced by the camera acquisition stage included
the synchronised capture of images from cameras, compression of resulting video
streams to enable high frame-rate throughput to the reconstruction algorithm, and
background segmentation of the video streams to provide silhouettes to the shape-
from-silhouette based algorithm. The main overlap between the the research de-
scribed within this thesis and that undertaken by the camera acquisition stage is
where decisions made within the scope of camera acquisition affect output quality
of the 3D reconstruction. Many of these dependencies are discussed in Chapter 4.
1.4.3 Thesis overview
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 - The aim, approach, objectives, research questions and hypothe-
ses are presented, followed by a description of the research methods em-
ployed in this thesis. Experiments aimed at answering research questions or
meeting objectives are presented.
• Chapter 3 - A review of the literature and background to the research, fol-
lowed by some outcomes of the early research undertaken to narrow down
choice of 3D reconstruction approaches.
• Chapter 4 - A study of quality in 3D reconstruction. Three quality measures
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are defined. The relationship between these qualities is explored, and the
necessity to balance them discussed. Factors affecting quality in the context
of a 3D telepresence system are studied, leading to experiments designed to
validate requirements and better understand their impact on quality.
• Chapter 5 - Leading on from the definition of three quality measures, we
focus on temporal quality. A parallelisation of a state-of-the-art 3D recon-
struction algorithm is presented, along with a number of optimisations that
enable more cameras at a higher resolution in real-time, and hence provide
the mechanism by which better spatial and visual qualities may be achieved.
• Chapter 6 - A research platform used to evaluate 3D reconstruction is pre-
sented. The various aspects of this utility are described in relation to vali-
dating the research as a whole. Two case studies are presented as a means
to demonstrate the efficacy of the research platform in analysing the impact
of camera placement on spatial and visual quality.
• Chapter 7 - Discussion of the thesis, reflecting on the methods and ap-




This chapter presents the methodology used in conducting this research. The over-
all aim of the research is described, key objectives and research questions iden-
tified, and hypotheses formulated. Following this, the methods comprising the
iterative research process are described, along with how each has contributed
to the overall research, and how one has fed into another. The experiments and
evolution of the research are then summarised, providing the framework for the
remaining chapters in the thesis.
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2.1 Setting
This research examines the use of 3D reconstruction from video streams to model
humans at sufficient quality levels to enable a 3D telepresence system to convey
the subtleties of human non-verbal communication.
2.2 Aim and Objectives
2.2.1 Aim
To study and improve the balance of temporal, spatial and visual quality of virtual
humans, reconstructed from multiple video streams, to support most kinds of non-
verbal communication in telepresence.
The approach used was to understand the requirements placed on reconstruction
algorithms, improve temporal qualities of an algorithm or its implementation, and
study what visual and spatial qualities could be achieved within the real time con-
straints of telepresence.
2.2.2 Objectives
• O1: Determine the requirements and approaches to 3D reconstruction suit-
able for a real-time telepresence system.
• O2: Determine whether algorithms can be improved upon to achieve higher
temporal or spatial/visual quality.
• O3: Develop a platform through which the impact of camera placement on
spatial and visual quality of 3D reconstruction can be studied.
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2.2.3 Research questions
• Q1: Which approaches to 3D reconstruction can provide the best balance
between performance and model quality for representing the dynamic hu-
man form in the context of a telepresence system?
• Q2: How can algorithms or their implementation be improved upon to
achieve higher qualities in real-time?
• Q3: What are the requirements of a system with which the impact of camera
placement on spatial and visual quality can be studied?
2.2.4 Hypotheses
Where an objective is to answer a research question, the questions are refined to
hypotheses:
• H1: Approaches to 3D modelling from images can be used to model mov-
ing humans at sufficient qualities for telepresence applications.
• H2: Relaxing constraints on temporal consistency of inputs will result in
a degradation of spatial and visual quality in the case where the subject is
moving.
• H3: Temporal quality can be improved upon through parallel processing
using multi-core GPUs or CPUs. Such an improvement will allow for higher
spatial and visual quality in real-time.
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Figure 2.1: The research process employed, how elements influence one another.
2.3 Research process
2.3.1 Summary of research process
The process employed was devised for its suitability to research where there are
many open questions. The key aspects of it are that an iterative research cycle
was employed to answer research questions and meet objectives through the use
of rapid prototyping and simulation. Initially there were many short iterations
through the cycle, reducing to fewer longer iterations as the research path devel-
oped. A description of each element of the process follows.
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2.3.2 Common practise
This thesis is the overlap of two key fields in the research community: 3D re-
construction, and virtual reality/telepresence. Common practice within these dis-
ciplines is drawn upon in the research methodology employed. 3D reconstruc-
tion researchers implement algorithms, often only testing them in a simulated
setting, and report their performance through timing measurements and present
visio-spatial quality through pictures in research papers. Telepresence researchers
build prototype systems and examine human factors, such as conversations, im-
pact of embodiment and timings. We implement a combination of these practices
to enable algorithm prototyping and initial evaluation in a simulated setting, fol-
lowed by the building of a prototype system which can be evaluated using real
humans.
Quality evaluation
Evaluation of quality of 3D reconstruction can be a non-trivial process. Whilst
temporal quality is simple to evaluate in quantitative terms by measuring latency,
spatial and visual qualities are much more difficult to define quantitavely. These
qualities will be defined in more depth in Chapter 4, but here we describe the
rationale for the methods used to evaluate them.
Spatial quality encompasses the accuracy and completeness of the representation
compared with the object being modelled. One method for measuring this quan-
titatively would be to obtain ground truth data of the object being reconstructed,
for example by using a laser scanner. The reconstructed form could then be com-
pared to the ground truth model in terms of the differences between them, which
could be quantified as two distinct measures: volumes present in the reconstructed
model but missing in the ground truth data, i.e. errors in the reconstruction giv-
ing rise to superfluous volume. Or volumes present in the ground truth data but
missing in the reconstructed model, i.e. errors in the reconstruction in the form of
missing volume. Such measures could be obtained through constructive solid ge-
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ometry (CSG) techniques, which are able to evaluate boolean operations on three
dimensional data. Given that the visual hull is only an approximation to the form
in the first place, and is unable to model surface concavities, the value of quantify-
ing differences between model and ground truth data becomes questionable. The
importance of spatial quality in the context of telepresence applications is that hu-
man behaviour and non-verbal communication can be conveyed, and therefore it is
more important that the waving of a hand or shaking of a fist can be differentiated
than that the width of the arm used to convey that action is accurate.
Visual quality can be regarded as a subjective quality measure. Whilst quantitative
differences between pixel colours in camera images compared to the reconstruc-
tion could be compared, the meaningful value of these differences is dubious.
The cameras themselves may have colour or exposure settings that affect appear-
ance of the whole image, and these would first need to be quantified in terms of
differences compared to the camera used to obtain the ground truth reference im-
age. Secondly, the importance in terms of a telepresence system is that human
communication can be conveyed effectively, and in this sense it is more impor-
tant that facial expressions can be accurately perceived than whether a person’s
reconstructed face is slightly more red in the reconstruction than in real life.
Given the complications and possibly dubious value of quantitative measures for
spatial and visual qualities in the context of this research, this thesis presents quan-
titative results for temporal quality and adopts the common practise used in the 3D
reconstruction community of presenting spatial and visual quality pictorally.
2.3.3 Derivation of research process
The individual research methods employed are adopted from those widely used
in computer science. [99] gives an analysis of the popularity and frequency of
different methods used in computer science research papers and provided guid-
ance for methods suitable for this thesis. The specifics of how each method was
applied, and the relationship between them are, however, uniquely conceived for
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this research. Research methods employed included: literature review, feasibility
study, concept implementation, simulation, comparative study, laboratory exper-
iment and case study. Each of these methods contributed to answering research
questions, meeting objectives and proving or disproving hypotheses. Figure 2.1
illustrates the relationships between aim and objectives, research questions and
selected research methods. The overall aim is the starting point for research, it
forms the objectives which in turn lead to research questions. The aim and objec-
tives are considered to be more or less fixed for the duration of the research, but
research questions can be influenced by the research process and revised at any
point.
2.3.4 Literature review
Literature reviews form an important element of the research method employed,
as depicted in Figure 2.1. Reviews and evaluation of the literature fed into the
research continuously: when searching for answers to research questions, looking
for solutions to implement and test, and when comparing obtained results with the
outcome of other research.
Whilst the limits of human perception set the fundamental requirements of this
research and need to be accurately determined, the initial set of constraints were
derived from the technology widely in use today. For example, the frame rate
of a television guides the approximate frequency for temporal quality, and the
resolution of digital cameras provided the starting point in terms of visual qual-
ity. Therefore the approach to the literature survey was to begin by building up
a body of literature on the subject of 3D reconstruction techniques, video confer-
encing, telepresence, and human modelling. This in turn led to an understanding
of commonly accepted measures in human perception, for example frame rates
being described as ”interactive”. Of particular interest were articles where these
disciplines overlapped, for example human modelling through 3D reconstruction.
There is a wealth of material published on the aforementioned subjects, particu-
larly over the past fifteen years, and several hundred conference papers, journal
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articles and book chapters were located. The scope of this material encompasses
many disciplines including geometry, algorithms, computer graphics, maths, and
photography. The initial body of knowledge shaped research questions and con-
tained certain publications that included sufficient detail to form the first ideas
for concept implementation. The wider literature survey also covered material re-
lating to existing telepresence and ICVE implementations in order to understand
the background against which future improvements will be made, this includes the
technical implementation of telepresence systems as well as psychological studies
relating to collaboration through such systems.
During numerous phases of literature review, key authors, conferences and jour-
nals were identified, and further material discovered through forward and back-
ward referencing. Backward referencing helped to build a picture of the genesis of
a particular research area up to the point of publication, whilst forward referenc-
ing highlighted the direction research had taken since publication. Key outlets for
literature searches included IEEExplore, ACM, Google Scholar, Web of Science,
Science Direct, PubGet and Research Gate.
2.3.5 Prototyping and evaluation
A major aspect of the methodology of this thesis is the prototyping and evaluation
of ideas resulting from literature review or novel concept. Figure 2.1 shows how
other elements of research feed into prototyping and evaluation. It also shows the
methods that are used at successive stages of prototyping and evaluation. As the
arrows in the diagram suggest, the process of prototyping and evaluation is pro-
gressive. Concepts first undergo a feasibility study before they are implemented,
and then may progress through to later stages of evaluation. A particular 3D re-
construction approach will not necessarily proceed through all the listed steps,
in fact it is unlikely that it will; concepts can be dropped at any of stages listed
because they fail to meet requirements or expectations.
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Feasibility study
A feasibility study precedes the implementation of a concept. Where the liter-
ature review, or a novel idea has yielded a method or concept that seems to fit
the requirements and meet some or all of the objectives, the feasibility is studied
in more detail in the context of a final 3D telepresence system. The feasibil-
ity of implementing a concept is considered in terms of the requirements of the
concept that can be deduced from the literature and how well they fit with the
available resources. Concepts evidently failing to meet the overall aim or objec-
tives would generally be ruled out during the literature review, but this may not
become clear until feasibility is considered in more detail. Available resources
were an important consideration as this guided the direction of research based
on what was achievable without significant outlay on new equipment. For exam-
ple, a 3D reconstruction method that appears to fulfil the aim and meet some of
the objectives, but requires 100 cameras might be ruled out during the feasibility
study. Other resources analysed during the feasibility assessment were: estimated
processing overhead, memory requirements and network bandwidth where appli-
cable. Another means by which the feasibility study can rule a concept out before
implementation is where the literature survey does not provide sufficient imple-
mentation details. The feasibility study relies heavily on figures quoted in the
literature and implementation overhead is only estimated. Therefore the outcome
of the feasibility study cannot considered to be totally reliable.
Concept implementation
Concept implementation takes place when a method or concept has been deemed
feasible by the feasibility study. The concept is implemented based on details
derived from the literature or in some cases from novel thought and deduction.
Apart from at the earliest stages in the research there is often a framework in
place that can be reused for parts of the concept implementation. For example, all
of the 3D reconstruction approaches that were implemented required the basics
of obtaining images from cameras, and therefore such methods became core re-
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usable components of a research platform that matured during the course of the
overall project. Correct implementation of a concept requires an adequate degree
of detail derived from the literature survey or deduced by logical thought. In
some cases it does not become apparent until attempting concept implementation
that there are insufficient details to complete the implementation. Often further
literature searches using disparate sources to that from which the concept was
derived were required to bridge these gaps and implement the complete concept.
Simulation
Figure 2.2: An early screen shot of the simulated setting through which many
approaches to 3D reconstruction were evaluated. Shown here performing a volu-
metric reconstruction of a synthetic dog model from 6 virtual cameras.
Given the nature of the research problem being investigated, and the time taken
to set up and calibrate real cameras, simulation became an invaluable part of the
research methodology. A simulator was implemented as an integral part of the
developed research platform. The simulator allows virtual cameras to be placed
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around a synthetic object and for implemented algorithms to be tested using im-
ages derived from these virtual cameras, as shown in Figure 2.2. Many real-world
problems are not present in the simulated setting: virtual cameras do not exhibit
lens distortion, camera image noise is non-existent, and they are trivial to cali-
brate compared with real cameras. Therefore, incorporation of a simulator into
the research platform enabled rapid prototyping of both algorithms and camera
placement that would be much more time consuming in a real-world setting. The
first point of testing for algorithms progressing from the concept implementation
stage was in simulation.
Comparative study
Comparative study results from the simulated testing of implemented algorithms.
Algorithms can be evaluated and compared based on implementation details such
as memory or processor overhead, or their ability to meet the spatial, visual or
temporal qualities of the end system. Most algorithms could be effectively eval-
uated during simulation or comparative study, only progressing to the next stages
of evaluation if simulated testing and comparison did not rule them out.
Laboratory experiment
Laboratory experiment denotes the stage at which algorithms begin to be tested
in a real-world setting. Real cameras replace the virtual cameras used in the sim-
ulation setting, and consequently real-world problems become apparent; camera
lens choice can lead to image distortion which needs to be corrected before recon-
struction is attempted. Camera image noise can make background subtraction less
reliable and predictable. Lighting and shadows add to the background subtraction
problems. Differences in camera image exposure or colour balance become ap-
parent. Real cameras are much more difficult to calibrate than virtual cameras,
and calibration of them can take some time to get right. The simulated setting ef-
fectively divorced the algorithm from all of these problems to do with the camera
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acquisition stage of a 3D reconstruction system. It could be argued that this re-
search could be conducted in an entirely simulated setting, focussing on algorithm
performance and therefore temporal quality, and theoretically enabling improved
spatial and visual quality. It would, however, be impossible to test with anything
but synthetic human subjects, and consequently real human phenomena such as
eye gaze could not be investigated.
Within the scope of this thesis, only one algorithm, EPVH was tested under labo-
ratory experiment conditions. A number of variants of the algorithm were tested
(sequential, parallel execution on CPU, parallel execution on GPU), but aside from
differences in performance their output was identical.
Case study
A case study was used where an algorithm had been validated in real-world set-
tings using laboratory experiment conditions, and progressed to being used as part
of a true experiment. In this research, an experiment was conducted into the abil-
ity of people to estimate the eye gaze of a 3D reconstruction of a real person. A
number of participants manipulated the 3D reconstructed person until they felt it
was looking directly at them. The angle of presentation to the viewer of the body,
the head, and the direction of gaze of the eyes in the head, were varied over a
number of gaze poses to determine which of these had an impact on gaze estima-
tion. The impact of camera placement on form reconstruction and texturing was
also investigated. Further details of this study are presented in Chapter 6.
2.3.6 Interpretation
Results obtained from prototyping and evaluation are (where relevant) subject
to interpretation before they can be compared to the literature. Even those ap-
proaches which did not progress through all the stages of prototyping and evalu-
ation might be subject to interpretation as there may be something to be learned
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from the findings. For example, early experimentation with volumetric recon-
struction techniques proved exceptionally slow, and it was not until interpretation
of the results and subsequent revisiting of the literature had taken place that the
concept of octrees [57] was discovered and implemented.
2.3.7 Comparison to literature
Comparing findings of the research to the literature provides a mean by which
conclusions can be formed in the wider context of the research area. Comparison
can take the form of any of the measured or observed qualities or characteristics.
For example, performance of the implemented EPVH algorithm was quantita-
tively compared with performance published in the literature. Visual and spatial
qualities of the algorithm were qualitatively compared against pictures of recon-
structions in the literature. Such qualitative comparisons, however, were only re-
ally meaningful where reconstructions had been performed on the same publicly
available datasets.
2.3.8 Conclusions and future research
Findings from the whole cycle of the research methodology employed lead to
conclusions that can identify gaps in the research undertaken and provide direc-
tions for future research. Even if the entire cycle of the research methodology
has not taken place, valid conclusions can still be drawn, which may provide new
directions for research. These new research directions provide an input for new
research questions and hypotheses and therefore bring us back to the start of the
research methodology cycle.
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2.4 Experiments
The experiments undertaken fall into two categories: independent research and
collaborative research. Figure 1.2 shows how collaborative experiments fit into
the structure of the wider research group within which the work in this thesis was
carried out. The experiments performed can be broadly categorised by research
question:
• Q1: Which approaches to 3D reconstruction can provide the best balance
between performance and model quality for representing the dynamic hu-
man form in the context of a telepresence system?
– E0 - Pilot experiments to investigate the suitability of various 3D re-
construction approaches to real-time 3D reconstruction of humans. -
Various approaches found in the literature were implemented and their
suitability tested in a simulated setting, or using real datasets from
disk. These approaches were successively narrowed down until only
one remained; the EPVH algorithm, which was efficient, scalable, and
resulted in high quality visual and spatial reconstructions.
– E1 collaborative. - Comparing the latency of an ICVE and video con-
ference - The latency of both video conferencing, and a typical ICVE
setting, where two CAVEs were connected together, was measured.
The intention of the experiment was to derive results for guiding the
latency expectation of a final end to end 3D reconstruction system
[103].
– E2 collaborative. - Synchronisation of images from multiple cam-
eras to reconstruct a moving human - A simulated setting was used to
conduct this experiment aimed at determining what the camera frame
synchronisation requirements of a 3D reconstruction might be. The
experiment studied the effects of relaxing camera frame synchronisa-
tion on a rotating synthetic human head model [82].
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– E4 collaborative. - Investigating the suitability of a software capture
trigger in a 3D reconstruction system for telepresence - The experi-
ment investigated using a software trigger (”Pull” approach) compared
with a hardware trigger (”Push” approach) for obtaining images from
cameras in a 3D reconstruction system. The resulting sub-frame pe-
riod desynchronisation was measured, and its effect on resulting 3D
reconstruction studied [83].
– E5 - Camera image synchronisation in multiple camera real-time 3D
reconstruction of moving humans. - Using pre-captured datasets from
disk, an increasing number of camera images up to half of the cam-
era set were delayed by a whole frame period for a variety of hu-
man movement sequences. The effect this ”Free-running” approach
to camera synchronisation had on the reconstruction was presented.
The motivation for the experiment was to determine what the effects
might be of using commodity cameras such as webcams that do not
have a hardware synchronisation capability [33].
• Q2: How can algorithms or their implementation be improved upon to
achieve higher qualities in real-time?
– E3 - Accelerating polyhedral visual hull reconstruction using OpenCL.
- The acceleration achieved by accelerating various discreet sub-processes
of the EPVH algorithm, by executing them in parallel on a GPU, was
measured [32].
– E6 - Parallel processing for real-time 3D reconstruction from video
streams. - An end-to-end parallelisation of the EPVH algorithm tai-
lored for local processing was tested. Its performance was compared
with published figures for the network distributed parallel approach,
and also between multi-core CPU and GPU execution [34].
• Q3: What are the requirements of a system with which the impact of camera
placement on spatial and visual quality can be studied?
– E7 collaborative. - Estimating the gaze of a virtuality human. - The
ability of participants to judge the gaze of a 3D reconstructed human
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was measured to determine whether 3D reconstruction can effectively
convey eye gaze. The impact of camera placement on spatial and vi-
sual quality of the output, and how this affected eye gaze judgement,
was analysed [104].
2.5 Evolution of the research
During the course of the research the direction taken was influenced by the process
employed, as described in Section 2.3. Here follows a synopsis of the path taken
and the reasons why.
2.5.1 Selecting an approach to 3D reconstruction
Figure 2.3: Early volumetric reconstruction performed in simulation from syn-
thetic model and virtual cameras.
Research began by surveying literature for approaches to 3D reconstruction from
images, several candidate approaches were prototyped and evaluated, and further
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details are given in Section 3.4. The earliest working prototypes were achieved
entirely in simulation from virtual camera images of synthetic objects, such as the
simplistic voxel reconstruction of a human in Figure 2.3.
Through exploring shape-from-silhouette reconstruction techniques, the concept
of direct surface reconstruction algorithms became appealing. A surface based
model seemed like the best choice for a telepresence system as it could be repre-
sented by a polygonal mesh, for which many display, compression and transmis-
sion schemes already exist. Given this, any volumetric method would require a
post-process to extract a surface based polygonal model, so if direct surface meth-
ods could be achieved sufficiently quickly, the intermediate surface extraction step
would become redundant. The Exact Polyhedral Visual Hulls (EPVH) algorithm
appeared to meet these requirements, but the ability of it to achieve real-time per-
formance at the desired quality was unknown.
Figure 2.4: Early EPVH reconstruction performed in simulation from a synthetic
model and virtual cameras.
Through the description in the literature the EPVH algorithm was implemented,
Figure 2.4 shows an early output model reconstructed in simulation from virtual
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cameras and a synthetic human head. However, performance of the sequential
implementation was not sufficient for real-time applications at the desired output
qualities.





Figure 2.5: Reconstruction of Inria’s dancer from publicly available dataset using
the EPVH algorithm.
Whilst simulation was an invaluable tool for rapidly prototyping and beginning the
process of evaluating algorithms, many real-world human phenomena are not eas-
ily tested through this medium. Most notably movement. Whilst synthetic models
can be crudely animated, they are unable to emulate the way in which a human
moves without significant modelling effort. Publicly available datasets comprising
camera images of moving humans provided essential material enabling algorithm
testing with real-world data, prior to deploying and calibrating a set of cameras in
the laboratory. Figure 2.5 shows two novel viewpoints reconstructed from Inria’s
Dancer dataset 1.
1http://4drepository.inrialpes.fr
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Calibrating cameras
Figure 2.6: A reconstruction from real camera images from our own calibrated
camera set.
Deploying and calibrating a set of real cameras can be a time consuming task, and
the journey to achieving it in this research was no exception. A number of methods
for calibrating cameras are identified in 3.3.9, ultimately the method described in
[80] was settled upon.
In this method, cameras forming a set may be calibrated in groups, which is a sig-
nificant advantage over methods such as [120] that require painstaking calibration
of each individual camera. A wand is used with two clearly visible and easily dif-
ferentiatable markers placed a known distance apart, we used two coloured foam
balls on a stick. The wand is waved in front of all the cameras simulataneously
whilst they capture images. The positions of the centres of the markers in each
of the camera images is determined, either in real-time or as an offline post pro-
cess. The marker positions are tabulated for each frame and each camera; it is
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important to maintain consistency in frame numbering between cameras in the
process. For cameras where one or both of the markers is not visible, this is de-
noted. It is extremely important to only record the positions of markers whose
visibility and centre position are known with absolute certainty because the cali-
bration algorithm can be recalcitrant in the presence of false positives. Conversely
the presence of false negatives does not affect the calibration results providing
there are sufficient marker occurances detected. The algorithm requires only the
image centre in pixels and estimated focal length of each camera to begin. The
calibration algorithm uses descent methods (bundle adjustment) to iteratively ad-
just a working model of the complete camera set until pixel reprojection errors are
minimised across all of the cameras. A second advantage of this technique over
other camera calibration methods is that marker correspondences only need to be
present between pairs of cameras in the set, rather than present in the entire set.
This means that, providing sufficient pairs of markers exist between all cameras
in the set, camera sets comprising cameras pointing in diverse directions can more
easily be calibrated.
Given a set of real calibrated cameras we were able to start capturing our own data
and begin to conduct laboratory experiments. Figure 2.6 shows an example of an
early reconstruction from our own camera set.
2.5.3 Focus on temporal quality
Through literature survey, algorithm prototyping and evaluation, the impact of
camera resolution and the number of cameras on the visual, spatial and temporal
quality of the visual hull was determined as:
• spatial quality increases as camera count and resolution are increased;
• visual quality increases as spatial quality and camera resolution increase;
• temporal quality increases as input complexity decreases (in general input
complexity is proportional to camera count and resolution)
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Therefore the relationship between visual, spatial and temporal quality is that tem-
poral quality decreases as spatial and visual quality increase. Hence, if by some
means the performance of an algorithm could be increased, it should be possible
to increase the spatial and visual qualities possible per unit time. In other words,
by increasing temporal quality through enhancing performance, spatial and vi-
sual qualities can be improved. An aspect of temporal quality that was explored,
aside from the performance of the algorithm itself, was temporal consistency of
the inputs and how this impacts on spatial and visual quality of the output. In this
context temporal consistency can be regarded as the level of synchronisation of
camera images. The motivation for this study came from a concurrent research
project studying the camera acquisition stage, in which the question of frame syn-
chronisation had arisen. Not all cameras offer hardware frame synchronisation
inputs, and therefore signalling such cameras to provide a frame must be achieved
in software, which is unlikely to be temporally consistent across all cameras. Ex-
periment E4 (2.4, E4) was performed as part of the concurrent research project
and investigated sub-frame camera desynchronisation. Experiment E5 (2.4, E5)
was conducted as part of this research and investigated the effect of whole frame
desynchronisation of part of the camera set on the reconstruction of moving hu-
mans. Together these experiments provided results supporting hypothesis H2.
2.5.4 Parallelisation of EPVH
Parallel processing was employed to improve the performance of the EPVH al-
gorithm. The authors of the algorithm had described a network distributed im-
plementation [41], which they claimed enabled real-time performance at approxi-
mately the qualities required by our application. The initial approach to paralleli-
sation was to identify parts of the algorithm that performed a simple step numer-
ous times with different input data (i.e. SIMD), and implement a discreet parallel
processing block for them. Literature review had revealed recent research using
multi-core GPUs for general purpose number crunching, and it seemed likely that
GPUs could accelerate some parts of the EPVH algorithm. My initial EPVH par-
allelisation was implemented in OpenCL and executed three parts of the algorithm
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in parallel on a GPU. The overall reconstruction time for a range of camera counts
and resolution was compared to sequential execution on the CPU in experiment
E3 (2.4, E3). The experiment found that the partially parallelised algorithm exe-
cuted on the GPU offered improved performance compared with sequential CPU
execution.
Parallelisation of the EPVH algorithm continued with the end goal of achieving
an end to end parallelisation. The approach to parallelisation was completely
revisited; the data entities over which the parallel processing was performed were
rethought compared to that used in E3, and the parallel partitioning re-analysed. A
new end-to-end parallelisation was conceived and implemented in both OpenCL
and OpenMP. The new scheme improved performance over that used in E3 and
also provided a means of comparison to figures published in the literature for the
network distributed approach. Experiment E6 (2.4, E6) tested the new parallel
partitioning, and was able to compare its execution on GPUs with that on multi-
core CPUs. It was found that the implemented scheme achieved much better
performance on multi-core CPUs than GPUs. The parallelisation of EPVH, and
the experiments which were performed, proved hypothesis H3 - that temporal
quality could be improved through parallel processing - in turn allowing for higher
spatial and visual qualities.
2.5.5 Evaluation for telepresence applications
The parallelised EPVH was able to achieve real-time 3D reconstruction of hu-
mans at appropriate spatial and visual qualities, in simulation, using pre-recorded
datasets from disk, and with our calibrated camera set. The evaluation for telepres-
ence applications comprised of two parts: a one directional live end-to-end system
demonstration, and an experiment to determine whether test subjects could accu-
rately judge the direction of eye gaze of a 3D reconstructed person.
The end-to-end demonstration brought together two research projects, one fo-
cussing on the camera acquisition stage and this one. Cameras were used to cap-
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Figure 2.7: The research platform through which human interaction through 3D
reconstruction can be investigated.
ture live images of a person in our laboratory, whilst the 3D reconstruction algo-
rithm received these images and performed the reconstruction at another building
in the university in front of a number of conference delegates. Skype was used
for audio so that the conference delegates could instruct the person being recon-
structed to perform a particular action, in order to prove that the demonstration
was live. We used wi-fi for connecting the 3D reconstruction computer to the
camera acquisition stage, and the receiving computer also had the burden of de-
compressing all the texture streams. Consequently only about 7 frames per second
were achieved, but the concept was proven and latency seemed acceptable.
The collaborative eye gaze experiment was conducted using a research platform
that was implemented as part of this thesis. The platform allows human interac-
tion through 3D reconstruction to be tested and provides a means to evaluate the
applicability of the implemented algorithms for telepresence applications. The
eye gaze experiment showed for the first time that eye gaze could be conveyed to
accuracies sufficient for human social interaction. The experiment also provided
some analysis on the impact of camera placement on form and texture genesis.
Chapter 3
Background and Related work
In this chapter we review the background and literature related to specific areas of
this thesis: Eye gaze and remote interaction, virtual collaboration and 3D recon-
struction techniques. Finally, details of early research not described elsewhere
in the thesis are provided, serving as a critical analysis of 3D reconstruction ap-
proaches presented in the literature.
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3.1 Introduction
Specific conferences and journals relevant to this research were:
• Conferences of particular relevance included:
– 3D Data Processing, Visualization and Transmission (3DPVT)
– ACM Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
– ACM/IEEE Distributed Simulation and Real Time Applications (DSRT)
– ACM SIGGraph
– ACM Virtual Reality Software and Technology (VRST)
– British Machine Vision Conference
– Computer Architectures for Machine Perception (CAMP)
– Computer Graphics, Imaging and Visualization
– Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques
– Conference on Visual Media Production (CVMP)
– IEEE Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition
– IEEE Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
– IEEE Computer Vision
– IEEE Virtual Reality
– Joint Virtual Reality Conference of ICAT - EGVE - EuroVR
– Pattern Recognition (ICPR)
• Pertinent journals included:
– ACM Transactions on Graphics
– ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications and
Applications
– ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction
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– ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology
– ACM Transactions on Modeling and Computer Simulation
– Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
– IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
– IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics
– IEEE Transactions on Computer Graphics and Applications
– IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems
– International Journal of Computer Vision
– Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision
– Journal of Real-Time Image Processing
– Journal of Visual Communication and Image Representation
3.2 Telepresence
Telepresence is the ability for a human to feel, or appear as if they are present at a
place other than their true location. In other words, it is the experience of presence
in a disparate place by means of a communication medium. Defining virtual real-
ity [122], [59] in terms of this user experience rather than mediating technology is
the key to developing telepresence systems in which the user attains a true feeling
of presence, rather than a feeling of being restricted by technology. However, this
is a difficult goal to attain as technology is a requirement for telepresence.
3.2.1 Telepresence and eye gaze
The role of eye gaze in social interaction is clearly important, and according to
[127] the human mind has evolved specialised methods for gaze detection and in-
terpretation. These methods have three functions: detecting the presence of eyes
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or eyelike features, computing the direction of gaze, and attributing the state of
seeing to the gazer. This system is believed to play a pivotal role in everyday
interaction [75]. Eye contact is a natural experience of face to face communi-
cation [6] yet video conferencing generally fails to convey it. [84] conducted
experiments to study how eye contact affects the impression of telepresence in
videoconferencing. [19] presents the results of experiments into human eye con-
tact, showing that there is an asymmetry in sensitivity to eye contact. Humans are
an order of magnitude less sensitive to eye contact when people look below the
eye than above left or right of it, indicating that the optimal mounting point for
cameras is above the screen. However, this only mitigates the problem and does
not solve the problem of supporting eye contact in video conferencing.
Three approaches to supporting eye contact through video conferencing exist:
Modifying the video so that the user appears to be looking into the camera [46],
placing the camera behind a semi-transparent display [56], [90], or behind a hole
in a front projected display [16], [107]. Modifying the video can be achieved by
3D modelling of local participants and novel view synthesis from the viewpoint of
the remote participant: [25] uses a pair of stereo cameras to create a novel view-
point enabling gaze correction in a one to one video conferencing setup. Using
images of 320 x 240 pixels, the gaze corrected image can be generated approx-
imately every 2 seconds. [63] uses a Kinect to obtain depth maps, and a face
detection algorithm to cut out faces enabling synthesis of a gaze corrected face
which replaces the original face in the camera image, and demonstrates that such
an approach can be used to provide gaze corrected video conferencing with com-
modity hardware.
Whilst these techniques might improve the experience of eye contact through
video conferencing, they do not provide a means for transfer of eye gaze between
different places, for example in directing or following the focus of attention. Nor
do they provide a means by which several participants in a video conference may
perceive who is the current focus of attention as the Mona Lisa effect makes all
observers feel looked at when the remote participant looks at the camera [5].
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3.2.2 Remote collaboration
In [121] a desk mounted eye-tracker is used to convey eye gaze in a 3D virtual
meeting room and within shared documents, but such an approach does not give
the participants the freedom to move around, much like video conferencing. Col-
laborative virtual environments extent the concept of virtual reality into multi-user
systems explicitly supporting collaboration [12]. In order to communicate gaze
between people in different places, the particpants need to be situated in a shared
space, such as a collaborative virtual environment. In this setting, the viewpoint
into the shared space and the embodiment within it can move around. This pro-
vides a 3D context through which directional information such as eye gaze makes
sense.
Immersive collaborative virtual environments (ICVEs) are collaborative virtual
environments in which an immersive display such as a CAVE [26] places partici-
pants inside the shared virtual world by means of surround displays. Within such
a setting, and by tracking the participants, their embodiments are able to move
around each other as if they were in the real world. In [102] ICVEs were ex-
tended to support eye gaze by capturing the direction of participants’ gaze using
eye tracking hardware. This enables direction of attention through the medium
of ICVEs. However, in ICVEs, participants are represented by an avatar, which
generally does not resemble the participant, and when it does is captured in an
offline process so fails to provide a real-time representation.
3.2.3 Remote collaboration and human modelling
A system that adopts the benefits of both video conferencing, and ICVEs would
enable the conveyance of particpants’ appearance and attention simultaneously.
The requirements of such a system are that it captures the participants in 3D,
faithfully enough to communicate attention and appearance.
There are several approaches to capturing human appearance in 3D: [42] Uses
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trinocular stereo to reconstruct a dense 3D point cloud of the front of a person at
2 to 3 frames per second with end-to-end latency of 1.5 to 7 seconds. [113] and
[17] transform a generic model to approximate a person’s shape and [52] applies
colour textures to it . [58] uses structured light to capture the human face in 3D
in real-time. [106] uses a fusion of volumetric and disparity techniques to capture
humans for immersive 3D video conferencing. [20] uses volumetric techniques
to achieve a 15 frame per second modelling of the entire human form. [2] use
network distributed EPVH to capture human hands and insert them in real-time
into a virtual environment, and [92] model the entire human body in real-time for
insertion into and physical interactions with a virtual environment, however this
did not model the face and eyes due to the user wearing a head mounted display.
More recently, [76] uses multiple Microsoft Kinect sensors to capture humans in
real-time.
Other forms of human remote embodiment take a slightly different approach and
use images of humans to project directly onto a real-world object: [71] captures
live images of a human face, warps them and projects them onto polystyrene hu-
manoid heads, whilst [60] uses a depth based approach to reconstruct the human
and project the results onto a life sized cylinder enabling 360◦viewing.
3.3 3D reconstruction approaches
There exist a number of approaches for reconstruction of a 3D form, some such
as laser scanners are readily available commercial products. However when con-
sidering 3D reconstruction it is important to also consider the context the acquired
3D model will be used within. In this thesis we are interested in the real-time re-
construction of the human form for telepresence applications, and therefore only
approaches which are fast, or could be made faster are strongly considered.
At the highest level, 3D acquisition methods may be classified into active and
passive methods:
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3.3.1 Active 3D reconstruction methods
Active methods, such as laser scanning, and reconstruction by structured light
[124], [115], [53] are methods which project light onto the object surface. The
3D form of the object is recovered by analysis of the way in which the projected
light falls on its surface. These methods have been widely used to obtain accurate
models of static scenes, for example a room. Systems for scanning the whole body
are capable of capturing the shape of a person in a fixed pose. [114] and [3] used
such methods to create human body models for later animation. More recently
[128] used structured light to capture the moving human face in real-time.
Shape from structured light is an increasingly explored method of real-time 3D
acquisition [105], [48], [129], it is capable of achieving very high frame rates
compared with other approaches, and has the advantage of being possible with
a single camera. There are two major drawbacks to the approach in the context
of this research: A structured light pattern must be projected onto the participant
being reconstructed which can interfere with the activity taking place. Only a
partial 3D reconstruction is achieved, since the structured light pattern is projected
from a specific location; this limits the orientation of the participant within the
environment.
3.3.2 Passive 3D reconstruction methods (Image based mod-
elling)
Passive methods are those requiring only natural images (such as those taken with
a conventional still or video camera) of the objects or scene to be reconstructed
They are often referred to as image based modelling, or image based reconstruc-
tion (IBR) techniques. This allows for greater flexibility in scene composition,
and less equipment. Unlike active methods they can also allow for retrospective
3D model generation from previously captured images as first demonstrated by
[30] reconstructing architectural models from images. Image based modelling
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techniques can be broadly classified into single camera, two camera (stereo), and
multiple camera methods:
3.3.3 Single camera image based modelling
Single camera methods may be used to create a 3D model by manually select-
ing feature points and matching to a known form as explored by [70], in which a
method for reconstructing human body posture from a single image is described.
A single camera may also be used to construct a model from a sequence of images
- For example several images of an object placed on a turntable rotating in front
of a camera, as described by [125] in which profiles (also known as apparent con-
tours) of an object under circular motion are used to estimate form using epipolar
constraints. Similarly, 3D forms may be obtained by analysing the movement of
an object in a sequence of images, such approaches are often called structure from
motion In 1984, [87] described such a method in ”Spatio-temporal modelling
based on image sequences”. As the title suggests, these methods obtain informa-
tion about the object missing in the first images from subsequent images. They
are similar to multiple camera methods but instead of images being temporally
consistent, they are spatially consistent.
Single camera methods are of limited value to this thesis for a number of rea-
sons: Firstly, the temporal approach to structure from motion does not lend itself
to dynamic objects such as the human form. Secondly, it is not feasible to manu-
ally identify feature points for mapping to a known form when several images per
second will be generated - This could be addressed by automatically tracking ini-
tially identified feature points through sequences of images, indeed this forms the
basis for video object tracking typically achieved using easy to identify markers.
However, such methods usually employ multiple cameras due to the occlusion of
features in a dynamic object between frames.
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3.3.4 Two camera (stereo) image based modelling
Two camera methods usually replicate the animal binocular vision system where
correspondences between two slightly offset images are used to triangulate the
distance to that point Such approaches are usually referred to as stereo recon-
struction. There exists a wealth of research into such methods, perhaps because
it is the most obvious starting point in analysing 3D vision. Two camera stereo
reconstruction methods are not capable of creating a complete 3D model of an ob-
ject unless mixed with other approaches encompassing more views of the object
to be modelled. A number of such hybrid approaches exist, for example [23] used
a combination of photometric stereo and object silhouettes to obtain the full 3D
form of an object.
On the whole, stereo methods use photo correspondences to generate a depth map
representing the distance to points within the field of view from the plane in which
the cameras are situated. Finding these correspondences is a computationally ex-
pensive operation, and it can take many seconds to generate the output depending
on the resolution being used. [7] uses a recursive matching algorithm to achieve
25 fps performance at 720 x 576 pixels. More recent approaches have achieved
near realtime performance (15 fps) by using parallel processing on a GPU [61].
[62] Uses 48 cameras arranged in pairs of black and white cameras for stereo
depth computation and a colour camera for texture acquisition on a single ma-
chine. Depth maps are combined to create a 360◦model of the user achieving 5-7
frames per second.
Trinocular approaches add the constraint of a third camera in right-triangular [89],
parallel [91], or surround configurations [86], to reduce ambiguity in stereo match-
ing. [85] presents a real-time approach by parallelising over four processors.
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3.3.5 Multiple camera image based modelling
The widest field of image based modelling methods are those involving multi-
ple cameras - A number of cameras are placed around the object to be modelled
and a variety of techniques can be employed to reconstruct the object geometry.
These methods aim to reconstruct the entire object geometry, and are therefore
well suited to the requirements of this research. At the heart of most multiple
camera reconstruction methods are two fundamental concepts: Shape from sil-
houettes, and the visual hull.
The concept of shape from silhouette was first introduced by [9] This work pro-
posed that a 3D form could be roughly geometrically approximated from the in-
tersection of a finite number of silhouettes of images taken around the object. [67]
later proposed the concept of the visual hull as a theoretical entity which could be
constructed from the intersection of an infinite number of silhouettes of the object
to be modelled. The visual hull is the maximal surface enclosing the form of the
object, it is unable to represent any surface concavities. Since these important
contributions, the visual hull and methods for constructing it have been the focus
of much study in the field of computer vision. These methods largely fall into two
categories:
• Volumetric approaches reconstruct the volume of the object using voxels to
represent a region of space.
• Surface based approaches reconstruct the surface of the object, often using
polyhedral geometry to do so.
There exists a third category that is able to generate an arbitrary viewpoint of the
object from images, but does not create a 3D model, this is known as image based
rendering.
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3.3.6 Volumetric modelling from multiple camera images
Volumetric reconstruction approaches [20], [112] are those which are concerned
with modelling the volume occupied by an object. [77] first described a method
by which a volumetric ”voxel” model of an object could be constructed from
multiple views. A voxel may be regarded as a three dimensional pixel, and is a
discretisation of three dimensional space. As such, the conceptual step from two
dimensional image pixels to voxels is a logical transition that is easy to under-
stand.
Early approaches created low resolution, fairly rough models This is because ex-
tending the concept of a pixel into three dimensions significantly increases mem-
ory requirements, and correspondingly CPU overhead. To overcome this and al-
low the generation of higher definition models, the octree representation was con-
ceived. Octrees are the three dimensional equivalent of the two dimensional quad-
tree and the one dimensional binary tree, and were first described as an efficient
method for representing geometric models by [57]. [22] used octrees to represent
a volumetric model constructed from three orthographic projections. The octree
representation of a voxel object significantly reduces the memory required to store
the object by progressive subdivision of space into smaller volumes where the ob-
ject exhibits more detail. This not only reduces memory requirements, but intel-
ligent approaches can be taken to construction of the octree from images which
greatly increase the speed with which the object can be reconstructed. [96] de-
scribed such an approach which enabled octree models to be built from silhouette
images of an object. This method was improved upon by [117] who introduced
an incremental refining process resulting in a near real-time reconstruction of a
64x64x64 voxel representation of an object.
The space carving algorithm proposed by [64] is a volumetric reconstruction
method that introduces the concept of the photo-hull This solves two drawbacks
of the visual hull concept: Firstly the visual hull cannot be calculated for im-
ages where there are no background pixels, for example reconstructing an entire
scene rather than an object placed within the scene. Secondly, since the photo
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hull is constructed by means of adhering to photo-consistency constraints, surface
concavities can be represented. However, the colour consistency check across
multiple views is an expensive operation and therefore this method is not usually
considered as a candidate for real-time applications.
Volumetric reconstruction can be easily broken down into computational tasks that
can be processed in parallel, this is because voxel occupancy can be calculated in-
dependently each other. [123] propose such an approach in which computation
is distributed over a network to be calculated by several computers. Silhouette
images are captured by capture nodes, which are also responsible for calculating
their projection into the volume to be reconstructed. The reconstruction volume
is broken down into a number of slices beginning with the ”base plane”. Each
silhouette is projected onto a base plane using homographic principles, and its
projection onto successively higher planes can then be achieved using computa-
tionally less expensive scale and translate operations. Since the volume is now
broken down into many slices which can be worked upon independently of one
another, groups of slices can be sent to processing nodes on the network which
calculate the intersection of voxels on each plane. The resulting intersected slices
are then brought back together to form the overall voxel set which constitutes the
visual hull. In this way, higher resolution voxel reconstruction is achieved through
distributed processing. The paper presents this as a method for capturing human
motions.
The advent of general purpose GPU computing has recently meant that highly
parallelisable numeric problems such as volumetric modelling can be approached
in a new way. Traditional CPUs and graphics hardware have followed different
evolutionary paths over the preceding decades due to the differing requirements of
a general purpose CPU compared with the specific requirements of a GPU. GPUs
were originally invented to remove the burden of graphics processing from the
CPU and associated memory. Typically GPUs comprise many processing cores
compared with CPUs and offer very high bandwidth to video memory. New gen-
eral purpose interfaces to GPUs such as CUDA (Compute Unified Device Archi-
tecture) and OpenCL (Open Computing Language) are now allowing processing
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unrelated to graphics to be performed on GPUs which can yield orders of mag-
nitude performance increases for problems of a parallel, rather than sequential
nature.
Two volumetric reconstruction algorithms are implemented using CUDA and com-
pared in [65] One algorithm pre-computes the mapping of voxels to image pixel
bounding boxes and stores these in a lookup table. The second does no pre-
computation, but instead downsamples the silhouette images so that each voxel
approximately maps to a single image pixel. Octree variants of both algorithms
are also tested. The results show that although the first algorithm is faster for
small voxel sets, the size of lookup tables soon becomes too large for the GPU
memory. The second algorithm does not exhibit this problem since the downsam-
pled silhouette images are significantly smaller than the lookup tables. It can also
be observed that in both cases the octree variant of the algorithm is faster This
becomes increasingly apparent as the size of the voxel set increases. Furthermore,
the lookup table algorithm can only be used when the cameras are stationary,
whereas the downsampling approach could be employed for moving cameras and
therefore provides the best general solution of the two.
3.3.7 Surface reconstruction from multiple camera images
Surface reconstruction, or polyhedral modelling, in which the surface of the object
to be modelled is directly converted into polygons has been the subject of much
less research than volumetric approaches This is perhaps because accurately cal-
culating the intersections of projected silhouette cones in three dimensions is dif-
ficult and computationally expensive to achieve. Most research has followed the
well trodden path of firstly calculating a volumetric intersection and then, if nec-
essary, using a surface recovery approach such as the marching cubes algorithm
to determine a polygonal surface model.
The first attempt at directly generating a polyhedral 3D model of an object from
multiple views was in Baumgart’s 1974 PhD thesis, in which the shape from sil-
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houette concept was first proposed. These silhouettes were extruded away from
the camera to form a cone-like shape, and the 3D intersections of these cones
used to approximate the object surface. Shortly afterwards, [8] used a method
in which images of a simple rotating object were used to construct a wire-frame
mesh. Image contours were used to identify second order irregularities, which
were tracked from view to view in order to build up a network of nodes to be
joined by arcs in the final model. Such an approach works reasonably for simple
objects largely comprised of a small number of corners joined by straight edges,
but probably would not for more complex objects and particularly those where the
edges are largely curved with few irregularities that can be tracked. [37] describes
a method for constructing polyhedral models from a rotating object using a laser
range finder to determine the distance to the object at various points over the sur-
face. Since accurate depth maps can be obtained from a laser range finder, this
essentially becomes an exercise in polygonising a 3D form from progressively
rotated depth maps of an object. In principle the reconstruction of a surface is
possible from a set of apparent contours which can be obtained by circumnavi-
gating the surface This was first described by Giblin and Weiss (1987), and later
generalised by Cipolla and Blake (1990). Conceptually, the problem of generating
the visual hull of an object by intersecting projected silhouette cones is a simple
one, and some general advances were made into the efficient intersection of 3D
polyhedra by [18] and later by [100] [116] refine Baumgart’s earlier work on
polyhedral intersection by adding a post intersection mesh simplification step and
creating triangular splines which are used to control model fitting, but this work
is aimed more at reconstructed object recognition than efficient reconstruction.
It is not until the realisation that 3D silhouette cones are a special type of polyhe-
dron that significant improvements in the intersection calculation speed is achieved.
Since the silhouette projection into 3D has a fixed cross section, the operation of
intersecting it with another silhouette cone can be reduced to a 2D operation A
face from the silhouette cone is projected onto a 2D silhouette image from another
camera, the intersection between the projected face and silhouette are calculated,
and this is projected back onto the silhouette cone face. The silhouette cone face
can now be intersected with its reprojection from the silhouette intersection to
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calculate the 3D intersection of that silhouette cone face with the other silhou-
ette cone, thus reducing the cost of the intersection operation and solving numeric
rounding problems simultaneously. This was first suggested by [110] in which
photographs of trees are used to construct 3D models, and later improved by [79]
in a more general work in which polyhedral visual hulls of objects from silhou-
ettes are created efficiently.
[68] propose a method which does not require 3D polyhedral or volumetric in-
tersections to be calculated. Apparent contours from camera images are used to
sweep out a viewing cone which grazes the object tangentially to the surface, this
is used to create a ”cone strip” that continuously bounds the rim of the object from
a camera’s point of view. These cone strips are delimited by intersection curves
between two visual cones (which are easier to calculate than a polyhedral inter-
section). Frontier points (where rims and cones intersect at a point) are used to
construct a ”rim mesh”, the edges of which have a one to one relationship with
the faces of the visual hull mesh. Since only the position of the camera centre is
required, and not the position of the image plane itself, this method can be used
under weak camera calibration. However, the method is only suitable for objects
with smooth curved surfaces.
A hybrid approach to reconstruction is presented by [14] in which both volumetric
and surface based methods are mixed to overcome some of the shortcomings of
each. A surface reconstruction approach is employed to create an irregular grid of
cells close to the surface of the object to be reconstructed, these are then ”carved”
using volumetric methods according to silhouette information. This results in an
approach which maintains the robustness of volumetric approaches, whilst pro-
viding high precision, yet efficient results. [39] improve upon this method in Ex-
act Polyhedral Visual Hulls (EVPH) by removing the volumetric step from their
algorithm and replacing it with an algorithm that recovers mesh connectivity, re-
sulting in an approach which is quicker and produces an exact polyhedron that is
consistent with silhouette images. This is an important piece of work as it also
removes the topological constraints introduced by numerical instabilities which
forced other polyhedral approaches to restrict themselves to simple objects. In
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[41] the EPVH algorithm is parallelised for processing in a network distributed
setting.
A novel approach to polyhedral reconstruction from silhouettes is presented by
[73] A geodesic sphere is created by successive subdivision of the faces of an
icosahedron, the centre of this sphere is arranged to fall within the volume of
the object being reconstructed. Rays are traced out from the centre point to the
vertex edges of the sphere. Using silhouette information, the lengths of these
rays are adjusted so that they fall within the silhouette cone projected from each
image. The sphere vertices are then adjusted to match the ray lengths. In this
way it is possible to reconstruct certain types of objects in a very efficient manner.
However, this method only works for objects which are ”spherical-terrain-like”
(STL) Such objects are ones where the surface can be traced out from a point
within the volume, spheres and cubes would fall into this category, but a teapot
would not since the handle represents a secondary set of surfaces. Although the
paper suggests that the human head is a good example of an STL object, human
ears are not consistent with this opinion. Nevertheless, for STL objects excellent
results are obtained in less time than with other leading polyhedral approaches.
[69] is a method complimentary to EVPH and producing very similar results Sil-
houettes are used to reconstruct the visual hull without the need to attempt 3D
polyhedra intersections, instead the visual hull is built up in an incremental man-
ner from features such as frontier points and intersection points that are derived
solely from projective and epipolar constraints on the input silhouette images and
resulting silhouette cone. Consequently the algorithm is able to reconstruct an
exact visual hull from weakly calibrated camera images. Performance is similar
to that of the EVPH algorithm. [40] significantly improves the performance of
polyhedral modelling techniques by reducing the resolution of the silhouette con-
tour polygon, which had previously been modelled through sub-pixel methods. At
the same time, it is demonstrated that despite the lower resolution representation
of the silhouette contour, the output is pixel consistent with input images. Huge
reductions in the execution times of both Franco and Boyer’s previous algorithm,
and Lazebnik’s algorithm are demonstrated.
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3.3.8 Image based rendering
A third type of ”modelling” from silhouette images from multiple cameras is
widely researched The method, first described by Matusik in ”Image-Based Vi-
sual Hulls” [79] employs an algorithm that is entirely image based. No geometric
model is created, and the desired viewpoint is directly rendered from image space
coordinates of the reference images. Although this set of approaches has many ad-
vantages, including low computational cost and high photo-realism, no 3D model
is ever created. This means that the algorithm must be run for each desired view-
point, and that model interactions such as collision detection with virtual objects
would not be possible.
3.3.9 Camera calibration
All IBR and VBR systems require a means of obtaining camera calibration data,
for fixed camera systems calibration is usually an offline process that does not
need to be repeated unless cameras are moved. The process of camera calibra-
tion involves determining the relationship between 3D world coordinates and the
camera image plane [120]. A wide variety of techniques exist including cali-
bration with a one dimensional object where one end of a line is fixed [131],
a wand based calibration technique [80] calibrates multiple cameras with image
correspondences across views, [44] uses multi-view stereo and bundle adjustment
to derive camera calibration. [55] requires images of at least three spheres to
calibrate a single camera, whilst [109] describes a technique in which multiple
cameras are calibrated using a single image of a globe, determining both intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters. [98] uses silhouette based multiple camera calibration
based on error function derived from mutual consistency of silhouettes in pairs
of views. [54] derive a common homography and relate silhouettes with epipoles
under circular motion, similarly [111] uses an iterative optimization of shape from
silhouette under circular motion to determine camera parameters by minimizing
the difference between the projections of reconstructed visual hull and the silhou-
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ette images using a GPU. [95] derives calibration from unsynchronised camera
pairs on a network using silhouette information, and [94] calibrated cameras us-
ing only silhouette information in video streams.
3.4 Early research
The rest of this thesis discusses in more detail quality of 3D reconstruction (Chap-
ter 4), the focus on improving temporal quality of the EPVH algorithm (Chapter
5), and a research platform developed for evaluating these in the context of telep-
resence (Chapter 6). The research conducted to narrow down approaches to 3D
reconstruction in partial fulfilment of objective O1, research question Q1 and hy-
pothesis H1 is summarised in this section.
3.4.1 Initial literature survey
The initial literature survey suggested that the visual hull [67] was a form that
could be created at relatively low processing overhead compared to many other
image based modelling approaches. The visual hull can be created using tech-
niques falling under the shape-from-silhouette [9] category of approaches. This
provided a direction for further literature searches and also some specific tech-
niques that could be implemented to begin evaluating suitable methods for the
reconstruction of humans. Specifically three categories of shape-from-silhouette
visual hull algorithms were identified: volumetric reconstruction, surface based
reconstruction and image based rendering (IBR). From these three categories,
volumetric and surface based reconstruction were selected as they result in the
formation of a model, whereas IBR does not. Formation of a model was con-
sidered to be an important part of meeting the objectives of the research as it
was anticipated that resulting models would ultimately need to be displayed in
ICVE settings. Image based rendering approaches do not form a model, and are
designed for 2D displays to render a novel viewpoint of the object or scene be-
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ing reconstructed. Whilst immersive displays such as CAVEs with stereo capable
display walls could probably be adapted to work with IBR approaches, most are
already capable of displaying 3D models based on vertices, surface polygons and
textures. Furthermore, it was considered that IBR methods would be considerably
more computationally expensive to display in immersive settings since, not only
would the novel viewpoint need to be calculated for each of the display walls,
but also in order to support stereo, the viewpoint of each eye would need to be
calculated. Hence for a six sided CAVE, twelve novel viewpoints would need to
be calculated, whereas model based approaches would only need to calculate a
single model. This rationale eliminated IBR as a candidate approach during the
feasibility study part of prototyping and evaluation depicted in Figure 2.1, and no
concept implementation was ever created.
Other 3D reconstruction methods ruled out during the initial literature survey, or
feasibility study were:
• Active 3D reconstruction methods, such as laser scanning and structured
light. - These failed to meet the requirements of modelling from camera
images, as well as creating a complete (360◦) model, and were therefore
ruled out during literature review.
• Single camera image based modelling. - Such methods failed to meet the
requirements of being able to model a dynamic form. Due to the require-
ment to rotate the object being modelled, or the camera around the object,
for a complete (360◦) model. These methods are only able to reconstruct
non-dynamic objects and were ruled out during the literature review.
• Two camera (stereo) image based modelling. - Whilst it was conceivable
that stereo methods could be used to create a complete 360◦model by using
multiple sets of stereo camera pairs and merging the results into a single
model, the literature revealed that stereo matching was a computationally
expensive process. The ability of stereo methods to model concave objects
was however compelling, and this had to be weighed against the apparently
more efficient but convex only nature of methods forming the visual hull.
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Stereo methods were ruled out during the feasibility study.
3.4.2 Pilot experiments
Pilot experiments (2.4, E0) provided the means by which several candidate shape-
from-silhouette approaches and algorithms were implemented and evaluated. All
the pilot experiments were conducted using the simulated setting described in
Section 2.3.5.
Volumetric reconstruction
An implementation of volumetric reconstruction based on the space carving algo-
rithm [64] was tested. In this algorithm, 3D space is divided into a grid of equal
sided cubes, known as voxels. Each voxel maps to a pixel, or group of pixels in
every camera’s image plane. Voxels that fall inside the silhouette in every camera
image plane form part of the object being reconstructed, whereas those that fall
inside the silhouette for some or none of the camera images do not. Iterating over
every voxel defining the 3D reconstruction volume forms a volumetric represen-
tation of the object being reconstructed where set voxels fall inside the volume of
the object and unset voxels do not. The resulting data can either be displayed us-
ing volumetric techniques, or the surface can be extracted using an algorithm such
as marching cubes [74]. Example reconstructions from the implemented volumet-
ric algorithm are shown in Figure 2.3 showing reconstruction of the entire human
body, and Figure 3.2a a human head.
In applications where the cameras remain fixed, volumetric reconstruction can
be accelerated by building tables mapping each voxel to the pixels representing
it in the camera image planes. However, this becomes memory intensive as the
camera count or resolution is increased, and therefore limits the scalability of such
approaches. The necessity to extract a surface from the volumetric data to enable
polygonal model genesis and texturing adds a further processing burden to the
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workload. Whilst the volumetric implementation continued to be used for our
initial synchronisation experiment (2.4, E2), alternative methods better suited to
our requirements were being sought.
Voxel contour intersection
Figure 3.1: Point clouds formed using the Voxel Contour Intersection method in
a simulated setting, from synthetic human model using virtual cameras.
One way in which volumetric reconstruction was a poor fit to our requirements
was that it models object volumes rather than the surface between object and
space. This can be remedied, as previously mentioned, by a post processing al-
gorithm that steps around the boundary between set and unset voxels forming a
polygonal surface. With this in mind we conceived our own novel algorithm for
evaluating only those voxels that fall at the edge of the object. This was named
”Voxel Contour Intersection” and worked using contours defining the edge of sil-
houettes as well as the silhouette images from the conventional space carving
approach. Voxels in the final set were determined to fall at the surface of the ob-
ject being reconstructed if they fell on the path of the silhouette contour in at least
one image and within the silhouette in all other images. In this way we were able
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to generate a point cloud representing voxels at the surface of the object, as shown
in Figure 3.1.
This approach was no more computationally efficient than calculating the voxel
occupancy in the space carving approach, but appeared to get a step closer to a
polygonal representation without using marching cubes. Deriving a polygonal
mesh from the point cloud was the next problem to be solved along this line of
research. In fact marching cubes would have been no use here, because the result-
ing point cloud was sparse compared with a voxel set, due to the discreet nature of
pixels falling along the silhouette contour. Approaches such as delaunay triangu-
lation [31], [29] seemed an appropriate fit, and software libraries offering it were
readily available. However, whilst delaunay triangulation of the sparse point cloud
formed a cleaner surface than marching cubes, the performance was no better.
Direct surface reconstruction
Literature revealed that researchers had used ”hybrid” methods [14] in which the
form is roughly calculated volumetrically before refinement by following contour
edges. However, it was becoming clear that an approach able to resolve the sur-
face of the object directly from silhouettes without first performing a volumetric
reconstruction was required. Such an approach would certainly reduce memory
overhead, and could possibly be computationally more efficient.
One such technique, the Adaptive Dandelion [73], was implemented and tested.
The approach begins by constructing the triangles forming the surface of an icosa-
hedron such that the centre of the icosahedron’s volume falls within the silhouettes
in all images. Rays are then traced out from this central point along the line to
each of the icosahedron vertices. The rays are mapped to every camera image and
trimmed to the shortest length that falls within all silhouettes. Icosahedron ver-
tices are adjusted to the 3D position at the end of the trimmed ray. The adaptive
aspect of the algorithm is that each triangle can be recursively subdivided as re-
quired to increase surface detail. The algorithm was found to be very efficient, and
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lacked the memory overhead of volumetric approaches. However the ability of the
approach to only model spherical terrain like (STL) objects meant that whilst it
was reasonable for modelling the human head, it was unable to model limbs. Fig-
ure 3.2b shows a human head reconstructed using the adaptive dandelion method.
Notice how in comparison to the same head reconstructed by other methods in
that diagram the adaptive dandelion head lacks the top of the ears, this is due to
their geometry not conforming to the STL requirements of adaptive dandelion.
A more general purpose approach, capable of reconstructing the visual hull was
found in the Exact Polyhedral Visual Hulls (EPVH) algorithm [39]. The method
works by projecting camera silhouette contours into 3D space to form viewing
rays, consecutive pairs of which from a particular camera form an infinite trian-
gle. The rays are projected into every other camera and intersections with contour
edges along the ray recorded. Using these intersections the minimal spans pass-
ing across the surface of the visual hull can be determined. From these initial
spans, each defined by two vertices, the algorithm describes a method by which
the exact connectivity to neighbouring span vertices can be determined to com-
plete a watertight polyhedral mesh. Finally the surface polygons can be extracted
by following the connected vertices of the mesh and referring back to the infinite
triangles formed at the start.
3.4.3 EPVH implementation and development
The EPVH algorithm appeared to provide what had been sought through concept
implementation and comparative study of other shape-from-silhouette algorithms,
i.e. a method of deriving a polygonal surface of the visual hull directly from cam-
era silhouettes without any intermediate steps. Little was known, however about
the algorithm’s performance compared to other approaches. Furthermore, since a
reference implementation was not available, the algorithm had to be implemented
from scratch based on details given in the literature. This was not a straightfor-
ward exercise, and some areas were left open to interpretation. For example, the
method by which searching for intersections of an arbitrary 3D line with camera
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(a) Voxel head (b) Adaptive dandelion head (c) EPVH head
Figure 3.2: Side by side comparisons of synthetic human head reconstructed from
virtual camera images by different 3D reconstruction algorithms.
image silhouette contours may be accelerated. Our initial EPVH implementation
was sequential, and did not execute quickly enough for real-time performance at
the desired quality. An example untextured surface reconstruction from the initial
EPVH implementation is shown in Figure 3.2c.
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter began with a brief review of human collaboration through technol-
ogy, focussing on the conveyance of eye gaze through video conferencing and
ICVEs then human modelling for remote collaboration. This provided the setting
for the research in terms of the recent developments in technology and how hu-
mans interact through it. From this is is clear that it is only in recent years that
techniques and technology have become sufficiently developed to achieve the goal
of visually faithful real-time 3D telepresence systems.
The subject of 3D reconstruction was then reviewed to search for approaches
which might be suitable for real-time modelling of the human for telepresence
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applications. The review revealed that there has been a significant amount of re-
search into volumetric 3D reconstruction techniques, but much less research in
the area of direct surface based techniques. A number of approaches were imple-
mented and compared during pilot experiments (Section 3.4), providing a critical
analysis of state-of-the-art approaches from literature. This enabled narrowing of
the focus to the EPVH algorithm for the remainder of the research.
Volumetric techniques have recently been accelerated by use of multi-core GPUs
to achieve real-time frame rates, and both volumetric and surface based approaches
have been accelerated using network distributed processing. Only one instance of
a real-time surface based technique was found, however, [41] in which network
distributed processing is used to achieve real-time frame rates. There appears to
be no research into the use of modern multi-core CPUs or GPUs for the accelera-
tion of surface based approaches to 3D reconstruction, and this therefore provides
a gap in the literature on which Chapter 5 will focus.
Chapter 4
Quality of 3D reconstruction
In this chapter the quality of 3D reconstruction is studied. Three quality mea-
sures are defined; visual, spatial and temporal quality. The relationships between
them and the characteristics of a 3D reconstruction system that influence them
are discussed. Experiments are described in which temporal consistency of the
input camera images is relaxed and the result on the qualities of the output model
studied.
The study of camera image synchronisation presented in this chapter has been
published in [33].
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4.1 Research questions and hypotheses
This chapter aims to address the following objective:
• O1: Determine the requirements and approaches to 3D reconstruction suit-
able for a real-time telepresence system.
4.1.1 Hypotheses
• H2: Relaxing constraints on temporal consistency of inputs will result in
a degradation of spatial and visual quality in the case where the subject is
moving.
4.2 Qualities
The quality of a 3D reconstruction system is in part the faithfulness of the output
3D reconstruction to the original object being reconstructed, in much the same
way as one might measure the quality of a photograph in terms of its faithfulness
to the scene or objects being photographed. It is often stated that ”a photograph
never lies” and whilst this statement may be true at the highest subjective level, the
measure of quality of a photograph extends beyond the simple notion of likeness.
Lens choice, focus, depth of field, shutter speed, lighting and the speed of the film
or sensor used all affect aspects of the quality of a photograph. In much the same
way, choices made about the components used, and the way they are deployed,
impact upon the quality achieved by a 3D reconstruction system.
For the purposes of quality analysis, we define three measures of output quality
for a 3D reconstruction system: Spatial, visual and temporal, as follows:
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4.2.1 Spatial quality
Spatial quality is the faithfulness of form of the reconstruction to the object being
modelled. Completeness of the reconstruction, and accuracy can be regarded as
independent measures of spatial quality. A particular reconstruction approach
might result in high accuracy modelling of only part of an object. For example,
the use of binocular stereo methods to model the human face can lead to a spatially
accurate model of the face itself, but fails to model the rest of the head or body.
In the context of a 3D telepresence system, in which people are able to move
around each other and use body language to communicate, completeness of model
is important. The number of fingers reconstructed on a human hand surely falls
into the category of model completeness, but what about the wrinkles on a per-
son’s forehead when they frown? Here the difference between completeness of
model and spatial accuracy become less obvious; on one hand a lack of wrinkles
could be described as an incomplete model, but on the other it could be attributed
to a lack of spatial accuracy in the reconstructed surface. For the purposes of this
research, we choose to differentiate between spatial accuracy and model com-
pleteness as follows:
Spatial accuracy is the metric that measures relative distance on the reconstructed
model compared with the object being reconstructed. For example the ratio of
arm to leg length in the reconstruction should be the same as in the human being
modelled.
Model completeness is the measure of presence or absence of features in the re-
construction compared to the object being modelled. By this definition, wrinkles
on a person’s forehead, or lack of them, is a function of model completeness,
rather than spatial accuracy.
Defining spatial accuracy and model completeness in this way also enables the
adoption of model completeness as the overriding measure of spatial quality, since
the accuracy of 3D reconstruction becomes an easily quantifiable measure that is
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largely governed by the quality of camera calibration.
Spatial quality of the visual hull
(e) 125 x 125 (f) 250 x 250 (g) 500 x 500 (h) 1000 x 1000
Figure 4.1: Impact of camera image resolution on the spatial quality of the visual
hull. Full camera image resolution is shown after the sub-figure caption. Silhou-
ettes shown are a sub-region of a full camera image. Models shown are part of
a complete model. The region was selected in the image and model to illustrate
increasing spatial quality of facial features with camera image resolution.
The ideal visual hull is a theoretical entity formed from the intersection of an
infinite number of silhouette cones derived from cameras surrounding an ob-
ject. Therefore all real-world shape-from-silhouette implementations using a fi-
nite number of cameras can only form an approximation of the visual hull. Since
the theoretical visual hull is unable to model concavities, this limitation also ap-
plies to all shape-from-silhouette approaches that do not provide concavity mod-
elling extensions.
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(a) 4 (b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 7 (e) 8 (f) 9 (g) 10
Figure 4.2: Impact of number of cameras on the spatial quality of the visual hull.
The number of cameras is shown after the sub-figure caption.
In terms of the visual hull and its formation, spatial quality is largely influenced
by the number and resolution of cameras. Higher resolution cameras can form
silhouettes that better represent the contour of the object being modelled from a
particular viewpoint as shown in Figure 4.1. The more cameras used in recon-
struction, the greater the number of viewpoints on the object and consequently the
better the constraint of the object’s form (Figure 4.2). Increasing camera resolu-
tion or count, however, does not necessarily lead to an increase in spatial quality;
the threshold of possible quality is defined by the object under reconstruction.
• Spatial quality increases as camera count, resolution and calibration quality
increase.
4.2.2 Visual quality
Visual quality is the ability of a reconstruction approach to achieve a resemblance
to the original object. This is certainly the most subjective of the quality measures.
In two dimensions the visual quality of a copy of a picture could be measured in
terms of the variance of pixels in the copy compared with the original. Similarly,
in three dimensions, the visual quality of a reconstructed model could be measured
against the input images. This is similar to the photo-consistency measure used
by some reconstruction techniques to refine a model. However, the problem here
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(a) 125 x 125 (b) 250 x 250 (c) 500 x 500 (d) 1000 x 1000
Figure 4.3: Impact of camera image resolution on the detail captured, lower reso-
lution fails to capture important features such as the eyes. Camera image resolu-
tion is shown after the subfigure caption.
is that poor spatial quality will necessarily result in poor visual quality; therefore
visual quality is dependent on spatial quality. Visual quality will also tend to
increase as camera image resolution increases; more pixels will define an area
being reconstructed, leading to a better likeness. Figure 4.3 illustrates how small
but important features like the eyes can be poorly defined at lower resolutions.
• Visual quality increases as spatial quality and camera resolution increase.
4.2.3 Temporal quality
Temporal quality of 3D reconstruction can be summarised as the ability to quickly
and consistently deliver the reconstructed model from the input images. An in-
crease in time taken would constitute a decrease in temporal quality. Temporal
quality can be subdivided into latency and frequency. The latency is the overall
time taken to reconstruct the model, whereas the frequency is the number of re-
constructions that can be achieved per unit time. Temporal quality is inversely
proportional to latency and directly proportional to frequency. This means that a
higher temporal quality is achieved by delivering output at a low latency with a
high frequency.
Whilst it may seem that there is a direct relationship between latency and fre-
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quency, they are actually independent measures of temporal quality. For exam-
ple, a high frequency could be achieved but with a long delay (latency) in the
output. Such a result could be achieved through latency in the transmission of
camera images to the reconstruction algorithm. Another cause of latency can be
the pipelining of processes in the reconstruction system aimed at achieving higher
frequency output. Pipelining is a method of achieving stream level parallelism in
which a sequence of processes are executed simultaneously on multiple proces-
sors each acting on a different frame in the stream. For example, one processor
might capture a new image from the camera whilst another performs background
segmentation on the previously captured frame.
• Temporal quality increases as latency decreases and frequency increases.
4.2.4 Relationship between spatial, visual and temporal qual-
ity
The three quality measures have been described, and defined in terms of the char-
acteristics that affect them: namely camera characteristics for spatial and visual
quality: and latency and frequency for temporal quality. It has already been noted
that visual quality depends to some degree on spatial quality. The relationship
between camera characteristics and temporal quality therefore need to be estab-
lished to understand the overall relationship between these three qualities. This
relationship can differ depending on the 3D reconstruction approach used, so at
this stage we seek to define a generalised relationship. In general, as the number
of pixels per camera and the number of cameras increases, there is an increased
processing burden on the 3D reconstruction algorithm. Increasing the processing
required increases the latency and decreases the frequency, hence decreasing tem-
poral quality. Therefore, in the general case, temporal quality decreases as camera
count and resolution increase. Since increasing camera count and resolution can
lead to higher spatial and visual qualities, the general case can be extended to de-
fine a direct relationship between spatial, visual and temporal qualities as follows;
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achieving higher spatial and visual qualities decreases temporal quality. Since
temporal quality is a determined by the performance of 3D reconstruction, the
logic of this relationship can be reversed as follows:
• Increasing performance will enable higher spatial and visual qualities per
unit time.
4.2.5 EPVH algorithm and quality
In terms of the EPVH algorithm, the general case that spatial and visual quality
are proportional to camera resolution and count can be defined more specifically.
Silhouettes form silhouette contours that define the edges of objects in camera im-
ages. Each contour is made up of an ordered series of points progressing around
the contour, pairs of which define a straight line segment. For shapes defined by
straight edges in camera images, the number of points defining the contour will
be fewer than that required to define a curve. This forms the notion of contour
complexity which, when combined over all of the cameras, defines the input com-
plexity. Unlike volumetric approaches to shape-from-silhouette, in which input
complexity is defined by resolution, for EPVH it is the contour complexity that
becomes the impacting factor on spatial and temporal quality. For complex or
curved objects, increasing camera resolution will generally increase contour com-
plexity, and so the general rule still applies. However, for simple objects defined
by straight edges, or those occupying a small region in the camera image plane,
the general rule may not apply. Visual quality increases with camera resolution in
the same way as in the general case, regardless of contour complexity. An object
such as a cube may be defined by contours of low complexity but have an intricate
surface texture, the appearance of which improves as camera resolution increases.
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4.2.6 Quality requirements for telepresence
An essential part of this research is understanding the requirements for human
communication through the medium of telepresence in terms of quality. The best
balance of visual, spatial and temporal qualities needs to be sought to provide an
effective system that does not hinder communication and feels as natural as pos-
sible. Many of the expectations are already defined by existing mediums such as
video conferencing and immersive virtual reality. Video conferencing provides
a visually faithful means of communication, enabling people to engage in mean-
ingful non-verbal communication to supplement conversation; facial expressions
can convey feelings and emotions that cannot be supported through immersive
VR. Virtual reality provides a spatially coherent means of interacting, enabling
participants to move around each other, point at each other, and generally direct
each other’s attention within the shared setting. However VR can be a confusing
mixture of body tracked gestures conveyed through the iconic representation of
an avatar that is an otherwise unrealistic soulless entity.
The requirements for 3D telepresence can be derived from combining the most
effective aspects of video conferencing and immersive VR to provide a visually
faithful and spatially coherent representation of the human. To quantify what
these requirements are we must analyse the important aspects of each in terms of
human communication, focussing on those requiring the most detail to represent.
For example, the human eyes are a relatively small feature compared with the
mouth; a resolution capable of representing the main features of the eyes (white,
iris, pupil) will provide more than adequate detail of the mouth to convey a smile.
Similarly, sufficient spatial quality to ascertain where a person is pointing will
also provide for the distinction between them waving or shaking their fist. These
requirements are harder to define in terms of the camera system used to capture
humans for 3D telepresence as they require first defining the distance away from a
camera that a human can be situated before determining the resolution that would
be sufficient. Instead, the quality requirements are guided by current technology,
which provides cameras of resolutions capable of capturing detail such as the eyes
up to a certain distance away, and at a certain number of frames per second. In this
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sense it is the manner in which this technology is deployed that will determine the
quality of output achieved beyond a certain lower bound. Similarly, it is beyond
the scope of this research to perform specific tests into non-verbal communication
through telepresence, the aim is to provide a platform through which meaningful
tests can be carried out.
4.3 3D reconstruction system components impact-
ing upon quality
4.3.1 Camera choice
The number and resolution of cameras and their impact upon quality has already
been discussed at some length. Other camera characteristics that may impact upon
quality are the choice of lens used and the method of triggering and obtaining
frame data.
Camera lens choice
High end cameras often provide the ability to change the lens used. Normal lenses
are those where the focal length is greater than the longest edge of the image plane.
Wide angle lenses are those where the focal length is smaller than the longest
edge of the image plane, resulting in a wider field of view. In 3D reconstruction
it can seem compelling to deploy wide angle lenses, providing each camera with
a wider view on the reconstruction area and consequently expanding the working
volume within which objects can move. However, inexpensive wide angle lenses
can distort the camera image (Figure 4.4, turning straight edges into curved lines
which, left uncorrected, will adversely affect the spatial and visual quality of the
reconstruction. Camera lens distortion can be modelled and camera images can
be corrected in software to remedy this. Whilst silhouette contours can be cor-
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(a) Wide angle lens (b) Normal lens
Figure 4.4: Lens choice can lead to image distortion. (a) A wide angle lens gives
rise to barrel distortion, making straight lines appear curved. (b) A normal lens
where straight edges appear straight.
rected with a relatively low processing overhead by simply displacing points by
the corresponding adjustment in the lens distortion model, camera images used
for texturing must be corrected on a per pixel basis. Such image correction re-
quires processing, and can therefore lead to a degradation in temporal quality of
the overall system. High end wide angle lenses are available the provide both a
wide field of view and do not exhibit barrel distortion, however these were not
available for the purposes of this research.
Camera trigger and distribution method
Some cameras provide a mechanism via which hardware synchronisation may be
achieved. Typically this takes the form of a connector through which a rising or
falling edge signal triggers image capture; enabling all cameras within a system to
be perfectly frame synchronised. Reliance on this capability significantly reduces
the range of cameras that can be used for 3D reconstruction since few cameras on
the market offer it. Without a hardware trigger, perfect camera frame synchronisa-
tion is arguably impossible. Section 4.4 describes the findings of experiments per-
formed to understand how the lack of frame synchronisation impacts on quality.
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The distribution method used to provide images from cameras to the reconstruc-
tion algorithm will have some inherent latency and hence affect temporal quality
of the overall system. Cameras will have an interface through which images can
be obtained, which could be ethernet, USB or firewire. A reconstruction system,
relying on cameras directly connected to the machine running the reconstruction
algorithm, will be limited in terms of the possible number of cameras in the case
of USB or firewire, since bus contention and overall interface bandwidth places
a ceiling on the number of possible cameras. Scalable systems will generally
provide machines dedicated to the purpose of obtaining and distributing camera
images to the reconstruction algorithm. The design of such a camera acquisition
stage in 3D reconstruction is outside the scope of this thesis, but has implications
for the quality of reconstruction and also the temporal consistency of inputs that
are discussed further in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 Camera placement
(a) Poor constraint (b) Better constraint
Figure 4.5: Impact of camera placement on spatial quality of the visual hull. (a)
Imbalanced placement of 4 cameras provides insufficient constraint. (b) Balanced
placement of 4 cameras leads to better constraint.
The placement of cameras and the shape of the object being modelled need to be
considered. As a general approach, positioning cameras so that they point towards
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the object from as many different directions as possible better constrains the visual
hull than clustering them together. Figure 4.5 demonstrates this principle. In
both cases a subset of 4 cameras from a set of 10 is selected for reconstruction.
4.5a shows the effect on that selecting cameras from insufficient directions has
on the reconstructed form. 4.5b shows that, by swapping 2 of the 4 cameras for
ones pointing at the object from more diverse directions, better form constraint is
achieved.
Objects with holes passing through them can be modelled by shape-from-silhouette,
but these holes must be clearly visible from at least one camera and also correctly
masked by background segmentation. Small holes can be problematic in terms
of camera placement, particularly if the size of the hole is much smaller than the
thickness of the object it is passing through. Such a scenario necessitates careful
alignment of camera to hole to ensure that the background is visible through the
hole.
Moving objects provide further challenges for 3D reconstruction systems, partic-
ularly in respect of camera positioning. Any camera placement carefully consid-
ered for particular regions of the object being modelled, becomes meaningless if
the object is to be allowed to move freely. Employing the strategy of placing cam-
eras so that they point at the object from as many different directions as possible
can only be achieved for a region within which the object is allowed to move.
Furthermore, as the object moves within this region, the size of it within camera
image planes will vary as the object moves towards or away from a particular
camera. This makes it difficult to make strategic decisions about camera image
resolution and the complexity of objects being modelled. Providing cameras are
pointing towards the object from many different directions, however, this problem
can be mitigated by the object’s size increasing in one camera whilst it diminishes
in another.
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Camera placement and visual hull set definitions
By the classic definition of the visual hull, regions falling within it are defined as











where: V H is the visual hull formed, and V is the viewing cone formed by a
contour
This definition gives rise to a bounding volume defined by the intersection of
regions visible by all cameras simultaneously. An object overlapping the edge of
this volume will be clipped in the reconstruction, and those falling outside of the
volume will not be reconstructed at all. [39] defines a new visual hull set definition











where: V HC is the visual hull complement formed, and DV is the visibility of
viewing cone complement relative the the image from which it is formed.
Considering the visual hull or its complement are the same, because the surface
of the hull separates the region defined by regions falling inside or outside the
intersection of silhouette cones. The difference lies in the complete visual hull
set that is formed from all camera images in the first case, or only those visible
in the second case. Regions projecting within the silhouette for all cameras, in
which that region is visible, contribute to the visual hull in the second case. Using
this definition relaxes the constraints on camera placement, allowing objects under
reconstruction to be partially visible by a single camera, or completely outside the
visible area of one or a subset of cameras.
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4.3.3 Camera calibration
Camera calibration is the process that determines the relationship between the po-
sition of objects in the real world and their mapping onto the camera 2D image
plane. A number of different processes are described in the literature (Section
3.3.9), resulting in the output of a set of 3x4 projection matrices P, that map 3D
world coordinates to 2D coordinates on the camera image plane through the rela-
tionship in equation A.0.2 Through the process of camera calibration, two mea-
sures of calibration accuracy may be defined. The 2D pixel re-projection error
defines the RMS error in camera image pixels of projecting 3D coordinates onto
the camera image plane using the matrix P. The 3D reconstruction error is the
spatial error in the position of a 3D point, reconstructed from a pair of 2D points,
each on a camera image plane projected into 3D space. The pixel re-projection
error can be used to determine the calibration quality of an individual camera.
Values under half a pixel are desirable for all cameras in a set. Values over a pixel
can result in the wrong camera image pixel being selected for a particular point in
space, giving rise to spatial and texture distortion in the reconstruction.
4.3.4 Background segmentation
(a) Background image (b) Camera image (c) Segmented image (with er-
rors)
Figure 4.6: Background segmentation errors in (c) resulting from colour matching
the background reference image (a) in camera image (b).
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Reliance on shape-from-silhouette to form the visual hull means that the quality
of the visual hull formed will be defined, in part, by the quality of silhouettes pro-
vided to construct it. Silhouettes are created from camera images by the process
of background segmentation for which there are a number of approaches. Whilst
background segmentation itself does not form part of this thesis, it is important
to understand the factors that may affect segmentation and the resulting quality
of silhouettes. A typical approach to background segmentation is to capture im-
ages of the background prior to object insertion. When later images with the
object in place are used, pixels that differ from the background reference images
form the object and become part of the silhouette, the remaining pixels form the
background. Whilst in theory, and in simulation, this simple approach works, in
practise there are many caveats that can lead to segmentation errors:
(a) Noisy silhouette (b) Shadow cast under silhouette
Figure 4.7: Background segmentation errors lead to poor silhouettes in the pres-
ence of (a) noise and (b) shadows.
• If the colour of a pixel is used to define how that pixel looks in the back-
ground, a pixel in the object that is the same colour will be erroneously
designated as background, forming a hole or edge discontinuity in the sil-
houette as shown in Figure 4.6. A classic example of colour being used for
background segmentation is in media and film production; known as green-
screening. The weather man ensures he is not wearing any green clothes
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and is filmed in front of a green surface presenting the weather. Maps re-
flecting the context of his weather report can then be dropped behind him
by replacing pixels that only have a green component with pixels from the
map.
• Camera image noise results in minute fluctuations in the colour or intensity
of a pixel which can incorrectly designate background pixels as foreground
pixels and vice-versa, as show in Figure 4.7a. In practise the incorrect as-
signment of background pixels as foreground in shape-from-silhouette ap-
proaches does not usually result in an error in reconstruction as these pixels
will generally fall outside of the silhouette cone intersections of real objects
within the scene, and therefore will be eliminated from the reconstruction.
However, pixels incorrectly designated as background that fall within the
silhouette of the object being reconstructed will result in reconstruction er-
ror in the form of holes passing through the object.
• Variation in lighting of the scene, which is particularly prevalent in outdoor
settings, results in the reference background images captured before object
insertion to no longer be a valid representation of the background. Parts of
the background, or in the worst case the entire background becomes fore-
ground in the silhouette, and the true shape of the object is lost as a result.
• Shadows cast by the object being modelled are a major problem in back-
ground segmentation. The reference background image pixels will differ
from those where the shadow is cast and therefore get designated as fore-
ground pixels in the silhouette. Whilst only the brightness of pixels falling
in shadow will vary from reference images, and therefore colour can be used
to differentiate shadow from object, the fact that shadows follow the object
around the surface on which it is moving can make it difficult to determine
where the object ends and shadow begins (Figure 4.7b).
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(a) Poorly balanced camera
exposure
(b) Manually corrected expo-
sure
Figure 4.8: Poorly matched camera settings can lead to poor visual quality through
regions textured with different cameras appearing to have different brightness and
colours. 4.8a A reconstruction from poorly balanced cameras. 4.8b The same
reconstruction where the images have been manually corrected.
4.3.5 Camera exposure and colour balance
Adjusting the exposure and colour balance of cameras within a set is essential
for obtaining good visual quality output. Poorly balanced camera exposures will
result in some camera images appearing brighter than others, which leads to a
texturing discontinuity, as shown in Figure 4.8a. Texture blending can be used to
blur the discontinuity over a region, but such approaches can lead to blurring of
important features too. Differences in colour balances between cameras in a set
can cause similar problems, and even a set of cameras from the same manufacturer
and of the same model can exhibit colour variance. High end cameras often allow
for exposure and colour balance adjustments to be made in software, which can
be part of the camera calibration process.
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4.3.6 Reconstructed model transmission
Depending on how an end-to-end telepresence system is designed, following re-
construction, the reconstructed model will either need to be displayed or trans-
mitted to a remote location for display. One possible system design is that all the
camera images are transmitted to the remote location, delegating reconstruction
to the receiving end. Another design is that reconstruction is performed locally
and the reconstructed model transmitted. Whilst the specifics of an end-to-end
system design are beyond the scope of this thesis, the implications are briefly dis-
cussed here. The system that reconstructs from local cameras and transmits the
resulting model is the preferred design resulting from this research. The recon-
structed model takes the form of a polygonal mesh that can be compressed using
a number of techniques [45]. Textures applied to the model will form a subset of
data derived from camera images, and should therefore require less transmission
bandwidth than the whole set of camera images.
4.3.7 Experiment E1 - Comparing the latency of an ICVE and
video conference
In the following experiment, the latency of an ICVE and video conference were
both measured. The intention of the experiment was to derive results for guid-
ing the latency expectation of a final end to end 3D reconstruction system. The
method and results are briefly summarised here, full details of the experiment can
be found in [103].
Introduction
Latency can cause confusion between participants in a technology mediated con-
versation. The tolerance for latency in verbal communication is around 150 msecs,
but this tolerance is less clear in video conferencing where the audio and video can
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become out of synchronisation. Latency requirements in connected ICVEs is even
less clear, especially because it is difficult to measure. The aim was to gain an in-
sight into how an ICVE compared to a high quality video conference in terms of
true end-to-end latency of the visual representation only, with the long term goal
of setting latency expectation for future 3D telepresence systems.
Method
Measuring true end-to-end latency of a communication system can be a challeng-
ing problem, especially where the ends are disparately located. Whilst round trip
time is relatively easy to measure, this may not give a clear indication of the la-
tency in the presence of an asymmetry. Network timings when clocks are synchro-
nised can give a better idea of the on way latency, but does not take into account
the additional latency incurred by the capture and display systems at both end.
In order to measure latency for video conferencing and ICVE systems we used the
same approach for both: 2 video cameras were frame synchronised at the start of
recording and one moved to each end of the end-to-end system. A local participant
was filmed moving his arm up and down in a regular motion by one, and his
embodiment (either video image or avatar) was filmed by the other. Latency was
measured by analysing the captured video footage from both cameras side by
side and using the synchronised frame count to determine the time offset between
points at which the participant’s hand passed a particular point in the footage on
both ends.
Results
The end-to-end latency measured between ICVEs shows an asymmetry: In one
direction we measured a mean of 605ms, and in the other 414ms. This can be
attributed to the different body tracking and display technologies used at either
end. The end-to-end latency of the video-conferencing system measured a mean
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of 120ms when viewed through a 60Hz plasma screen, and 100ms when viewed
through a 102Hz DLP projector.
4.4 Temporal consistency of inputs and quality
In this section we discuss the effect that relaxing the constraint on temporal consis-
tency of inputs has on the quality of 3D reconstruction. Inputs to a 3D reconstruc-
tion system usually take the form of synchronised camera images, obtained from
cameras triggered using a hardware synchronisation signal as described in Section
4.3.1. The effect that removing hardware synchronisation has on 3D reconstruc-
tion quality appears to be un-researched in the community. Cameras featuring a
hardware synchronisation interface are not common, and tend to exist only at the
high end of the market. The ability to use general purpose cameras without hard-
ware synchronisation would enable the use of a much wider variety of cameras in
3D reconstruction systems, including USB webcams.
There are three possible synchronisation scenarios for cameras in a 3D reconstruc-
tion system:
• Hardware synchronised via an external synchronisation signal.
• Software synchronised via a software trigger system.
• Free-running, the cameras are unsynchonised.
Figure 4.9 shows the three synchronisation schemes and the expected level of
frame synchronisation from each.
Figure 4.9a shows frames triggered by a hardware signal. The start of each frame
acquired is perfectly coincident in time. Grabbing the latest frame the has been
completely acquired yields frame 2 for all four cameras.
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(a) Hardware triggered (b) Software triggered (c) Free running
Figure 4.9: Three different camera image synchronisation schemes. Grabbing the
latest complete frame for each scheme yields (a) [2,2,2,2] (b) [2,2,2,2] (c) [2,1,1,2]
Figure 4.9b shows frames triggered by a software signal. Notice the variable gap
between the start of each frame acquisition, this is caused by jitter in network
transmission of the trigger signal or latency in processing the signal on receipt.
Grabbing the latest completely acquired frame yields frame 2 for all four cameras.
Figure 4.9c shows frames acquired through free running cameras. There is no
alignment between the start of frames from different cameras, but the maximum
offset between the newest frame between the whole camera set will be a complete
frame period. Grabbing the latest completely acquired frame results in frame 1
for cameras 2 and 3, and frame 2 for cameras 1 and 4.
Three experiments were performed to better understand how each of these syn-
chronisation schemes might impact upon 3D reconstruction quality.
4.4.1 Experiment E2 - Synchronization of images from multi-
ple cameras to reconstruct a moving human
In this experiment we used simulation to capture frames from 6 virtual cameras of
a synthetic human head rotating at 22.5◦per second under two camera desynchro-
nisation schemes. One based on 45◦fixed rotation of the head, designed to show
the most extreme effects. The second based on realistic delays expected from jit-
ter in post-acquisition processes in the camera system; these were derived from
measurements of jitter in the timings of run length encoding of the silhouette and
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MP4 compression of texture.
Image acquisition from the cameras in the simulated setting can be regarded as
equivalent to a hardware synchronised scheme. The synthetic model is rotated,
then images are captured from each of the virtual cameras of the model in a fixed
location. The jitter in time taken to compress the silhouette and texture are used
to guide expectation in de-synchronisation of images reaching the reconstruction
algorithm.
The model was reconstructed using a volumetric technique and the effect desyn-
chronisation had on the resulting spatial quality was presented visually.
Results
The notation (rright◦, r f ront◦, rtop◦, rle f t◦, rbottom◦, rback◦) or (trightms, t f rontms,
ttopms, tle f tms, tbottomms, tbackms) was used where r denotes a rotation in degrees,
t denotes a delay in milliseconds and right, front, top, left, bottom and back denote
the position of the respective camera arranged around the sides of, and facing into,
a cube within which the head was centred.
Figure 4.10 shows the results of using the camera images rotated by 45◦for an
increasing number of cameras in the set. It can be seen that the effect on the
resultant model is dependent on which camera image is rotated. The direction of
rotation also affects the deformation of the model. For example, when the top
camera is delayed, the model exhibits bunching in the direction of rotation.
Figure 4.11 shows the results of using increasing realistic sub-frame period delays
on cameras in the set. To put this into context, the maximum delay used by any
of the cameras in this series of reconstructions is 2.5ms, which corresponds to
0.5625◦of head turning, given the head was rotating at 22.5◦per second. This
length was determined as a realistic amount of delay that could be incurred by
jitter in run length encoding of the silhouettes used to form the image.
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Figure 4.10: Results of the experiment showing the effect of extreme head move-
ment. Clockwise from top left (0right◦, 0 f ront◦, 0top◦, 0le f t◦, 0back◦) control,
(0right◦, 0 f ront◦, 0top◦, 0le f t◦, 45back◦), (0right◦, 0 f ront◦, 0top◦, 45le f t◦, 45back◦),
(0right◦, 0 f ront◦, 45top◦, 45le f t◦, 45back◦).
Full details of the experiment, including timings of the processes of the camera
acquisition system not reported here can be found in [82].
Discussion
The experiment concluded that whilst it was clear that camera synchronisation
is important, for appreciable deformation to be noticeable cameras must exhibit
significant discrepancies in capture time. Given the corresponding timing mea-
surements on the camera acquisition stage, for run length encoding of silhouettes
and MP4 texture compression, it was conjectured that such discrepancies would
probably not be evident within a typical real-time reconstruction system. The
shortcomings of the research were that it:
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Figure 4.11: Results of the experiment showing reconstructions from synchro-
nised and unsynchronised images. Clockwise from top left (0rightms, 0 f rontms,
0topms, 0le f tms, 0bottomms, 0backms), (0rightms, 0.25 f rontms, 0.5topms, 0.75le f tms,
1.0bottomms, 1.25backms), (0rightms, 0.5 f rontms, 1.0topms, 1.5le f tms, 2.0bottomms,
2.5backms).
• Only studied de-synchronisation artefacts caused by fixed-rate rotation of
the human head.
• Only studied effects on spatial quality. The impact on texture and corre-
sponding visual quality remained unknown.
• Only used post-acquisition process timings to estimate jitter in frame arrival
at the reconstruction algorithm.
• Was based entirely in simulation.
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4.4.2 Experiment E4 - Investigating the suitability of a soft-
ware capture trigger in a 3D reconstruction system for
telepresence
This experiment investigated using a software trigger for frame capture in 3D re-
construction by replacing the traditional hardware synchronisation with a software
mechanism that signalled cameras to capture and provide a new frame of data.
Figure 4.12: Schematic of a hardware triggered ”push” camera system.
In a hardware synchronised camera system (Figure 4.12), images are captured by
cameras synchronised by a common external trigger pulse. These images are then
sent over a connection (usually network) to a number of camera ”control comput-
ers” in a so called ”push” scheme. The word ”push” denotes that the cameras are
sending image data unsolicited to their control computer, rather than in response
to a request for an image. In this manner, images arriving on control computers
are images captured by multiple cameras at the exact same moment in time.
In a software triggered camera system (Figure 4.13), the request for a new image
from each of the cameras comes from a single (master) computer. This could be
the computer on which the 3D reconstruction algorithm is running, or an inter-
mediate computer. The capture request is broadcast to each of the camera control
computers, which in turn request images from each of their cameras in a ”pull”
scheme. Depending on the mechanism by which the master computer is con-
nected to the control computers and cameras are connected to control computers,
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Figure 4.13: Schematic of a software triggered ”pull” camera system.
the trigger request has to make at least two connection hops before each camera
is triggered. Any jitter in transmission latecy, or latency in the processing of the
received trigger signal will result in de-synchronised image acquisition at each of
the cameras.
Method
In order to measure timings of a software triggered ”pull” system, 6 cameras were
arranged to capture images of a free running millisecond timer projected onto the
floor. The timer was projected by a 102Hz projector, providing approximately
9.8ms granularity in possible readings. Cameras were connected to control com-
puters in pairs, and then via a network router to a master computer issuing the
trigger request. Each camera had a maximum frame rate of 48Hz, giving a frame
period of 20.83ms.
The master computer broadcast trigger requests over the network to control com-
puters, which on receipt of the request acquired frames from each of the two con-
nected cameras and stored them to disk. The captured stopwatch images were then
compared to determine the time offset between frames. Internal timings were also
recorded for the total round trip request time experienced by the master computer,
and time spent by control computers capturing and processing each frame. By
subtracting capture and processing time from the round trip time, it was possible
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to calculate the network latency.
Results
48 sets of images were captured of the millisecond timer from the 6 cameras. Of
these, 5 sets were too blurred to be readable, and were therefore rejected. 1 set
contained a mixture of digits from one frame and the following frame, and was
rejected. The remaining 42 frmes of data contained images of the millisecond
timer showing the same digits. This indicates that the software capture trigger
operated within a granularity of around 10ms, based on the update frequency of
the projector.
The average time for the software trigger request to make the round trip and pro-
vide a full set of frames was 62ms, with an average of 45ms spent by control
computers acquiring and processing frames. This results in a network latency of
17ms for sending the request, and receiving the corresponding frames.
Discussion
The experiment attempted to test the suitability of a software trigger for camera
image acquisition. However, the results did not achieve sufficient accuracy to
determine this suitability. The method used provided an error of 10ms in mea-
surement accuracy, which is only about half a camera frame period. In order to
prove that the method was suitable for reconstruction of moving humans, an error
considerably smaller than a camera frame period would be required.
In comparing a ”push” system using hardware synchronisation to the ”pull” sys-
tem investigated in this experiment, the most useful finding has been the round
trip timings. 62ms is longer than a single frame period for the cameras used, and
therefore unless a pipeline were implemented whereby a new pull request is issued
before the frames from the previous pull request are received it would be impos-
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sible to obtain images at the camera’s full frame rate. Network latency operates in
two directions in the ”pull” scheme; both for the request itself and transmission of
the result. This combined latency was measured as 17ms, which is approaching
the frame period of the cameras used. By contrast, for the hardware synchronised
”push” system, network latency affects only the delivery of images. Due to this
asymmetry, the ”push” system should always be able to achieve the full camera
frame-rate regardless of transmission latency.
Full details of the experiment can be found in [83].
4.5 Experiment E5 - Whole frame period temporal
inconsistency
In this experiment a whole frame period of temporal inconsistency on camera
images supplied to the reconstruction algorithm and the effect this had on spatial
and visual quality of the 3D reconstruction was studied.
A full frame period of temporal inconsistency is the maximum temporal offset be-
tween frames that one might expect from the ”free-running” type of camera image
synchronisation scenario listed in Section 4.4. In this scheme, cameras are totally
unsynchronised; they run independently of each other, capturing images at their
natural frame rate. Assuming cameras are able to provide images consistently at a
fixed frame rate, the maximum temporal offset between the start of a frame from
one camera and any other camera in the set will be a full frame period.
The same effect might be observed in the case of cameras synchronised by hard-
ware or software trigger, but where delivery of the frames causes significant tem-
poral offset.
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4.5.1 Method
Pre-recorded datasets from synchronised cameras were fed to a 3D reconstruction
algorithm, and the effect of de-synchronising one or more frames on the visio-
spatial quality of the reconstructed model was studied.
Frames were de-synchronised for succesive cameras one at a time, so that the
images used by the reconstruction algorithm were increasingly temporal incon-
sistent. This provided a perfectly synchronised set of images to use as a control
against which to compare the results of the un-synchronised reconstructions. For
example, if four cameras were used during capture of the sequence, we might
choose frame 4 as the reference frame, and begin by providing frames [4, 4, 4,
4] to the reconstruction algorithm to produce the perfectly synchronised control
model. Following this, to simulate unsynchronised cameras, we could choose
to de-synchronise one or more cameras by providing the frame following (or
preceeding) the reference frame. For example, providing frames [5, 4, 5, 4]
would result in a reconstructed model where two of the camera frames were de-
synchronised by a single frame. Visual inspection of the reconstructed model
can then be used to determine how the unsynchronised cameras have affected the
resulting model.
Four datasets were used in the study:
• Martial1 was from Inria’s 4D repository, shot at 1624 x 1224 pixels using
16 cameras at 30 frames per second.
• Juggler was from our own facility, shot at 1004 x 1004 pixels, using 6 cam-
eras at 10 frames per second. For this dataset, cameras were synchronised
with a software trigger, adding some inherent de-synchronisation between
frame starts, measured at 9ms.
• Nikos2 was from the University of Surrey’s i3DPost multi-view human ac-
1http://4drepository.inrialpes.fr
2http://kahlan.eps.surrey.ac.uk/i3dpost_action/data
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tion dataset. Shot at 1920 x 1080 pixels using 8 cameras at 25 frames per
second.
• Dancer1 was from Inria’s 4D repository, shot at 782 x 582 pixels using 8
cameras at 30 frames per second.
For each dataset the correctly synchronised model from the corresponding frames
is first reconstructed. Then models are recosntructed with a new camera de-
synchronised by a frame each time. When half the number of cameras used by
the dataset are unsynchronised, this is considered the maximum single frame de-
synchronisation possible for that dataset. De-synchronising further cameras from
a set by a whole frame period results in the majority of frames being synchronised
to the next frame along in the sequence, and so constitutes a greater degree of
synchronisation.
4.5.2 Results
Results are presented in the form of textured reconstructed output models for vi-
sual inspection. For each dataset, the correctly synchronised reconstructed model
is first presented, along with a schematic showing the camera layout and num-
bering scheme used. This is followed by the models from the reconstructions
with unsynchronised cameras. The unsynchronised models are presented in or-
der of increasing number of de-synchronised cameras. The following notation
is used to denote the camera synchronisation in Figures: (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) de-
notes that 8 cameras are used, and none of them are de-synchronised by a frame.
(1,2,3,4’,5,6,7,8) denotes that 8 cameras are used and camera 4 is de-synchronised
by a frame.
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(a) Camera placement (b) Synchronised reconstruction
Figure 4.14: Martial, (a) Camera layout used (b) Novel viewpoint reconstructed
from synchronised cameras (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16).
(a) 1 camera unsynchro-
nised
(b) 2 cameras unsynchro-
nised
(c) 3 cameras unsynchro-
nised
(d) 4 cameras unsynchro-
nised
(e) 5 cameras unsynchro-
nised
(f) 6 cameras unsynchro-
nised
(g) 7 cameras unsynchro-
nised
(h) 8 cameras unsynchro-
nised
Figure 4.15: Martial, novel viewpoint reconstructed from progressively
un-synchronised cameras: (a) (1’,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16), (b) (1’,2,3’,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16),
(c) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16), (d) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16), (e) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8,9’,10,11,12,13,14,15,16), (f)
(1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8,9’,10,11’,12,13,14,15,16), (g) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8,9’,10,11’,12,13’,14,15,16), (h) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8,9’,10,11’,12,13’,14,15’,16).
Martial
The martial dataset consists of two men engaged in martial arts. We selected a
frame from a section of the overall sequence where the man shown on the left
1http://4drepository.inrialpes.fr
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(Man A) is raising his right leg towards the man shown on the right (Man B).
The movement of the leg is relatively fast. There is a corresponding balancing
action with the left arm, and slight movement of the right arm too. Inspecting the
synchronised reconstruction in Figure 4.14b and comparing to the progressively
un-synchronised reconstructions in Figure 4.15, one can observe that with only
camera 1 unsychronised (Figure 4.15a), the reconstruction of Man A’s right foot is
truncated to around the ankle level. This makes sense because, being at the end of
the moving right leg, the foot will be the fastest moving part of his anatomy. Also,
the foot is directly in front of camera 1, which is the first to be de-synchronised in
the sequence. Progressing to Figure 4.15b camera 3 is also unsynchronised. We
notice minor changes to the reconstruction of Man A’s right leg and foot, but more
significant changes to his left arm, which has become thinned. This also makes
sense as camera 3 is situated in direct sight of his left arm, but with a poor view
of the right leg. The de-synchronisation sequence continues to sweep clockwise
around the pair of assailants causing further truncation of Man A’s right leg. His
left arm becomes thinner and loses the left hand. The tassles coming from his red
belt become shortened. Little change be be observed in Man B’s reconstruction,
and in this part of the sequence he is moving very little. On careful inspection it
is possible to observe that his right arm has swung backwards, and his left hand
ceases to be reconstructed correctly.
Juggler
The juggler dataset is captured using a small number of cameras, mostly situated
to the sides and behind the subject. Only camera 1 faces the subject directly. In
Figure 4.16b reconstructed from synchronised cameras it can be seen that there
are already errors in the visual quality of the reconstruction. The juggling ball is
creating a texturing artefact on the right hand side of the juggler’s face. In Figure
4.17a, reconstructed with camera 1 de-synchronised, we see that the juggling ball
is still present in the reconstruction, but is causing a new texturing artefact on the
juggler’s chest. This is because the ball itself has moved in the image of camera
1 to a position lower down, but other cameras are still capturing the ball in its
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(a) Camera placement (b) Synchronised
reconstruction
Figure 4.16: Juggler, (a) Camera layout used (b) Novel viewpoint reconstructed
from synchronised cameras ( 1,2,3,4,5,6 ).
(a) 1 camera unsyn-
chronised
(b) 2 cameras un-
synchronised
(c) 3 cameras un-
synchronised
Figure 4.17: Juggler, novel viewpoint reconstructed from progressively un-
synchronised cameras. (a) (1’,2,3,4,5,6), (b) (1’,2,3’,4,5,6), (c) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6).
original position. The texturing artefact comes from the new position of the ball in
camera 1, which now projects the ball onto the juggler’s chest. We now study the
changes in de-synchronised camera silhouettes to better understand the changes
in reconstructed form and texturing that have taken place.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.18: Juggler (1’,2,3,4,5,6) from camera 1 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 1 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 1 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
In Figure 4.18c very little has changed in terms of the silhouettes from which
the form is reconstructed. The juggler’s left and right elbows have moved very
slightly, and there are slight corresponding changes in that region of the recon-
struction when comparing the synchronised reconstruction of Figure 4.18d to the
unsynchronised reconstruction in Figure 4.18e. A very small spot is present be-
tween the knees in the undelayed silhouette that is not present in the unsynchro-
nised silhouette. This is likely to be a background segmentation error. Indeed,
looking closely between the knees of the reconstructed juggler, it is evident that
this whole region is not part of the juggler’s anatomy and has erroneously been
included in the silhouettes in the process of background segmentation. The likely
reason for this is because the area lies in shadow. The other difference between
the silhouettes is that the edge of the juggling ball is present in the synchronised
silhouette, but not in the unsynchronised one. In the reconstruction we can see
this more clearly. We can also see that the reconstructed ball is still present in the
unsynchronised reconstruction, but it appears that part of it is missing. In fact the
geometry of the ball is still intact, but the texture applied to the region of it facing
camera 1 has been selected from the unsynchronised camera 1 image which now
contains the juggler’s face where the ball is. Looking back at Figure 4.17a this
can be seen from the novel viewpoint at the top left of the ball.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.19: Juggler (1’,2,3’,4,5,6) from camera 3 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 3 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 3 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
Figure 4.19 shows how camera 3 sees the movement of the juggling ball between
the two frames. The ball has dropped significantly, so much so that it not longer
appears in the reconstructed form in Figure 4.19e. It does however cause a tex-
turing artefact as was already observed in Figure 4.17. The juggler’s face has
suffered from a slight tilting of the head forwards, which causes the nose and chin
to become shortened. Whilst it can be seen from the difference silhouette that the
hands have moved a little, it is not evident from the reconstruction exactly how
the geometry is now formed. The area is confused by texturing inconsistencies.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.20: Juggler (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6) from camera 5 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 5 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 5 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
From the view of camera 5, it can be seen how the juggler’s arms have moved
between the two frames. In Figure 4.20a they are close together, and in the unsyn-
chronised frame they are apart. This significant difference between the arms and
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hands causes the juggler to lose both hands and much of his right forearm in the
unsynchronised reconstruction (Figure 4.20e).
Nikos
(a) Camera placement (b) Synchronised reconstruction
Figure 4.21: Nikos, (a) Camera layout used (b) Novel viewpoint reconstructed
from synchronised cameras (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8).
(a) 1 camera unsyn-
chronised
(b) 2 cameras unsyn-
chronised
(c) 3 cameras unsyn-
chronised
(d) 4 cameras unsyn-
chronised
Figure 4.22: Nikos, novel viewpoint reconstructed from progressively unsynchro-
nised cameras. (a) (1’,2,3,4,5,6,7,8), (b) (1’,2,3’,4,5,6,7,8), (c) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7,8),
(d) (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8).
In this dataset, Nikos is walking forward at a steady pace. Figure 4.21a shows all
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cameras are placed around the edge of the reconstruction area at regular angles
pointing towards the centre. We selected a frame from close to the middle of
the sequence so that he is of a similar size in all camera images. The reference
synchronised reconstruction 4.21b is from above, where there are no cameras.
A good result is achieved apart from some texturing artefacts on his left arm,
which come from camera 1. In Figure 4.22 we see the results of de-synchronising
cameras. Initially de-synchronising camera 1 causes the right side of his head to
become flattened, this makes sense as he is moving forward, and therefore the
image coming from camera 1 places him further ahead than the other cameras.
The same can be seen in Figure 4.22b when camera 3 is de-synchronised, causing
the left side of his head to become flattened.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.23: Nikos (1’,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) from camera 1 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 1 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 1 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
In Figure 4.23 it can be seen from the difference silhouette that Nikos is moving
forward. His whole body advances, with only the back of his left leg remaining
stationary from this angle. This results in a general thinning of the body, including
his head which has become quite narrow in the reconstruction (Figure 4.23e).
The view from camera 3 (Figure 4.24) features both arms in the silhouette. The
swinging movement of the arms as Nikos walks forward causes a significant thin-
ning of them in the reconstruction (Figure 4.24e), his left hand is reduced to a
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.24: Nikos (1’,2,3’,4,5,6,7,8) from camera 3 viewpoint (a) Undelayed
camera 3 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 3 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
stub. His right foot has become pointed and this leg has also suffered considerable
thinning.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.25: Nikos (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7,8) from camera 5 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 5 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 5 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
Camera 5 viewpoint is similar to the view from camera 1, whilst Nikos’ arms are
visible, neither form a feature in the silhouette, and therefore the degradation of
his left arm visible in the reconstruction resulted from the de-synchronisation of
camera 3. There is more general thinning of the upper body, particularly the head
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and shoulders (Figure 4.25).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.26: Nikos (1’,2,3’,4,5’,6,7’,8) from camera 7 viewpoint (a) Synchro-
nised camera 7 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 7 silhouette. (c) Differ-
ence between silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised
reconstruction.
Figure 4.26 shows the view from camera 7. This is perhaps the least remarkable of
the delayed reconstructions, particularly considering the reconstructed geometry
is the same as in Figure 4.22d. Whilst the head in this figure has clearly been
thinned, from this camera’s point of view it is not obvious that it has suffered such
severe spatial quality degradation.
Dancer
The dancer dataset is a sequence of a woman dancing captured by 8 fairly reg-
ularly arranged cameras (Figure 4.27a). Since the cameras used to film the se-
quence are fairly low resolution, and the dancer does not fill the frame in any
of the camera images, the visual quality of even the synchronised reconstruction
(Figure 4.27b) is relatively poor. For example, the facial features cannot be clearly
seen. Unsynchronised reconstructions from the novel viewpoint shown in Figure
4.28 are characterised by a thinning of the arms, leading to a loss of the lower
right arm. Slight thinning of the left lower leg can also been seen.
Figures 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, and 4.32 all show that the dancer’s arms are subject to
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(a) Camera placement (b) Synchronised recon-
struction
Figure 4.27: Dancer, (a) Camera layout (b) Novel viewpoint reconstructed from
synchronised cameras (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8).
(a) 1 camera unsynchro-
nised
(b) 2 cameras unsyn-
chronised
(c) 3 cameras unsyn-
chronised
(d) 4 cameras unsyn-
chronised
Figure 4.28: Dancer, novel viewpoint reconstructed from progressively
un-synchronised cameras. (a) (1’,2,3,4,5,6,7,8), (b) (1’,2’,3,4,5,6,7,8), (c)
(1’,2’,3’,4,5,6,7,8), (d) (1’,2’,3’,4’,5,6,7,8)
more movement than any other part of her body during this frame transition.
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Figure 4.29: Dancer (1’,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) from camera 1 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 1 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 1 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
Figure 4.30: Dancer (1’,2’,3,4,5,6,7,8) from camera 2 viewpoint (a) Synchronised
camera 2 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 2 silhouette. (c) Difference be-
tween silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised recon-
struction.
4.5.3 Discussion
By using whole frame periods to study the effect using non synchronised camera
frames has on the visio-spatial quality of 3D reconstruction, we have shown that,
for a variety of different types of human movement, important features can be
lost within a single frame. Progressive degradation of the reconstructed form was
observed as increasing numbers of cameras were de-synchronised by a frame, as
might be expected. Up to half of the cameras were de-synchronised for each of
the studied datasets. The rationale behind this was that when using whole frame
periods of de-synchronisation, the maximum de-synchronisation of the camera set
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Figure 4.31: Dancer (1’,2’,3’,4,5,6,7,8) from camera 3 viewpoint (a) Synchro-
nised camera 3 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 3 silhouette. (c) Differ-
ence between silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised
reconstruction.
Figure 4.32: Dancer (1’,2’,3’,4’,5,6,7,8) from camera 4 viewpoint (a) Synchro-
nised camera 4 silhouette. (b) Unsynchronised camera 4 silhouette. (c) Differ-
ence between silhouettes. (d) Synchronised reconstruction. (e) Unsynchronised
reconstruction.
as a whole is achieved when half of the cameras are de-synchronised.
This does not mean that the maximum possible reconstruction error would be
observed when half of the cameras are unsynchronised, however. As has been
shown, reconstruction errors arise from cameras observing movement between
the frame that would be synchronised with other cameras in the set, and the un-
synchronised frame. This movement can give rise to two different types of re-
construction quality degradation: spatial and visual. Spatial quality degradation
occurs when the movement between frames corresponds to the bounding edge
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of the object, and therefore causes the silhouette formed to differ from the cor-
rectly synchronised frame. Visual quality is degraded both as a result of spatial
errors in the reconstruction and differences in the camera image itself. It is quite
conceivable for an unsynchronised camera frame to exhibit no differences in the
silhouette formed, and therefore the resulting spatial quality, but for movement
to be observable only within the texture enclosed by the silhouette. Figure 4.18
comes close to demonstrating this principle. In such cases, the spatial quality of
the reconstruction does not suffer as a result of loss of synchronisation, but the
visual quality is degraded through errors in texturing.
In terms of a free-running camera acquisition system used for 3D reconstruction,
the experiment simulates the worst case scenario for camera de-synchronisation;
where an entire frame period of de-synchronisation is present. It was convenient
to conduct the experiment in this manner as it could be achieved with frames
captured using a synchronised camera set, but the approach taken is believed to
give indicative results for a free-running camera acquisition system. In a dataset
captured from a true free-running camera system, one would expect to see none
of the cameras perfectly synchronised, and none of the cameras de-synchronised
by a whole frame period.
In terms of a synchronised camera acquisition system, an entire frame period of
delay would constitute a significant loss of synchronisation. However, various
researchers have reported delays of that order in the literature [78], [119], resulting
from network transmission.
It is evident from this study that the combination of speed of movement and cam-
era frame rate will determine the quality degradation observed from using un-
synchronised camera images. For telepresence applications it may be tempting
to assume that humans will not be moving at considerable speed. However, it
has been shown that important features like the hands are most likely to suffer as
these are situated at the end of limbs, and even seated meeting participants can
use considerable arm waving gestures to get their point across.
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4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has developed an understanding of three quality measures that can
be used for 3D reconstruction. In the context of a shape-from-silhouette based
reconstruction system, these output qualities have been defined in terms of the
camera image inputs and temporal performance of the reconstruction algorithm.
4.6.1 Quality measures and their relationship
Spatial quality is determined by the number of cameras, their positioning and res-
olution. The more cameras used, the better the form constraint achieved by the
visual hull. The greater the directional diversity of these cameras on the object
under reconstruction, the better the form constraint of the visual hull. As cam-
era image resolution increases, silhouettes better define the contour of the object
under reconstruction, leading to a higher spatial quality.
Visual quality is determined by spatial quality and camera resolution. Poor spatial
quality will not result in an accurate representation of the object under reconstruc-
tion, which alone results in poor visual faithfulness. Application of surface tex-
tures to an inaccurate form can result in distortion, further reducing visual quality.
Higher resolution cameras allow for more detail to be captured, thereby creating
the opportunity for higher visual quality.
Temporal quality is determined by the speed and latency of the 3D reconstruction
algorithm. Increasing speed and decreasing latency result in an increase in tem-
poral quality. In the case of the EPVH algorithm, temporal quality is determined
by the number and complexity of silhouette inputs. Simple silhouettes defined by
a small number of straight line segments from a small number of cameras will be
reconstructed more quickly than a greater number of more complex silhouettes.
In general, therefore, as spatial and visual quality increase with the number of
cameras and their resolution, temporal quality decreases. Hence, putting this into
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the context of a real-time 3D reconstruction system, it follows that for a given
temporal quality reconstructions from a certain input complexity can be achieved.
4.6.2 Impact of 3D reconstruction system components on qual-
ity
The choice of camera lens can impact upon either spatial and visual quality or tem-
poral quality. Wide angle lenses lead to image distortion, which left uncorrected
will result in spatial and visual quality of the reconstructed output suffering. Cor-
rection of the image distortion takes processing time, and will therefore add to the
latency and consequently the temporal quality of a 3D reconstruction system.
Camera trigger and distribution method can both impact upon spatial, visual and
temporal quality in a 3D reconstruction system. Using a hardware trigger will en-
sure that images from cameras are perfectly synchronised, resulting in temporally
consistent inputs. A software trigger system cannot guarantee such temporal con-
sistency on inputs, and can lead to spatial and visual quality degradation. Camera
distribution method can also lead to temporal inconsistency on inputs in the case
where frame transmission is delayed, or the order is not guaranteed by the trans-
mission protocol.
Camera placement impacts on the spatial quality of the visual hull, and moving
objects can make careful camera placement a pointless exercise. Considering con-
tributions to the visual hull in terms of their visibility within a subset of cameras
can greatly alleviate the impact of camera placement on spatial quality. Objects
partially visible in a particular camera will no longer be clipped at the camera
edge; objects invisible from a particular camera can still be reconstructed by the
cameras from which the objects are visible.
Camera calibration accuracy determines the spatial accuracy of the system, and in
turn impacts upon spatial and visual quality. Cameras with high calibration error
will result in inaccurate projection of the silhouette contour and texture pixels
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from the camera image plane into three dimensions. This leads to errors in both
form constraint and texturing.
Background segmentation is critical for high spatial quality in shape-from-silhouette
based 3D reconstruction. Poor segmentation from a variety of common causes can
result in reconstruction errors in the form of erroneous objects, holes through the
reconstructed form, eroded or expanded edge of objects. Lighting and shadows
are particularly difficult to control in terms of their effect on background segmen-
tation.
Camera exposure and colour balance impact upon visual quality. The camera
set needs to be carefully adjusted for even colour and exposure balancing across
the set. Poor balancing leads to stripy texturing of the reconstruction, adversely
affecting visual quality. Real-time correction of exposure and colour balance takes
processing time and can therefore lead to temporal quality degradation.
4.6.3 Temporal consistency of inputs
Use of unsynchronised cameras in a 3D reconstruction system is an attractive
option because it allows for a much wider choice of cameras. Those featuring a
hardware synchronisation input are few and far between, and tend to exist only at
the high end of the market. The lack of hardware trigger leaves two options at the
camera acquisition stage: use of a software trigger, use of free running cameras.
A software trigger takes the form of a signal originating from a single computer
requesting that a new image be acquired from all cameras. This signal is likely
to be received or processed by individual cameras at slightly different times, and
hence gives rise to a temporal inconsistency between frames from each camera.
Free running cameras are completely unsynchronised, and therefore the temporal
offset between frame starts for each camera can be anywhere up to a whole frame
period apart.
Through a number of experiments it has been shown that temporal consistency of
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inputs is important for 3D reconstruction of moving humans. In the case of a free
running system, or a system in which the distribution method can result in frames
arriving a whole frame period late, progressive degradation in spatial and visual
quality of moving humans was demonstrated as more cameras became unsynchro-
nised. A software triggered system was shown to exhibit relatively small temporal
frame offsets compared to those possible from a free running system. However,
it is clear that spatial quality degrades proportionally to the speed of movement.
Therefore in the context of a 3D telepresence system, frame offsets would need to
be guaranteed to be small enough for human movement within that time period to
be minuscule in terms of their pixel representation.
Chapter 5
Improving performance of VBR
This chapter discusses temporal quality of 3D reconstruction, specifically the per-
formance of the algorithm and approaches to improving it. In the previous chap-
ter the necessity to balance visual, spatial and temporal qualities was discussed,
and it was determined that increasing camera count or resolution could increase
spatial and visual quality, but at the cost of temporal quality. Consequently, by
reversing the logic of this statement - Improving the performance of the 3D recon-
struction algorithm will enable higher camera counts or resolutions to be used,
leading to higher spatial, visual and temporal qualities in real-time. The focus of
this chapter is therefore on improving the performance of the 3D reconstruction
algorithm. A parallelisation strategy for the EPVH algorithm that is adapted for
execution on modern multi-core computation hardware such as GPUs and CPUs,
which could remove the requirement for network distributed processing to achieve
interactive frame rates. During the course of this parallelisation a number of op-
timisations that further increase the algorithm’s performance are presented. The
performance of our implementation is compared to the published performance of
EPVH, and also between execution on a GPU and CPU.
The work presented in this chapter has been published in [34].
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5.1 Objectives and research questions
O2: Determine whether algorithms can be improved upon to achieve higher tem-
poral or spatial/visual quality.
Q2: How can algorithms or their implementation be improved upon to achieve
higher qualities in real-time?
The temporal quality of the EPVH algorithm is determined by the complexity of
the inputs, which is generally defined by the number and resolution of cameras.
Therefore, it follows that improving the performance of the algorithm by some
means would allow higher spatial and visual qualities to be achieved per unit time.
5.2 Introduction
Using a state of the art algorithm to reconstruct this form, researchers have pre-
viously shown that network distributed processing can be used to increase the
performance of the algorithm enough to create visually faithful model humans at
interactive frame rates. We propose a parallelisation strategy for the algorithm
adapted for execution on multiple core general purpose computational hardware,
such as CPUs and GPUs. This could remove the requirement for network dis-
tributed processing in real-time 3D reconstruction systems, which would eliminate
communication and synchronisation overheads that lead to increased latency. In-
stead processing is performed in parallel on the cores of local compute resources,
this both simplifies system design, and enables a finer grained, more targeted ap-
proach to the partitioning of work, resulting in better parallel workload balancing,
and ultimately higher performance. The main contributions of this research are:
• An updated parallel partitioning strategy for the EPVH algorithm, optimised
for local processing, including details of a number of optimisations.
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• An alternative structure that accelerates the search for image intersections
and does not suffer from performance degradation when scaled to high cam-
era counts.
• A comparison of the performance of the algorithm under distributed and
local parallel processing.
• An analysis of the performance of the algorithm on various multi-core pro-
cessors.
5.2.1 Context
Recent advances in computing technology have seen the previous trend for ever
increasing processor clock speeds reach a ceiling, due to limits of the materials
used to build them. Instead, increasing numbers of processing cores are added
to a single processing chip. Since these cores all access the same shared mem-
ory, the system can be programmed to process the data cooperatively on multiple
cores in less time than a traditional sequential program. Further to this, the advent
of general purpose GPU computing (GPGPU) makes it possible to shift number
crunching tasks from the main processor to the GPU. Since GPUs are typically
comprised of many more, simpler cores than a CPU, in some cases GPGPU com-
puting can yield significant performance increases over processing on the CPU.
Emerging general purpose languages, such as OpenCL, provide a means by which
various types of multi-core processor can be employed, in theory without any code
changes, and hence provides a means of targeting diverse hardware, although per-
formance portability does not yet happen automatically. The future of processing
technology appears to be continuing along the multi-core route: GPUs and CPUs
will have increasing numbers of cores, and heterogeneous architectures, already
seen in the likes of AMD Fusion and IBM Cell BE, are likely to be employed
in the future in massively multi-core processors, possibly featuring non uniform
memory architectures.
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5.3 Related Work
Exact Polyhedral Visual Hulls (EPVH) [39] is a state of the art polyhedral re-
construction algorithm that creates a guaranteed watertight, manifold polyhedral
representation of the visual hull. A polyhedral visual hull may have a texture
applied to it derived from the camera images, special consideration needs to be
made for the mapping of textures when there are several candidate cameras [66]
and [97] describe the mapping of textures from multiple cameras onto such forms.
Image Based Visual Hulls (IBVH) [79] is a reconstruction approach based on sim-
ilar principles to EPVH, but renders a specific viewpoint rather than outputting a
model. It is clear from both that the computational complexity of such approaches
is largely in searching for intersections with camera images. To this end the au-
thors of both approaches suggest optimisations that may be employed to reduce
the overhead of such searches, in both cases requiring the building of lookup ta-
bles. Alternatively, spatial data searches such as the search for intersections can be
accelerated by making use of a tree like structure, such as the R-Tree ([47]). The
R-Tree is a structure that can be used to accelerate querying many types of multi-
dimensional data, and numerous adaptations exist to meet specific requirements.
One such adaptation, the R+-Tree [108] can increase performance by reducing
overlapping areas, and is also quick to initialise from a static dataset. In [40],
the EPVH authors determine that their method for creating the polyhedron still
demonstrates silhouette consistency even when contours are modelled at camera
image pixel precision, rather than at the sub-pixel precisions previously employed
- This important finding significantly reduces the computational cost of the algo-
rithm for real-time applications. [41] describes a system in which the EPVH al-
gorithm is processed in parallel by a number of networked computers. It is found
that a real-time visual hull may be generated from a number of cameras when
processed in this way. In this scheme, the work is broken down into tasks that are
executed by a cluster of networked computers. A three stage pipeline is employed
along which a stream of frames progresses; each processing node can be assigned
a pipeline stage resulting in stream level parallelism, whilst the partitioning of
work within each stage of the pipeline can be further divided into units of work
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that can be executed in parallel across a single frame. Tasks that are not inher-
ently parallel are executed sequentially in between pipeline stages. The downside
of this scheme is that distributed processing will inevitably introduce delays com-
pared with a shared memory system. Data must be communicated between the
nodes, and this can lead to synchronisation bottlenecks where parallel threads are
stalled waiting for data, which can result in poor load balancing. Furthermore
any code that must be executed sequentially, or network data that is passed se-
quentially could hinder the flow of parallel execution if it takes significant time to
complete [4]. Whilst this might initially seem like a trivial consideration, future
massively multicore processors could spread the load over many more processing
units, resulting in greater impact of sequential code segments [51]. The distributed
processing scheme for EPVH introduced in [41] is deployed in an end to end telep-
resence system [1] and [93]. With the recent advent of GPGPU computing there
are numerous emerging languages and standards that can be used to target a va-
riety of compute resources. Some languages, such as CUDA are vendor specific,
and therefore useful only on specific hardware. OpenCL is a language that aims
to provide a portable way to exploit the parallel nature of a number of funda-
mentally different types of multi-core processors from a variety of manufacturers.
Identical code can be run on CPUs, GPUs or a combination of the two, making it
highly portable. However, OpenCL does not yet provide automatic performance
portability, so code may need to be adapted following device profiling [118] to
achieve the best results. For multi-core CPUs various parallelisation libraries
such as OpenMP provide a means by which programmers can easily schedule
work to be executed in parallel on a number of cores. [24] provide a comparison
of OpenMP and OpenCL in terms of their relative performance, and discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of each: OpenCL requires greater porting effort for
existing algorithms, but results in an implementation that can be executed on a
range of hardware. OpenMP requires manual configuration to get the most out of
the various extensions offered by a processor, whereas OpenCL achieves this au-
tomatically. We previously published work Duckworth and Roberts [32] in which
we accelerated certain parts of the EPVH algorithm using the GPU. We found that
for increased camera counts and image resolutions, the GPU offered accelerated
performance compared with the CPU variant. However, there were a number of
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shortcomings to this work: Testing used synthetic data rather than real camera im-
ages, only part of the algorithm was parallelised, the study only compared GPU
performance against the sequential (single core) CPU counterpart.
5.4 Motivation and Scope of work
Modern multi-core processors could simplify 3D reconstruction system design,
and improve efficiency by avoiding distributed processing overheads. Emerging
general purpose computation languages enable the targeting of various processor
types from the same source code, but currently performance can vary consider-
ably. The scope of this research is:
• Adapt the distributed EPVH algorithm for local multi-core processing, An
updated parallel partitioning of the EPVH algorithm for local multi-core
processing is described.
• Compare the performance of the algorithm running locally to published
measurements from the distributed implementation. The speed-up of the
multi-core implementation over a range of processing cores and camera
counts is measured and compared to the literature.
• Characterise the performance behaviour when running on different types of
multi-core processors. Results are presented for the execution times on two
CPUs and one GPU.
• Evaluate the performance of reconstructing real humans. Several examples
of human reconstructions are presented along with timings.
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5.5 EPVH Algorithm and primitives
A short summary of the EPVH algorithm and associated primitives is provided to
introduce the necessary terminology and context to assist in the description of the
parallelisation approach.







Figure 5.1: 2D Primitives: Two contours, comprising a number of contour edges
each made from two contour points. Outer contours define the edge of the object
being reconstructed, inner contours define holes in the object - They are differen-
tiated by anti-clockwise or clockwise orientation respectively
Camera images are segmented to remove the background, resulting in silhouette
images. The edge (contour) of the silhouette image (Figure 5.1) can be described
as the points forming contour edges that progress around the contour creating a
closed two dimensional polygon. The direction of progression around the con-
tour, clockwise or anti-clockwise denotes whether the contour is an inner or outer
contour edge respectively. Outer edges enclose scene objects in the camera image
plane, whereas inner edges form holes within objects.
















Figure 5.2: 3D Primitives: The silhouette cone - Contour points are projected into
3D space from a camera, forming a number of viewing lines and silhouette cone
faces. Viewing edge vertices are situated along a viewing line, 2 viewing edge
vertices form a viewing edge that will be part of the final model.
5.5.2 Silhouette cones and 3D primitives
Contours derived from camera images are projected into 3D space forming sil-
houette cones. Each projected contour point forms a viewing line emanating from
the camera’s optical centre and continuing indefinitely. A viewing line and its ad-
jacent neighbour form an infinite triangular silhouette cone face. Silhouette cones
from every camera contour are intersected in 3D space to determine areas of the
silhouette cone faces that make up the surface of the visual hull. This is achieved
by intersecting spans along viewing lines that fall within the silhouette cones from
other cameras - when the contribution from all cameras has been taken into ac-
count, the resulting span forms two viewing edge vertices that together define a
viewing edge. The viewing edge vertices and viewing edge will form part of the
final model. The remaining components of the final model are triple points that
are situated at the locus of three silhouette cones, and edges that connect together
viewing edges vertices, and triple points along the line of intersection between
two silhouette cone faces. Triple points are vertices formed at the intersection of
three silhouette cone faces, they are determined by following the intersection of
two silhouette cone faces across the surface of the visual hull until either the edge
of one of the silhouette cone faces is reached, or a new silhouette cone faces inter-
sects. In the former case, an edge is created that connects together the two viewing
edge vertices, in the latter case, a triple point vertex is created and connected to the
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Triple point
Figure 5.3: 3D Primitives: The triple point is a vertex formed at the locus of three
silhouette cones, and is defined by the intersection of the three silhouette cone
faces.
viewing edge vertex along the intersection line. All vertices in the final mesh must
have three edges connecting them to other vertices which are either of the triple
point, or viewing edge types - once all these edges have been found, the mesh is
complete. Visual hull surface polygons are recovered by traversing a given edge
and taking left or right turns at each vertex encountered to ensure the silhouette
cone face on the left or right hand side of the edge being traversed remains consis-
tent from one edge to the next - Once each edge has been traversed once in each
direction all surface polygons have been recovered. Creation of the polyhedral
model is complete, the surface polygons may now be textured if desired
5.6 Implementation
Extending upon previously published work Duckworth and Roberts [32] in which
some parts of the EPVH algorithm were accelerated using the GPU, an end to end
parallel partitioning is presented.
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5.6.1 Methodology
Due to the lack of a reference EPVH implementation, the algorithm has been
reimplemented from the descriptions in [39] and [40]. Two such implementations
have been developed: A C++ implementation that can be compiled to run on any
standard computer, and an implementation in the OpenCL language that can be
run on computers with any OpenCL capable device (CPUs, GPUs or a combina-
tion of both). The C++ implementation can be executed sequentially on a single
core of the CPU, or can make use of multiple cores through OpenMP. OpenCL
kernels can be scheduled to execute on either the GPU or the CPU.
5.6.2 Inputs, outputs and data preparation
Inputs and Outputs
There are two types of input to the algorithm, constants and variables. We choose
to regard the cameras as fixed during the course of reconstruction, so camera pa-
rameters are constants in our implementation. Only one variable is required to
reconstruct the polyhedral model, the lists of contour points defining the outlines
of silhouettes in the camera images. Should a textured model be required, nor-
malised texture coordinates can be generated from the camera parameters, without
the actual texture.
The algorithm outputs the 3D mesh that defines the surfaces of objects being mod-
elled, and, optionally texture coordinates. The mesh comprises a list of 3D ver-
tices and lists of joining edges defining each surface polygon. Texture coordinates
define the camera, and image coordinates that each polygon vertex maps to.
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Contour processing
Two structures are created for every contour passed to the algorithm, the contour
edges making up the contour, and the R+-Tree intersection data structure. Contour
edges are chosen as the input for the subsequent steps of implementation because
they contain not only the contour points from which viewing lines will be gen-
erated, but also the contour edges required for the search for intersections with
viewing lines projected from other contours. During processing, the orientation
of the contour, clockwise or anti-clockwise is determined - this, and other infor-
mation such as the originating camera and contour index are stored in the contour
edges data structure. An R+-Tree structure is also initialised for each contour to
accelerate searches for line intersections with it. Further details of this structure
can be found in Section 5.6.3
5.6.3 Parallelisation
Figure 5.4 shows the parallelisation of the EPVH algorithm, the dotted lines rep-
resent synchronisation points where the next stage of the algorithm depends upon
the previous stage being completed. Such dependencies arise where algorithms
cannot be regarded as a single data independent thread from start to end. These
dependencies create natural synchronisation points, since the execution of the fol-
lowing stage depends upon all of the data from the previous stage having been
processed. A subset of these synchronisation points form the basis for the stream
level parallelisation adopted in Franco et al. [41]. The parallelisation strategy pre-
sented here is frame based, the synchronisation points are used to change the data
entity over which the processing is partitioned, leading to an adaptive distribution
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Figure 5.4: Algorithm flowchart defining inputs, outputs and processes in recon-
structing the visual hull using the EPVH algorithm. Regions labelled 1 - 5 are
data independent parallel regions
of processing as the algorithm progresses. By contrast, choosing not to repartition
the work at these synchronisation points could lead to a poorly balanced workload
among parallel threads, resulting in reduced performance.
Parallelisation differences compared to distributed approach
Figure 5.5 shows the difference between the parallelisation scheme employed in
the distributed approach Franco et al. [41] and the one proposed in this research.
For the first step, the distributed approach makes use of the computers hosting
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Figure 5.5: Parallel decomposition of EPVH algorithm for the distributed ap-
proach Franco et al. [41] and the local approach proposed in this research -
For each of the five algorithm steps, the entity over which the parallelisation is
achieved is shown in light blue boxes.
each camera to achieve distributed processing of the viewing lines into viewing
edges which achieves a rough load balancing assuming cameras capture images
of similar contour complexity. In order to achieve this, the contour information
from each camera must first be distributed to all other computers in the process-
ing group. The local approach parallelises over the total number of contour edges
regardless of the contour complexity arising from a particular camera and should
therefore achieve better load balancing as the total number of contour edges are
divided amongst available processors. For the next three algorithm steps, Franco
et al. [41] classically employs a space partitioning approach in which 3D space is
divided into p parallel slices, where p is the number of computers over which the
task is to be distributed. Load balancing is achieved by adjusting individual slice
width until each slice has approximately the same number of viewing edge ver-
tices. The space partitioning approach gives rise to boundary conditions in which
viewing cone intersection curves are followed until they cross a slice boundary,
at which point processing of the remainder of the curve is delegated to the cor-
responding computer. Parallel slices are then carefully merged together across
parallel slice boundaries in a sequential computation phase to form the complete
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mesh. The local processing proposed by this research individually parallelises
steps 2 to 4 of the algorithm rather than using space partitioning to parallelise them
in one block, this removes the requirement to explicitly handle boundary condi-
tions and potentially gives rise to a more adaptive load balancing as the algorithm
progresses from one step to the next. For example, in the distributed approach,
triple points forming at the locus of three silhouette cone intersections must be
handled by the computer assigned to the slice of space in which the triple point
arises, and some slices may give rise to more triple points than others. Whereas
in the local parallel approach the total number of triple points to search for con-
nections can be evenly divided over the number of processors available. In step
5 of the algorithm, Franco et al. [41] does not specify how the surface extraction
phase is partitioned for distributed parallel processing on each computer, only that
some form of partitioning is used and that the final model is assembled sequen-
tially. In the local processing approach the mesh formed in the previous step can
be used to extract surface polygons and texture coordinates by dividing the work
among a subset of the viewing edges and triple point edges determined in steps
2 and 3. The main differences between the distributed and local approaches to
parallelisation are therefore:
• Distribution and assimilation of data between parallelisation steps can be
eliminated in the local approach due to the shared memory nature of the
local approach.
• The space partitioning used in the distributed approach can be replaced with
a finer grained partitioning that should lead to better load balancing.
• Sequential processing following parallel execution steps is no longer re-
quired to handle boundary conditions arising from the space partitioning.
Parallel Step 1 - Creation of viewing edges
A parallel execution thread is created for every input contour edge. Each thread
will generate a single silhouette cone face but can generate any number of output
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viewing edges, or none at all.
The start and end contour points defining the input contour edge are projected into
3D space using equation A.0.3 to form two viewing lines which can be used to
calculate the surface normal of the silhouette cone face. The viewing line formed
from the start point is then used to create viewing edges.
Using the input R+-Tree data structure, the intersection of this viewing line with
other cameras’ contour edges is tested - Since the contour contributions from each
camera are consecutive in the structure, the viewing line need only be re-projected
into each camera image once, which is achieved by using equations A.0.5 and
A.0.4 to form the minimum and maximum epipolar extent of the line respectively
in the camera’s image plane. Intersections with contour edges in 2D are converted
to depth intervals along the 3D viewing line using equation A.0.6, these depth
interval contributions from every camera are intersected to create viewing edges.
Each created viewing edge comprises two viewing edge vertices that arose from
intersections between the viewing line and a contour edge from a different camera,
the index of the generating contour edge is stored for each vertex.
Importantly, viewing edges created by a thread are cached until all the edges for
that thread have been created, this enables sequential storage of all the edges gen-
erated from an input contour in the viewing edge table. Caching this information
will enable significant optimisation of the later search for viewing edge vertices.
Should a textured model be required, the fact that the thread will access every
other camera during the check for intersections can be used to create a list of can-
didate texture cameras for the polygons that will result from this silhouette cone
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face. As each camera is encountered by the thread, candidate cameras are identi-
fied as those whose principle ray is pointing in the opposite direction to the surface
normal - which may be easily determined from the dot product. The resulting list
is sorted by dot product so that it can be used by the later face extraction step 5.6.3
to accelerate the search for the best texture camera.
Step 2 - The search for vertex connections and triple points
The search for viewing edge vertex connections is implemented as a thread that
searches for a single connection. Since each vertex in the final mesh requires three
edges, and the two input vertices of a viewing edge are already connected by an
edge, 4 threads must be created per viewing edge. Each thread begins the search
for a connection by locating its neighbouring vertex in the local contour, or in the
contour that intersected to generate it, which ever is closest. The line forming this
potential edge is tested for intersection with all other camera contours using the
R+-Tree intersection optimisation described in Section 5.6.3. If any intersection
is found, the closest one will be a triple point, to which the connection will be
made. A thread outputs the connection it finds, which may be a triple point or
a viewing edge vertex. Should a new triple point be encountered by a thread, it
is created using the intersection of the three silhouette cone faces meeting it and
added to the list of triple points.
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Step 3 - The search for triple point connections
Since each triple point is a regular vertex in the final mesh it requires three con-
nections - 3 threads are created, each of which will search for one connection.
The nature of the search is very similar to that described in the previous section,
except that it originates from a triple point, and as such there are no neighbouring
viewing edges to search for connections to. Instead the two silhouette cone faces
defining the connection being sought for the triple point are used to define the
direction in which to search for viewing edge vertices that intersect the silhouette
cone face. This search is significantly optimised by taking the steps described at
the end of Section 5.6.3 Once a connection candidate has been located, the poten-
tial edge is searched for triple points, in exactly the same manner as described in
the previous section. One triple point can lead to another, and some triple points
will only be located when the search begins from another triple point, particularly
when many cameras are used. Therefore, the thread outputs any new triple points
that are located, as well as the desired connection. When the group of threads that
were launched completes, the number of new triple points located is returned, and
so a new group of threads can be launched for the new triple points, this iterative
process continues until no new triple points are returned.
Step 4 - The creation of edges from connections
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A thread is created for each connection determined by the previous steps. Note
that exactly two connections should have been located for every edge in the final
mesh, one in each direction along the edge. The purpose of this processing step is
to bring together both connections to form the final edge, consequently only one of
the two instanced threads will output the created edge, and the second one locates
it. Execution of this thread for all located connections provides the first check on
output model consistency, any errors such as connections missing in one direction
indicate a problem upstream. Once all threads have completed execution, there
should be 3v2 edges created, where v is the number of vertices in the mesh.
Step 5 - The extraction of surface polygons and optional texture coordinates
Surface polygons are extracted from the mesh by following edges created in the
previous step and maintaining the same silhouette cone face on the left or right
hand side of each edge traversed until the starting edge is reached again. Since
each executed thread follows a series of edges to output a single face of the result-
ing model, care must be taken to only create threads for edges that are known to
lead to a unique face, since launching a thread for every input edge would result in
many duplicate output faces. Each viewing edge created during step 1 will create
a unique face, so a thread is created for every viewing edge. When the final model
is complete, each edge created in step 4 will have been traversed exactly twice,
once in each direction. Therefore the step can be executed iteratively - by check-
ing edge traversal counts in each direction after a group of threads has completed,
it can be determined which edges have not been traversed, and in which direction,
so a new group of threads can be created for them. The process of face extrac-
tion is complete only when all edges have been traversed once in each direction.
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Texture coordinates can optionally be calculated by the thread once the surface
polygon has been extracted. In step 1 a list of candidate texture cameras was cre-
ated, sorted by the dot product of the silhouette cone face surface normal and the
camera principle ray. The area of the polygon projected into the image plane of
each candidate texture camera is calculated, and this is multiplied by the negated
dot product. This provides a crude favouring of cameras with larger projected
polygon areas pointing towards the camera. Texture coordinates are calculated by
normalising the projected polygon vertices. Note that this scheme does not take
account of occlusions that may arise between the chosen camera and the polygon
to be textured. Any other polygon in the scene could obscure part or all of the
polygon being textured from the camera. Such occlusions become more frequent
as more objects appear in the scene, and should be accounted for. However, no
adequately fast occlusion checking algorithm has yet been implemented and so
has not been included as part of this research. Each executing thread outputs a list
of vertex indices making up the face, and optionally a list of associated texture
coordinates.
R+-Tree intersection optimisation
The main computational cost of the algorithm arises from searches for intersec-
tions of lines with camera image contour edges. This occurs in two distinct places:
During the initial building of the viewing edge array when viewing rays are tested
for intersection with silhouette cone faces, and during the later searches for triple
points. Both scenarios are different in terms of the nature of the line along which
the search for intersections is carried out. In the former case, it is known that
the ray is emanating from a camera centre projected into another camera’s image,
in other words the line is epipolar. [79] implements a view-dependent rendering
algorithm in which only the first of the two searches for intersections required by
EPVH is required. The paper describes two optimisations by which the search for
intersections between epipolar lines and contour edges can be reduced, both rely
on the fact that only the slope of the epipolar line changes from one projected con-
tour point to the next, and therefore contour edges can be grouped based upon the
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range of epipolar lines that could intersect with them. Implementation of this op-
timisation requires building tables grouping contour edges by epipolar line slope
for every camera pair, resulting in hundreds of tables for high camera count sys-
tems - For example, a 20 camera system would require building (19 x 20)/2 = 190
tables. Since the search optimisation tables must be created for each frame of data
in a real-time system, the cost of building them must be amortised against the per-
formance gain achieved. In the second type of intersection search required, there
are no assumptions that can be made about the ray’s direction, but it is known to
start at the visual hull surface - the epipolar line optimisations are no use in this
case.
[40] explains that since the nature of the viewing ray is different in both cases it
makes sense to optimise searches in a manner that is agnostic to the viewing ray
direction. He describes a method in which the same data structure can be used for
both cases, amortising the setup cost over both types of search. Sorted silhouette
vertex lists for a fixed number of directions in the 2D plane are calculated, each
search then selects the list for which the number of edge candidates are minimised
- The description of the method from the paper is insufficient to re-implement a
working solution, and no results are provided for comparison.
A tree structure designed for the indexing of spatial data is employed to accel-
erate the search for intersections in both the aforementioned cases. First intro-
duced in [47], the R+-Tree is a structure that can be employed for indexing multi-
dimensional data, and has been used in a wide variety of applications. Similar in
concept to the B-Tree of [10], which organises linear data into groups within a
tree structure, the R+-Tree is designed to organise multi-dimensional data. In two
dimensions, the R+-Tree can reduce the search for spatial data from the exhaustive
case by representing data items with a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) that
describes the minimum and maximum extent of the data entity. The tree struc-
ture places data items and their MBR at the base of the tree as leaf nodes, these
are grouped together into branch nodes at successively higher levels in the tree,
each time creating a new MBR representing the spatial extent of all the items in
the group. The tree is complete when a single node exists at the top of the tree
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representing all the data items, and whose MBR describes the spatial extent of the
entire group. Search queries for items falling within a spatial range are reduced
by beginning at the root (top) of the tree and following only those branches whose
MBR intersects with the desired spatial range - If a search query arrives at the






















Figure 5.6: A silhouette contour with its overall MBR (0), divided into a number
of groups (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Contour edges are denoted by letters a - o. The line L is












Figure 5.7: R+-Tree structure for contour in Figure 5.6. For the intersection with
line L, the exercised branches are emboldened and lead to contour edges h and n,
with which L intersects.
Recall that the contour defines a closed region of the camera image which can be
represented as a polygon, all pixels falling within the polygon are either part of the
object being reconstructed, or a hole passing through it. An ordered list of contour
points defines the polygon; any two adjacent contour points in the list define an
edge of the polygon, and it is these polygon edges that will need to be repeatedly
tested for intersections with during reconstruction. The list of contour points is
ordered such that the overall orientation (clockwise or anti-clockwise) denotes
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whether the contour represents the object being reconstructed, or a hole through
it. Each polygon edge is a straight line from one contour point to the next in the
ordered list making up the whole contour (letters a - o in Figure 5.6). These two
points can also be used to define the Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) of the
polygon edge. Consecutive edges around the polygon can be grouped together to
form a MBR enclosing a segment of the contour (numbers 1 - 5 in Figure 5.6), or
the entire contour (letter 0 in Figure 5.6). The principle behind the optimisation is
that when searching for intersections of an arbitrary line through a camera image
with the camera’s contour edges, contour edges that fall within a bounding box
through which the line does not pass can quickly be ruled out. There are two
reasons why this is faster than testing for intersections with every contour edge:
a line/box intersection or overlap test is much faster than a line/line intersection,
the grouping of a number of contour edges into a single bounding box, and the
hierarchical tree structure enables multiple contour edges to be ruled out of the
intersection in a single test.
5.7 Evaluation
5.7.1 Methodology
Performance is tested on two modern computers: an Apple Mac Pro with 2 quad
core Intel Xeon 5400 ”Harpertown” processors running at 2.8GHz, 18GB of mem-
ory clocked at 800MHz and an nVidia GTX285 GPU, and an Apple MacBook Pro,
with a quad core Intel i7 2.2GHz - 3.3GHz (turbo) processor, and 8GB of RAM
clocked at 1333MHz.
Comparison with sequential EPVH (literature based)
The performance of the implementation is tested against timings for the EPVH al-
gorithm published in [40]. In order to achieve this, untextured 3D models are built
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from the same input photographs as used in [40], taking care to ensure the number
of input contour edges and output vertices and faces are similar to the published
figures. Since the referenced work quotes timing figures for the reconstruction of
untextured polyhedrons these are what is measured. The datasets used for com-
parison originate from Lazebnik et al. [69] - Whilst they only provide a single
frame for the reconstruction, and are therefore not typical of the dynamic data a
real-time system might reconstruct, they do provide inputs of a high complexity
that are useful for comparing performance.
Comparison with distributed EPVH (literature based)
The description of the distributed processing approach to accelerating EPVH in
Franco et al. [41] provides some scalability results that can be used for a perfor-
mance comparison; two graphs are provided indicating latency and acceleration
over a range of processor counts, and for three different camera sets. The tests
are repeated using a simulator in which virtual cameras can be placed around the
object to be modelled. The performance data is obtained by reconstructing a syn-
thetic object from 12, 25, 64, and 128 cameras, and measuring the time taken to
reconstruct the model over a range of processor counts. This provides latency and
acceleration data that can be compared to the literature.
Evaluation of parallelisation
The performance of the parallel implementation is measured when executed in
a number of different processing scenarios: single core CPU, multi-core CPU,
and multi-core GPU. Each step of the algorithm is measured to assess the impact
parallelisation has had. The recorded reconstruction times also provide a means
of assessing the performance portability of the OpenCL implementation when
executed, unmodified, on two fundamentally different processing architectures,
and for comparing both against the algorithm running sequentially on a single
core of a conventional CPU.
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5.7.2 OpenCL vs OpenMP for parallel CPU execution
The use of OpenMP on the CPU provides an alternative approach to scheduling
work on multi-core CPUs, and measurements are taken of the reconstruction per-
formance over a wide range of camera counts in order to compare with OpenCL
parallel CPU execution.
R+-Tree intersection
In order to test the R+-Tree optimisation, the ”Alien” dataset from Lazebnik et al.
[69] was used. This provides 24 high resolution camera images, with a high con-
tour complexity. The reconstruction time is first generated from the contours as
they appear in the dataset, and then for the same images with successively sim-
plified contours, to achieve a progressive reduction in contour complexity. The
OpenCL implementation was used, running on the multiple cores of the Xeon
CPU. Timings were collected for the first 3 steps of the algorithm, as the remain-
ing steps do not search for intersections. The time taken to complete each step
is measured, with and without the optimisation to calculate the change in perfor-
mance over a range of model complexities. The time taken to create the structure
is also measured, as this must be offset against the performance gain.
Evaluation using humans
Pre-captured datasets are used to perform these comparisons, all comprising real
images of humans taken with a variety of camera configurations. In this compar-
ison, the time taken to create the fully textured output is measured, this gives a
meaningful figure for the performance of the algorithm in the context of an end to
end tele-immersion system. Performance is measured for sequential CPU, parallel
CPU and GPU: a 2 x Intel Xeon 2.8GHz quad core CPU, an Intel i7 2.2GHz quad
core CPU, and an nVidia GTX 285 graphics card.
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5.8 Results
Table 5.1: Key to graph labels
Graph label Description
GPU 30 core nVidia GTX 285 graphics card
i7 4 core intel i7 at 2.2GHz running on 4 cores
Xeon 8 core 2 x intel Xeon quad core 2.8GHz
i7-seq intel i7 2.2GHz running sequentially
Xeon seq intel Xeon 2.8GHz running sequentially
Inria Timing taken from literature [40]
5.8.1 Comparison with sequential EPVH
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the reconstructed polyhedrons and timings for the ”Alien”
and ”Skull” datasets courtesy of Lazebnik et al. [69]. The time quoted in [40] is
provided and compared to our own reconstruction times for a model of similar
complexity - The output models from our implementation have slightly more ver-
tices than the Inria reconstruction, this is due to the necessity to simplify the input
contours, which are not provided in the dataset at the resolutions used in [40]. It
can be seen from the graphs that the sequential implementation has a similar exe-
cution time to that cited in the literature - Whilst our timings may appear slightly
faster, the Inria models were reconstructed on a 2.0GHz computer - a little slower
than the computer used, and undoubtedly with slower memory.
5.8.2 Comparison with distributed EPVH
Figure 5.10 shows the effect increasing the number of processors has on latency
for various camera counts. Figure 5.11 shows the acceleration achieved for the
same camera configurations as the number of processors is increased. The ”opti-
mal” line is the line representing perfect parallelisation, where the task is accel-
erated by the same amount as the number of processors assigned to the task. It
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Alien
Number of cameras 24
Total input contour points 14028




Figure 5.8: Polyhedral reconstruction and timings for ”Alien” from 24 camera
images averaging 1600 x 1600. Dataset courtesy of Lazebnik et al.
is clear that as the number of cameras is increased, and consequently the model
complexity increases, the parallel processing acceleration tends towards the op-
timal line. Compared with the measurements in Franco et al. [41], our latency
measurements are quite a bit lower, but this is to be expected due to the removed
dependency on network data transmission. The acceleration achieved is closer to
the optimal line than in Franco et al. [41] - This suggests that the finer grained par-
allelism employed by the partitioning of the parallel workload is more effective
than the three stage stream parallelism used in the distributed approach. Alterna-
tively, the distributed approach itself is give rise to an increased latency (as shown
in Figure 5.10), which will reduce the overall speed up achieved by distributed
parallelisation when compared to local parallelisation.
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Skull
Number of cameras 24
Total input contour points 10418




Figure 5.9: Polyhedral reconstruction and timings for ”Skull” from 24 camera
images averaging 1600 x 1600. Dataset courtesy of Lazebnik et al.
5.8.3 Evaluation of parallel implementation
The acceleration achieved by each step of the parallel partitioning can be seen in
the following graphs, for three different processing scenarios: CPU sequential,
CPU parallel, and GPU. Note that the implementation is currently not optimised
for GPU execution, which could significantly improve performance on the GPU.
Step 1 - Create viewing edges
Figure 5.12 shows the execution time for step 1 of the parallel scheme. It can
be seen that as input contour edges increase, the sequential CPU execution time
increases more sharply than GPU parallel execution, or CPU parallel, which is
the fastest. The CPU and GPU parallel executions both provide an acceleration
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Figure 5.10: Parallel latency reduction compared to the distributed approach -
Dashed lines show the corresponding latency reduction of distributed EPVH from
Franco et al. [41]
compared to sequential execution on the CPU.
Step 2 - Find Connections
In Figure 5.13, the execution times are plotted against the number of viewing
edges, since this is the data entity over which the step is parallelised. It can be
seen that this step, and the following step (Figure 5.14) tell a different story to
step 1. As the camera count is increased, more triple points are found by step 2,
which leads to more connections being sought in step 3.
Step 3 - Triplepoint Connections
Triplepoint connection seeking acceleration can be found in Figure 5.14. Simi-
larly to step 2, triplepoint connection seeking performs poorly on the GPU, worse
than the sequential execution on the CPU.
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Figure 5.11: Parallel acceleration of the implementation compared to the dis-
tributed approach - Dashed lines show the corresponding acceleration of dis-
tributed EPVH from Franco et al. [41]
Figure 5.12: Step 1 - Create Viewing Edges execution time graph.
Steps 4 and 5 - Edges and Faces
Figure 5.15 Shows the combined time taken to extract edges and faces, includ-
ing texturing. Very little gain is made over sequential CPU processing for either
parallel CPU or GPU.
Overall performance
Overall, it can be seen from Figure 5.16, that CPU parallel processing is the quick-
est way to process the algorithm. CPU sequential, and GPU parallel execution ap-
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Figure 5.13: Step 2 - Find Connections execution time graph.
Figure 5.14: Step 3 - Find Triple Point Connections execution time graph.
pear to follow a very similar line in the graph, however, on analysis of the graphs
from each parallelisation step it is evident that the GPU can process contour edges
into viewing edges more quickly than the sequential CPU.
Acceleration achieved per step
Figure 5.17 shows the acceleration achieved for each step of the algorithm when
executed in parallel on an 8 core CPU.
Branching analysis
GPUs are batch stream processors and as such are not efficient at executing code
containing conditional statements (branches). This is because execution threads
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Figure 5.15: Steps 4 and 5 - Extract edges and faces execution time.
Figure 5.16: Overall execution time.
are grouped together to execute code in single instruction multiple data (SIMD)
groups to save on the required number of instruction fetches and decodes. If
threads encounter a branch they may diverge resulting in some threads in the
group executing the branch whilst the others are stalled or executing a different
code path. Effectively for each branch reached the execution group is split into
two, which reduces the efficiency of both thread groups due to the loss of SIMD
parallelism. For example, in a 4 thread SIMD group encountering a branch where
1 thread follows the branch and the remaining 3 do not, the original SIMD group
will be split into 2 new groups, one of 1 thread and one of 3 threads. The 1 thread
group will run at 25% efficiency and the 3 thread group at 75% efficiency com-
pared with the original 4 thread group. Nested branches, where conditional code
is contained within conditional code further exacerbates the problem, and SIMD
execution of deeply nested branches can lead to very poor performance. CPUs
on the other hand are not designed as batch stream processors, they have long
instruction pipelines compared with GPUs resulting in branching generally incur-
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Figure 5.17: Acceleration of each algorithm step achieved on 8 core CPU
ring a small penalty for SIMD code execution. Furthermore their instruction and
data cache size and logic is much deeper than their GPU counterparts and they
can be flushed and reloaded in fewer cycles. Hence code containing many nested
branches will execute much more efficiently on multi-core CPUs than on GPUs.
The implementation of the EPVH algorithm for local processing comprises the
aforementioned 5 steps, each of which has differing numbers of branches and lev-
els of branch nesting. In order to evaluate the differences in the branching penalty
that may be incurred on the GPU and CPU, each stage is analysed for the num-
ber of branches and the nesting level at which these branches occur. A simple
strategy is employed to roughly assess the branching cost of each step of the algo-
rithm. The number of branches at each nesting level is multiplied by the nesting
depth resulting in more deeply nested branches having a greater weighting on the
overall branching cost for that algorithm step. For example:
if (a) // level 1 branch 1
{
if (b) // level 2 branch 1
{
if (c) {} // level 3 branch 1
if (d) {} // level 3 branch 2
}
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}
The branching cost would be (1 x 1) + (2 x 1) + (3 x 2) = 9. Table 5.2 shows the
corresponding calculation for each step of the implemented algorithm.
Algorithm level 1 level 2 level 3 level 4 level 5 branching
step cost
Step 1 9 13 2 1 1 50
Step 2 3 8 2 25
Step 3 5 2 9
Step 4 1 4 1 12
Step 5 1 2 2 2 2 29
Table 5.2: Branching cost calculation for each step of the algorithm
5.8.4 Comparison of OpenCL vs OpenMP performance
Figure 5.18 shows the acceleration measured for OpenCL and OpenMP. Both are
measured in relation to the sequential run of the algorithm. The data is shown for
a wide range of camera counts, and shows that a better performance increase is
achieved as more cameras are added. Since this data was collected using 8 CPU
cores, the optimal acceleration would be 8 times the sequential execution time.
The graph indicates that acceleration would tend towards the optimal value as the
camera count increases to infinity.
Figure 5.18: Performance increase OpenCL vs OpenMP running on 8 CPU cores.
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5.8.5 R+-Tree optimisation results
Building the R+-Tree intersection data structure setup takes approximately 1 mil-
lisecond for every two thousand input contour points. Figure 5.19 shows the
speed-up achieved by using the R+-Tree structure against the contour complexity.
The R+-Tree performance increases as contour complexity increases. There are
no published details of the intersection optimisation employed in [40], or timings
to compare to.
Figure 5.19: Performance gain of the R+-Tree intersection optimisation over a
range of camera counts.
5.8.6 Evaluation using humans
Figures 5.20 - 5.27 show the results from tests comparing the time taken to re-
construct the fully textured model using the sequential CPU implementation and
parallel implementation executed on multiple CPU cores and the GPU. The recon-
structions are from a variety of datasets with varying camera configurations and
resolutions. All reconstructions are of humans, enabling the building of a sense
of quality expectation against reconstruction time in the context of a telepresence
system.
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Number of cameras 8
Total input contour points 1512




Figure 5.20: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”Dancer” from 8
camera images at 780 x 582. Dataset courtesy of Inria
Number of cameras 8
Total input contour points 2415




Figure 5.21: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”Rob2” from 8 cam-
era images at 1000 x 1000.
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Number of cameras 8
Total input contour points 3290




Figure 5.22: Textured reconstruction and reconstruction times for ”Carl5” from 8
camera images at 1000 x 1000.
Number of cameras 8
Total input contour points 2722




Figure 5.23: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”David0” from 8
camera images at 1000 x 1000.
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Number of cameras 16
Total input contour points 3281




Figure 5.24: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”BoyBall” from 16
camera images at 1624 x 1224. Dataset courtesy of Inria
Number of cameras 16
Total input contour points 9915




Figure 5.25: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”Martial” from 16
camera images at 1624 x 1224. Dataset courtesy of Inria
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Number of cameras 8
Total input contour points 5651




Figure 5.26: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”Nikos” from 8 cam-
era images at 1920 x 1080. Dataset courtesy of University of Surrey
Number of cameras Total input contour points 3010




Figure 5.27: Textured reconstruction and execution times for ”John” from 8 cam-
era images at 1000 x 1000.
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5.9 Discussion
5.9.1 Comparison with sequential EPVH
It has been shown that the sequential implementation of the EPVH algorithm
performs as well as the state-of-the-art implementation described in the litera-
ture. This proves that the implementation provides an adequate benchmark against
which to analyse optimisations provided by the parallelisation strategy.
5.9.2 Comparison with distributed EPVH
A comparison was made between the network distributed EPVH and an imple-
mentation adapted for local multi-core processing and it was found that local
multi-core processing achieved marginally closer to optimal parallelism than dis-
tributed EPVH. However, since the comparison was performed from figures quoted
in the literature Franco et al. [41] the observed result, which is marginally closer
to optimal parallelism, could be due to the removal of network latency present in
the distributed approach. The same can be said for the much lower latency results
of the local processing implementation compared with the network distributed
approach. What is clear is that local parallel processing achieves both good ac-
celeration and latency results that are suitable for real-time reconstruction from
video streams.
5.9.3 Evaluation of parallelisation
Figure 5.17 showed the acceleration achieved per parallel partition. The partitions
that benefited were those of viewing line creation, connection, triple point seeking
and surface polygon generation. Edge generation did not benefit significantly
from parallelisation, even at high camera counts.
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multi-core CPU vs GPU parallelisation
The parallel implementation was tested on CPUs and a GPU in its unmodified
state - It is clear from the results that, if any real benefit is to be made of their mas-
sive multi-core potential, the implementation requires some specific optimisation
targeting GPUs. It has been shown that using the GPU can enhance performance,
but only in the first step of the algorithm since overall execution on the GPU per-
formed similarly to the sequential implementation running on the CPU. The GPU
has more cores than the CPU for the machine on which the tests were performed,
but these cores are clocked at a lower speed than the CPU. Specifically, the nVidia
GTX285 GPU has 30 cores clocked at 1.476 GHz, whereas the Intel Xeon CPU
has 8 cores clocked at 2.8GHz. The theoretical maximum processing capabil-
ity can be calculated by multiplying the core count by the clock speed, giving
44.28GHz for the GPU, and 22.4GHz for the CPU. Therefore, taking into account
core count and clock speed alone, one might expect the GPU to execute approxi-
mately twice as quickly as the CPU cores, however this is not the case. GPU and
CPU cores differ considerably in terms of resources available: CPUs have caches
that significantly speed up memory accesses, whereas GPUs do not. Conditional
code results in branching on the GPU, for which there can be large performance
penalties, but the same has no impact on CPU performance. Steps 2 and 3 of the
implemented parallelisation approach perform less well on the GPU than when
executed sequentially on the CPU. The branching analysis performed suggests
that branching is not the reason for this poor performance as step 1 performed
better on the GPU than the sequential CPU and has a higher branching cost than
either step 2 or step 3. The likely reason for poor performance of steps 2 and 3 is
the amount of global memory access required. Both steps need to read from large
intersection tables, that are created in step 1 and stored in global memory, in order
to determine the correct candidate for forming the connection. Manual caching of
these tables into shared or local memory on the GPU is not an option as it would
limit the scalability of the implementation to a low number of cameras, or camera
contour complexity (camera resolution), due to the fixed size of local or shared
memory present on the GPU. Hence the poor performance of the implementation
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on the GPU can be described as a combination of the algorithm design and the
speed of global memory accesses on the GPU compared with general memory
access on the CPU. In all cases, the OpenCL implementation running on the CPU
achieves the fully textured reconstruction in a fraction of the time taken for either
the sequential CPU execution, or the GPU execution - This is to be expected as no
specific GPU targeted optimisation has yet been implemented. Such optimisations
include branch elimination where possible, and manual caching of data to benefit
from the high throughput local memory that GPUs have access to. Such caching
could also reduce global memory access time, which is very expensive on a GPU
compared to a CPU. The necessity to implement specific optimisations to obtain
performance portability from a supposedly portable language such as OpenCL is
simply an artefact of the emerging nature of general purpose computing.
5.9.4 OpenCL vs OpenMP for parallel CPU execution
OpenCL performed marginally better than OpenMP, both implementations showed
a similar trend in performance increase as the number of cameras increased. Since
both implementations are almost identical, the performance difference is surpris-
ing as they were measured running on identical hardware. What is also surprising
is that OpenCL should, in theory, perform worse than OpenMP as there is more
thread scheduling and memory management overhead. It is likely that the ob-
served behaviour is due to OpenCL automatically targeting the correct processor
instruction set extensions, whereas OpenMP generally requires extra work to en-
sure the executable includes both SSEx and AVX code paths. OpenCL vector
primitives can help express explicit parallelism without the portability sacrifices
that come from using SSE intrinsics to achieve the same in OpenMP.
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5.9.5 R+-Tree intersection
It is clear from Figure 5.19 that a greater acceleration is achieved for the connec-
tion and triple point steps of the algorithm than for creating viewing edges. This is
likely because in the viewing edge step long epipolar line segments that intersect
many contour MBRs require more intersection tests than the lines in the connec-
tions and triple points steps, which generally give rise to very short line segments
only intersecting with a single contour bounding box. This analysis suggests that
algorithm performance could be further enhanced if the search for viewing edges
was replaced by another lightweight and quick to build structure.
5.9.6 Evaluation using humans
The reconstructions of various humans and their associated timings for multi-core
CPU processing demonstrates that high quality 3D reconstructions suitable for
applications like telepresence can be generated at real-time frame rates.
5.10 Conclusion
The study proposed a method of parallelisation tailored to execution on a single
machine and provided indicative results for example multicore CPU and GPU im-
plementations. The theoretical standpoint is that by considering parallelisation
without distribution, we were able to tailor the parallelisation of each step. As
well as this theoretical contribution, this study has provided some useful practical
results. It has been shown that the parallel EPVH implementation running on a
multi-core CPU of a commodity computer is capable of producing high quality
fully textured models of humans captured by 8 high resolution cameras in ap-
proximately 25ms, making it highly appropriate for real-time applications such as
telepresence. However, we were not able to achieve comparable speed ups from
multicore GPUs. Our findings suggest that given enough CPU cores, increas-
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ingly complex models could be reconstructed in real-time without the need for
network distributed processing. While our study compares results to those of the
distributed approach, it does not attempt to reimplement the distributed approach
on a single machine. Furthermore it does not attempt to inform how our approach
might work across any CPU/GPU implementation.
The implication of our findings is that network distributed processing of the EPVH
algorithm can be replaced with multiple core CPU parallel processing, using a
scheme that tailors parallelisation to each stage. This simplifies system design,
eliminates unnecessary network latency, and increases utilisation of processing
resources. In the context of a 3D telepresence system this is an important finding,
as network distributed processing creates the opportunity for jitter in latency of an
end-to-end system that could confuse the flow of communication.
Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter describes the methods and processes by which the suitability of 3D
reconstruction in the context of a 3D telepresence system has been evalutated.
During the course of this research a sophisticated platform for 3D reconstruc-
tion from video was developed that has numerous practical and analytical uses.
The features of the platform and how they have been used to develop understand-
ing, validate requirements and reduce time in prototyping algorithms and camera
placement are first described. Then, by means of two case studies, it is shown how
the platform can be used to investigate the impact of camera placement on visual
and spatial quality of 3D reconstruction. The first case study begins by investigat-
ing the impact of camera placement on the overall spatial constraint of objects,
this is followed by a deeper analysis of the impact individual cameras have on the
spatial and visual quality of a human head reconstruction. The second case study
summarises a collaborative experiment underpinned by the platform, that showed
for the first time that 3D reconstruction is able to convey eye gaze to accuracies
sufficient for human social interaction.
The work describing the software utility presented in this chapter has been pub-
lished in [35], and the collaborative experiment has been published in [104].
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6.1 Objectives and research questions
O3: Develop a platform through which the impact of camera placement on spatial
and visual quality of 3D reconstruction can be studied.
Q3: What are the requirements of a system with which the impact of camera
placement on spatial and visual quality can be studied?
Given that for a particular multi-core processor temporal quality of the reconstruc-
tion algorithm will depend upon the complexity of inputs provided to it, the ability
of the algorithm to achieve interactive frame rates will be largely determined by
the numer and resolution of cameras used. Reducing the number of cameras, or
their resolution, to achieve real-time performance is likely to impact upon spatial
and visual quality of the reconstruction. The spatial constraint achieved by the vi-
sual hull is known to improve as the number of cameras increases and their view-
points of the object under reconstruction are diversified. The spatial and visual
quality of reconstructions is likely to be improved as camera resolution increases.
The real-time constraints of a telepresence system lead to a fixed budget in terms
of the number of cameras and their resolution for a particular processor. There-
fore, achieving the most faithful reconstructions within these constraints requires
an understanding of the impact camera placement and resolution have on spatial
and visual quality of the output.
6.2 3DRecon, a utility for investigating quality in 3D
reconstruction
In order to develop a deeper understanding of many aspects of the VBR process,
3DRecon was developed. 3DRecon is an interactive utility application that can
be used to further understanding of many aspects of the VBR process, including
the impact of camera placement on form and texture genesis. The tool allows in
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depth analysis of individual frames and sequences of frames forming a 4D ani-
mated sequence. Similar tools already exist for the analysis of pre-reconstructed
geometry, but to the best of our knowledge this is the first such tool that includes
the reconstruction back-end, enabling interactive experimentation with the cam-
eraset in terms of which cameras contribute to generation of form and texture.
Furthermore, a built in simulator provides an environment for rapid prototyping
of algorithms or camera configurations prior to real-world deployment.
The principle features of 3DRecon are:
• Interactive control over camera selection for form and texture genesis.
• A built in simulator enables rapid prototyping using virtual cameras and
synthetic objects.
• Runs from pre-recorded datasets on a filesystem, or with live cameras.
• Provides an algorithm ”plugin” API, enabling rapid prototyping and evalu-
ation of 3D reconstruction algorithms.
6.2.1 Related work
LucyViewer1 is an open source application capable of viewing 4D data in a man-
ner similar to 3DRecon. The primary difference being that LucyViewer takes
as input pre-reconstructed models in the form of geometry files and textures.
Hence LucyViewer can not be used to determine the effect individual cameras
have on the form of the reconstructed object. Control over texture application
from particular cameras is however possible. Lacking the entire reconstruction
backend, LucyViewer is also not able to provide the simulated setting provided by
3DRecon.
1http://4drepository.inrialpes.fr/lucy_viewer
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6.2.2 Overview of 3DRecon’s features





Figure 6.1: The camera manger
The camera interface provides a means by which multiple cameras may be con-
nected to the reconstruction algorithm. Cameras may be added individually, or
in groups from XML files defining their properties and positions, or configured
through a network connection. Additionally, each camera may derive its image
data from a filesystem or through a network interface, allowing for both pre-
recorded and live data. Cameras may be individually switched on and off for
the purpose of contributing to both the form reconstruction and texturing. Colours
are used to identify each camera, and in high camera count systems close colours
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can be disambiguated by using the ”Look from” function which views the recon-
struction from the selected camera (see Figure 6.2(a)).
6.2.4 Viewer
(a) View From Cam (b) Cam Image
Figure 6.2: Reconstruction viewed from a camera, and the original camera image
The viewer component provides the visual interface through which the user in-
teracts with 3DRecon. A general purpose scene graph is employed to display 3D
geometry from the reconstruction algorithm and camera manager, and this can be
manipulated by the user to view the scene from arbitrary viewpoints. The viewer
does not implement any form of volumetric rendering, all primitives must be based
on vertices, lines and triangles or polygons. Volumetric algorithms are therefore
required to derive a surface before they can be rendered.
Camera images (Figure 6.2) can be loaded from pre-recorded datasets on a filesys-
tem, or streamed live via a network connection. The viewer provides an interface
with which to select individual frames from a sequence, or to start and stop stream-
ing the whole sequence. When used in network acquisition mode, the viewer can
be paused for inspection of a particular frame.
At the level of an individual frame, the viewer provides a number of auxiliary
primitives that can be used to inspect the reconstructed form. Such primitives
may vary from one algorithm to another, so an API is provided for defining custom
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Figure 6.3: Auxiliary primitives for the EPVH algorithm
For the EPVH algorithm the viewer implements the following primitives, some
of which are illustrated in Figure 6.3: Viewing lines, vertices, spans, triple points,
polygon edges, polygon surface normals, polygons, triangles, triangle edges, faces,
textured polygons.
Viewing lines are of use in understanding the shape-from-silhouette process in the
formation of the visual hull. They are the projection into 3D space of the points
defining the contour that is the edge of the silhouette image of the object being
reconstructed. The complete set of these rays emanating from a camera is known
as the silhouette cone. Provision is made to switch individual camera and contour
silhouette cones within the viewer, which can be very useful in understanding the
contribution of a particular camera.
Vertices, spans, polygons and triangles are largely of use for debugging and ver-
ifying that the underlying primitives upon which the output is based are sound.
Polygons and triangles can be useful when trying to understand how a recon-
structed surface is composed. Polygons can be coloured to denote from which
camera silhouette cone the surface polygon is derived, which can be useful in
determining individual camera contributions to the visual hull.
The remaining primitives are useful for application of a texture to the recon-
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structed form. Faces provides a solid geometry in which each polygon can be
coloured to denote the camera from which texture is derived. Normals displays
the surface normal of each polygon, and also uses colour to denote the textur-
ing camera. Lightsourced provides a solid untextured model that is illuminated
by lights positioned at each camera, and shining with the colour associated with
that camera. The resulting coloured model is useful in understanding the scope of
each camera’s view as occluded geometry does not get illuminated by that cam-
era’s coloured light.
Figure 6.4: The reconstruction viewer displaying a reconstruction, environment
and cameras
The viewer also provides a mechanism through which a virtual environment may
be programatically defined, or imported from a file and oriented into the recon-
struction coordinate system. Linear and point features present in camera images
can be used to define axis unit vectors and an origin respectively, providing the
necessary scaling and orientation information to place the reconstructed form
within a pre-defined environment. Figure 6.4 shows the viewer displaying a re-
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construction of a human within a programmatically defined model of the Octave
laboratory at Salford University. The cameras used in forming the reconstruction
are also shown. The positions of these cameras, and the reconstructed human
relative to the model of the Octave are accurate.
6.2.5 Simulator
The simulated setting allows 3D reconstruction to be studied without any real
cameras or datasets. Any number of virtual cameras can be arranged around a
synthetic object and their images used to drive a 3D reconstruction algorithm.
The simulated setting proved extremely useful early in research to accelerate the
process of prototyping and evaluation of different 3D reconstruction techniques
and algorithms.
(a) Simulated setting (b) Reconstruction setting
Figure 6.5: The simulator. (a) Virtual cameras surround a synthetic object (b)
Reconstructed model
Figure 6.5 shows the simulated setting and the corresponding reconstructed out-
put. A 3D model is loaded from disk and virtual cameras are placed around it,
images from these cameras are used to create the reconstructed output in the same
way as with real cameras or datasets.
The virtual cameras used in the simulator do not suffer from image noise, and
can therefore provide perfect background segmentation for synthetic objects. The
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lack of calibration errors, image noise, lens distortion, background subtraction
artefacts and issues relating to physical camera placement in the real world makes
the simulator an ideal tool for prototyping and evaluation of reconstruction algo-
rithms.
The simulator is also useful for rapid prototyping of camera arrangements prior
to real-world deployment, which can be a time consuming process. Placements
can be tested for their impact on reconstruction quality, refined and evaluated
numerous. Images of the object from the virtual cameras can be viewed during
placement, allowing fine grained adjustments to their placement.
6.3 Case study 1: Camera Placement
6.3.1 Spatial quality: overall constraint of the visual hull
Recall that the reconstructed form is constructed at the boundary of volume(s)
enclosed by the intersection of silhouette cones formed from the back-projection
of points defining the silhouette’s contour edge. Using the viewing line primitives
provided by 3DRecon, these silhouette cones can be visualised, which can help in
selecting appropriate cameras for reconstruction of the form.
Using a reconstruction of a human as an example, a subset of three cameras is se-
lected for reconstruction. Figure 6.6 (a) and (b) show the different reconstructed
forms achieved by changing a single camera. In (a) the 3 cameras are all situated
to one side of the object being reconstructed and lead to an asymmetrical recon-
struction due to the nature of silhouette cone intersections. In (b) the 3 cameras are
symmetrically arranged around the object being reconstructed leading to a tighter
silhouette cone intersection constraining the reconstructed form.
Low camera counts will generally yield a poor approximation to the form of the
object, and even in the case of non-symmetrical camera placement increasing the
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(a) Unbalanced 3 camera placement (b) Balanced 3 camera placement
(c) Balanced 3 camera placement (d) Constraint using 10 cameras
Figure 6.6: Camera placement. (a) Unbalanced placement of 3 cameras leading
to reconstruction asymmetry, (b) Balanced placement of 3 cameras but angular
reconstruction, (c) Balanced placement of 3 cameras without angular features (d)
Better form constraint using 10 cameras.
camera count will minimise reconstruction asymmetry providing the angles be-
tween silhouette cones are not all acute. The reason for this is that the silhouette
cone is an entity that diverges moving away from the camera along the principle
ray. Consequently, the intersection of two silhouette cones arising from a pair of
cameras whose principle rays subtend an angle of less then 90 degrees will give
rise to an elongated intersection.
Figure 6.7 illustrates this principle - Pairs of 2D silhouette cones are seen inter-
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(a) Acute angle intersec-
tion
(b) Right angle intersection (c) Obtuse angle intersection
Figure 6.7: Pairwise silhouette cone intersection in 2D.
secting in three differing principle ray intersection angle scenarios: (a) acute, (b)
right angle, and (c) obtuse angle. The area of the shaded intersection is a func-
tion of distance between the two silhouette cone origins and angle formed by the
principle ray intersection. Notice that for acute and obtuse intersections the area
increases as the principle rays approach parallelism, but that for obtuse intersec-
tions the intersection is always bounded by the other camera whereas acute inter-
sections become infinite. Also, whilst distance between silhouette cone origins
tends to be proportional to intersecting area for all three cases, as the acute inter-
section approaches parallelism the relationship becomes inverse: the intersection
area increases as the distance between the cone origins decreases.
The optimal (most constraining) intersection is formed where principle rays in-
tersect to form a right angle. Based on this pairwise 2D analysis it is quite clear
that the principle translates into multiple cones and 3D; the example in Figure
6.6a follows the same principles. When the scene is reconstructed by cameras
all pointing in the same direction spatial quality degrades significantly. The best
results will be achieved when cameras are placed all the way around the object
being reconstructed as this will result in greater cone intersection angles, which
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give rise to more constrained silhouette cone intersections.
Now consider again the constraint formed in Figure 6.6b, whilst a symmetrical
reconstruction is achieved, the spatial quality is clearly lower than that achieved
in Figure 6.6d. Most notably, the front and back of the reconstructed human are
poorly constrained, leading to angular features that are not present in the real hu-
man. The angular features arise through lack of any other constraint for the visual
hull in this region. Figure 6.6c shows the reconstruction formed from 3 balanced
cameras, but where two of the cameras from the previous balanced case have been
replaced with a pair of cameras that are almost directly opposite each other. This
results in a constraint that does not exhibit the angular features of Figure 6.6b
because the two cameras now form an intersection that is closer to linear, which
is a better constraint for the human body in this particular orientation. However,
notice that the head has now become cuboid in shape, compared to a more regular
but somewhat angular appearance of the previous balanced reconstruction. This
is because the constraint offered by the 3 cameras does not provide any surfaces
with which to model the curved nature of the head. Their arrangement gives rise
to approximately right angular silhouette cone intersections which are only able
to form roughly recti-linear reconstructions.
The general principle that can be drawn from this is that whilst cameras whose
principle rays are perpendicular to one another will provide the best volumetric
constraint of the reconstructed form, those with principle rays closer to parallel
will provide the best surface intersections with which to model it.
Figure 6.6 (c) Demonstrates better form constraint by using 10 cameras surround-
ing the object being reconstructed.
6.3.2 Reconstruction of the face
The human face, and facial expressions are an important part of human non-verbal
communication, and therefore it is important to understand what impacts upon
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quality of the 3D reconstructed face.
It has just been shown that camera placement plays an important role in spatial
quality of the reconstruction in its entirety, especially where there are a small
number of cameras contributing to form reconstruction. However, the general
rule derived: that cameras should be placed all the way around the object under
reconstruction; does not tell us a great deal about the impact an individual camera
can have, and tells us nothing about texturing.
Figure 6.8: Camera arrangement used for the study.
The impact of individual cameras on the spatial, visio-spatial, and visual quality of
a reconstructed human face is now investigated. A human is reconstructed from a
set of 7 cameras, configured as shown in Figure 6.8: Camera 6 is situated behind
the human being reconstructed and is always enabled for form reconstruction.
Camera 7 is directly in front of the human. Cameras 2 and 9 are to the left of the
diagram and capture the right hand side of the human. Cameras 5 and 3 are to the
right of the diagram and capture the left hand side of the human. Camera 8 is at
90◦to camera 7 and captures the left hand profile of the human.
The camera images are shown in Figure 6.9 to demonstrate that the intention of
the study was to capture and reconstruct the entire human form, rather than just the
face. In this way, the reconstructed facial quality can be investigated in a way that
is meaningful in terms of a telepresence system in which particpants are captured
in their entirety.
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(a) Cam6 (b) Cam2 (c) Cam9 (d) Cam7 (e) Cam5 (f) Cam3 (g) Cam8
Figure 6.9: Camera images used in the study, all 1000 x 1000 pixels
In order to investigate the impact each camera has on spatial, visio-spatial and
visual quality, the participant is reconstructed with one of the front, or side facing
cameras removed each time. A series of figures follows that show the results. The
figures are grouped in sets of four; each set illustrates the impact of a particular
camera. The first figure in a set shows the cameras that contribute to the recon-
struction; silhouette cones are drawn for each contributing camera. The second
figure in a set shows the contribution of each camera to spatial quality; surface
polygons are coloured according to the camera forming the silhouette cone they
were derived from. The third figure in the set shows the visio-spatial quality; the
spatial model has texture applied to it. The fourth figure in a set shows the impact
on visual quality alone; the form is constructed from all cameras, but texturing is
only derived from the active cameras in that set, coloured surface normals denote
texturing camera for a polygon.
(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.10: Reconstructed human face from 7 cameras [2,3,5,6,7,8,9] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Visual quality with surface normals showing texture camera source
Figure 6.10 shows the reference reconstruction in which all cameras contribute
to form and texture. In the spatial sub-figure (6.10b) it can be seen how each
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contributing camera’s silhouette cone forms a strip of polygons oriented vertically
down the face. Notice that the red polygons correspond to camera 8, that can
be seen in Figure 6.9g to capture the participant from the left hand side. The
silhouette cone formed from the image of camera 8 creates a strip of polygons
that define the edge of the visual hull in the region defining by the edge of the
participant from that camera’s viewpoint. All cameras can be seen to form strips
of polygons that are tangent to the object’s true surface. Studying Figure 6.10d,
it can be seen that the surface normals from the red polygons in the spatial figure
are coloured cyan. This means that they are closer to parallel with camera 7’s
principle ray than any of the other cameras in the set. The same principle applies
to the other visual hull strip and texture camera pairs: polygons formed by camera
5 are textured by camera 2, which is at approximately 90◦to it, polygons formed
by camera 3 are textured by camera 2, and so on. In other words, the camera
providing the most direct view (assuming no occlusions) of a polygon will be the
one situated closest to perpendicular to the surface of the sihouette cone formed
at any one point.
(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-Spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.11: Reconstructed human face from 6 cameras [3,5,6,7,8,9] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Impact of camera 2 on texture provenance
Figure 6.11 shows the effect disabling camera 2 has on the reconstruction. No-
tice in Figure 6.11c that the participant’s left cheek and eye have become badly
deformed. From 6.11b and comparing to the reference reconstruction, it can be
seen that the blue visual hull strip defining the left cheek, eye and forehead has
disappeared. The polygons making up this region are now defined by the exten-
sion of silhouette cones emanating from cameras 8 and 9, and forms a prominent
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ridge running down the seam of the visual hull between them. In terms of spatial
quality, or model completeness, the presence of the ridge represents poor quality
as the ridge is not present in the participant’s face. The distorted texturing visible
in this region is the by-product of poor spatial quality, as the camera images used
are mapped to geometry that is non-existant in reality.
Figure 6.12: Enlargement of the intersection of silhouette and image from camera
3 in the region of an observed texturing artefact.
The texturing artefact visible next the the participant’s mouth is a result of a back-
ground subtraction. The visual hull should be silhouette consistent, meaning that
the reconstructed geometry will always reproject back to the interior of silhouettes
from all cameras. The white pixels observed are clearly background pixels, so this
would appear to violate the silhouette consistency constraint. Figure 6.12 shows
an enlargement of this region in camera 3’s image; the image has been cut out us-
ing the silhouette formed during background segmentation. Significant ”ghosting”
is visible in around the participant’s head and face in the cut-out. The phenon-
menon arises through background segmentation errors, and since these pixels are
within the silhouette itself this does not constitute a violation of silhouette consis-
tency. Nevertheless, they are ugly, and degrade visual quality. The use of texture
pixels close to the edge of the silhouette in any camera image is an indication that
geometry is poorly contrained in that region.
Studying Figure 6.11d it can be seen that the source of polygon textures on the
right of the participant’s face has changed from the reference reconstruction. Cam-
era 2 provided most of the texture for this region of the face previously, but it is
mostly derived from camera 9 in this reconstruction. It is somewhat difficult to
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notice any degradation in visual quality as a result, but looking closely around the
participant’s right eye in the reference reconstruction reveals a slight colour im-
balance that creates an edge between the bottom of the eye and cheek bone. This
edge is not present in Figure 6.11d.
(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-Spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.13: Reconstructed human face from 6 cameras [2,3,5,6,7,8] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Impact of camera 9 on texture provenance
In Figure 6.13, the effect disabling camera 9 has can be seen. The region defining
the left most side of the participant’s face, ear and neck was define by visual hull
strips formed from camera 9 in the reference reconstruction, but in Figure 6.13b
these can be seen to now be formed by camera 2. Because the region affected
falls at the edge of the reconstruction from our viewpoint, it is not possible to
state the full impact disabling camera 9 has, since there may be adversely affected
geometry further around the reconstruction. However, it can be observed from
Figure 6.13c that the geometry that is visible has changed sufficiently to cause a
change in the contribution to texturing of the upper neck. In terms of the visual
impact alone, Figure 6.13d shows that the majority of the right side of the face
is now textured from camera 2. This causes no apparent deterioration in visual
quality from this viewpoint.
Figure 6.14 shows the impact removing camera 7 has on the reconstruction. Com-
paring Figure 6.14b to the reference spatial reconstruction, the contribution of
camera 7 at both ear lobes is no longer present. Because camera 7 is in the same
lateral orientation as the viewpoint of these reconstructions, its contribution to vi-
sual hull polygon strips is almost invisible from this orientation, but the effect this
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(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-Spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.14: Reconstructed human face from 6 cameras [2,3,5,6,8,9] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Impact of camera 7 on texture provenance
has on the geometry of neighbouring strips can be significant. This is evident in
the lack of constraint at the left side of the participant’s neck, resulting in a gen-
eral thickening in this region. The impact on visual quality in Figure 6.14d is also
significant; the camera providing the majority of contribution for the front of the
face has been removed. This results in a combination of camera 5 and 9 being
used to texture the mouth, nose and forehead, which causes an apparent flattening
of the nose.
(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-Spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.15: Reconstructed human face from 6 cameras [2,3,6,7,8,9] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Impact of camera 5 on texture provenance
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show the impact of removing camera 5 and 3 respectively.
The results cause the right hand side of the participant’s face to suffer, but not
as considerably as with camera 2 or 9. Camera 5 caused the right most side of
the face to be better constrained, and its absence results in a facial asymmetry.
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(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-Spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.16: Reconstructed human face from 6 cameras [2,5,6,7,8,9] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Impact of camera 3 on texture provenance
Camera 3 appears to have little effect on the spatial quality from this viewpoint,
but results in a visio-spatial degradation in Figure 6.16c. Since the appearance is
worse than that in Figure 6.16d, the difference must be attributal to a deterioration
in spatial quality.
(a) Camera scheme (b) Spatial (c) Visio-Spatial (d) Visual
Figure 6.17: Reconstructed human face from 6 cameras [2,3,5,6,7,9] (a) Camera
scheme used (b) Visual hull coloured by contributing cameras (c) Textured hull
(d) Impact of camera 8 on texture provenance
In Figure 6.17, the effect of removing camera 8 can be observed. It is immediately
clear from Figure 6.17b that the visual hull strip defining the front of the face has
disappeared. Instead, the front of the reconstruction is formed from the locus of
silhouette cones coming from cameras 2 and 3. This gives rise to an apparent
ridge forming down the centre of the face. Viewed from above (Figure 6.18) the
degree of spatial quality deterioration can be clearly seen. Due to the location of
camera 8, and the lack of a symmetrical camera on the opposite side, or one from
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above, it is the only camera providing constraint of the participant’s profile.
(a) Without camera 8 (b) With camera 8
Figure 6.18: Reconstruction with and without camera 8, viewed from above
6.3.3 Discussion
This study investigated the impact of camera placement on quality of reconstruc-
tion in two ways: firstly the impact of different angular configurations of camera
sets on spatial constraint of the entire form was investigated, secondly the im-
pact of individual cameras on the spatial and visual quality of a human face was
studied.
The main findings were:
Whilst close to perpendicular camera configurations provide the tightest constraint
on overall form of the visual hull, they result in insufficient variation in angular
intersection of silhouette cones to model curved or flat features. Placing cameras
opposite each other will provide close to parallel silhouette cone surfaces that are
better able to model curved surfaces.
The impact of individual cameras on visual, visio-spatial and spatial quality is
most apparent in visio-spatial quality. spatial deterioration in the reconstruction
often led to texturing artefacts that would be disconcerting in a telepresence con-
text. On the whole disabling a single camera for texture contribution did not have
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a significant impact on visual quality when the form was generated from all cam-
eras.
6.4 Case study 2: Investigating Eye Gaze
6.4.1 Introduction
In this study the communication of eye gaze through 3D reconstruction is mea-
sured through a collaborative experiment. As shown by the previous study, with
shape-from-silhouette, the polygonal qualities of the reconstructed head, and vi-
sual quality of face and eyes, depend on the arrangement of cameras used to gen-
erate form and texture. The position of eyes within the head affect gaze direction,
but little is known about the impact of camera placement or indeed 3D reconstruc-
tion on gaze estimation of gaze.
Contribution
We provide the first empirical evidence of the reliability of gaze reproduction
in 3D reconstructed virtual humans. Reliability of gaze estimation is measured
across various gaze poses and camera arrangements, likely in every day social
interactions and settings. This is the first work to provide evidence that social eye
gaze can be reliably communicated through a virtual 3D reconstructed medium.
Furthermore, it provides the first insight into the importance of the relationship
between turn of eyes, head and body, method of recreating and texturing 3D form,
and arrangement of capturing cameras.
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6.4.2 Method
The aim of the experiment was to determine if eye-gaze can be estimated from a
3D reconstructed human to within the accuracies necessary for social interaction;
and reliably across various gaze poses and camera arrangements.
Capture of the subject
The subject was captured by 10 cameras in 7 different gaze poses. Capture took
place within an octagonal CAVE-like display system designed for telepresence
research. During capture, defuse/ambient light from the immersive displays four-
teen projectors (6 ceiling and 8 wall) was combined with defuse spotlights to
achieve clear lighting and contrast of the face. Defuse spot lighting was bounced
off the floor in front of the captured subject in order to remove much of the shadow
around the eyes, without causing glare in their face and reflected highlights in the
pupils. Spotlights were also placed behind the screens to increase ambient light.
The rooms strip lighting was turned on. Five different arrangements of texture
cameras were used. Each was a subset of the ten cameras from which silhouettes
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Figure 6.19: Determining the rotation axis offset between poses. The green line
is the fixed axis of rotation used in real trials. The red line is the adjusted rotation
axis.
During capture, the subject stood on a mark on the floor on which he theoretically
remained centred across the gaze poses; this mark would later form the axis of
rotation about which the participants rotate the reconstructed subject. In practice,
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the exact position of the subject being captured varied slightly between gaze poses.
This was corrected in software afterwards by analysing the 3D reconstructions of
the subject in each different pose and determining the rotation axis offset. Figure
6.19 shows the calculated distance offsets, and original and adjusted rotation axes.
Figure 6.20: The seven gaze poses, each shown diagrammatically above pho-
tographs of head and whole body from the gaze target. Normal of body head and
eyes (B H E) are shown in relation to the cameras.
The seven gaze poses adopted by the subject represented all possible combina-
tions of eyes, head and body; being either centred or turned, Figure 6.20. The
subject stood on a mark on the floor 4 metres away from three gaze targets; one
18◦to the left, one directly ahead and one 18◦to the right. The gaze angle was cho-
sen at this distance as it was one that appeared natural, was comfortable for the
observer, and at the whites of the eye were barely discernible on both sides. Each
gaze pose can be described both through a triple of body, head and eye orientation
and diagrammatically showing the normal of each with respect to the full set of
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cameras. The ordered triple describes (rotation of body relative to the eyes, rota-
tion of head relative to the eyes, rotation of eyes relative to the centre line). For
example (R,0,L) indicates that the body is rotated to the right from the eyes, that
the head and eyes are in line, and that the eyes are rotated to the left. Note that
the first two values thereby give the relative arrangement of the body, head and
eyes within the target participant and the third value gives the spatial orientation
of the assembly as whole. L and R denote a rotation of 18◦to the left and right
respectively and L’ and R’ denote rotations of 36◦. Left and right are those of the
captured subject rather than an observer.
Participant method
22 participants were each presented with a series of life size static 3D reconstruc-
tions of a previously captured human subject and asked to rotate the viewpoint
around each until they felt most looked at. Each participant stood on a mark on
the floor 2 metres away from a 4 metre by 2 metre projected display screen. The
height of each participant’s eyes was measured at the start of the experiment, and
entered into the reconstruction software to calculate the correct viewing frustrum
for that participant on the display screen, and to render the subject’s eyes at the
same level as the participant’s. The subject was rendered on the projection screen
as if they were 3.5 metres away from the participant.
Each participant was asked to rotate 3D reconstructions of the subject until they
felt the subject was looking directly at them. Rotation was achieved using the
cursor keys on a wireless keyboard in increments of 0.25/degree, and the subject
pressed space when they settled upon feeling closest to making eye contact. The
seven different gaze poses were reconstructed using five different texturing cam-
era configurations, forming 35 different combinations, for which the presentation
order was randomised. To simplify the experiment, and in particular the analy-
sis, and to maximise repeatability, static reconstructions were used. To demon-
strate results were valid for not only image based reconstruction but also VBR,
the virtual human was kept still by reusing a single frame from each camera at an
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interactive frame rate.
The accuracy with which participants could orient the 3D reconstructed human
such that they felt it was looking directly at them was measured in degrees. If the
participant oriented their view directly along the line between the captured subject
and his gaze target, the error in accuracy would be 0◦.
Cameras used for texturing
To test the impact of texturing on gaze estimation the subset of cameras from
which images were used for texturing was varied.
Table 6.1: Camera arrangemets
Name Cameras Description
Shallow 1 Single front 15◦V to face
Pair 2,8 38◦, 342◦H, 15◦V to face
Arc 1,2,3,7,8 38◦- 342◦H
Surround 0-9 Around and above
Steep 9 Single front 30◦V to face
To evaluate the impact of reducing texture cameras we compared camera arrange-
ments of Single, Pair, Arc and Surround; with one, two, five and ten cameras
respectively. To evaluate the impact of steepness of texture camera to face we
compared two single frontal cameras, both just above 2m from the floor with
one about 2m and the other 4m in front of the subject. The five camera arrange-
ments are described in table 6.1. Each gaze pose was captured in ten synchronised
frames, each from a different camera facing the target participant from a unique
angle. Ten silhouettes were created, one from each image. The form was created
using all ten silhouettes and textured from various subsets of the ten images. The
placement of cameras with respect to the captured subject and display walls is
shown in firgure 6.21. Example images and corresponding silhouettes are shown
in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.21: Camera placement with silhouette cones to captured subject (left)
and schematic of cameras with respect to a given gaze pose (right).
Figure 6.22: Close-ups of silhouettes and head from images, for gaze pose (0,0,0)
where head, eyes and body face front.
Method of analysis
We use three metrics for significance: statistical; practical; and qualitative. In the
quantitative analysis we investigate statistical and practical significance, whereas
significant corroborating evidence is investigated in the qualitative analysis.
Accuracy of gaze estimation in terms median and interquartile range of absolute
errors is shown in box plots. Where statistical significance lies, it is described in
the text. In the box plots: horizontal line marks 4◦accuracy; upper and lower box,
respective quartile; line in box, mid quartile; whiskers, min and max; numbered
dots and circles, outliers.
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Statistical significance is measured using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. We
take: p values of less than .05 to indicate significance. Where data is aggregated
for an overall view, for example combining all gaze poses where eyes are centred
and all that are turned, or combining all camera arrangements, we report median
of medians.
Practical significance compares accuracy of gaze estimation to that typical of so-
cial gaze in the real world. Our test subjects were stood 3.5m from the virtual
humans. 4m is the extent of social gaze distance and we have chosen 3.5m as it
falls comfortably but not excessively within this. From this distance, centre head
to end of shoulder are about 4◦apart. Thus we argue 4◦is the critical accuracy
necessary for two people stood shoulder to shoulder to determine which is being
looked at from this distance. For this experiment we consider practical signifi-
cance to be the movement by more than 1◦of one of the quartiles or median error
in estimation that takes it across the 4◦threshold.
6.4.3 Results and analysis
Impact of gaze pose on gaze estimation
Figure 6.23: Taken across all camera arrangements, median of median estimations
always and only below 4◦when eyes centred (x0x).
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Figure 6.23 shows the results for the impact the subject’s gaze pose had on the
participant’s ability to estimate his gaze. The best accuracy is achieved for (000),
where the eyes, head and body are all facing forwards. Whether or not the head
and eyes are turned relative to each other results in a significant difference. Poses
with the eyes centred (L0R and R0L) result in an estimation error with median
3.82◦and inter-quartile-range of 1.68◦. Whereas those with eyes turned (L’LR,
LLR, R’RL, and RRL) result in median estimation error of 5.9288◦with inter-
quartile-range 2.67◦. The relative orientation of head and body did not make a
statistically significant difference. Head and body aligned (LLR and RRL) re-
sulted in median estimation error of 5.45◦, inter-quartile-range 2.67◦, showing no
significant difference with head turned (LLR and RRL) (Median 5.87◦IQR 4.89◦).
Therefore, it is clear that gaze poses in which the eyes are centred in the head are
the only ones for which gaze could be accurately estimated at the 4◦criterion of
acceptable error.
Impact of texturing cameras on gaze estimation
Figure 6.24: Over all gaze poses a median accuracy of 4◦is achieved by surround
and arc with both shallow single and pair within 1◦of this limit. Steep single
stands out as clearly worst performer.
Figure 6.24 shows the impact of texture camera arrangement on accuracy of gaze
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estimation. The graph shows the error in estimation averaged across all gaze
poses. An accuracy meeting the 4◦criterion is achieved by the ”surround” and
”arc” configurations, with ”shallow” and ”pair” falling just above. The ”steep”
configuration clearly resulted in the worst gaze estimation.
Impact of number of texturing cameras on estimation across gaze pozes
Figure 6.25: Median accuracy increases with number of texturing cameras both
when eyes centred and turned, being within 4◦when centred.
Figure 6.25 shows the impact the various camera texturing configurations had on
gaze estimation categorised according to different eye directions: combined is the
combination of poses, centred is for poses in which the eyes are centred in the
head, and turned are poses in which the eyes were turned relative to the head.
For combined eyes centred and turned poses, texturing from surround and arc
configurations significantly outperforms both pair and shallow configurations. For
eyes centred poses only, surround, arc and pair configurations significantly outper-
form shallow. For eyes turned poses, none of the camera configurations resulted
in estimation at the 4◦criterion. Overall, it can be summarised that the arc and
surround camera configurations resulted in the best gaze estimation.
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Impact of steepness of texturing camera across gaze poses
Figure 6.26: Estimations when texture camera close to eye level outperform those
when a texture camera is looking down at a steeper angle. At worset when eyes
turned and cameras angle steeper.
Figure 6.26 compares the single camera texturing configurations ”shallow” and
”steep” across the different gaze poses. For gaze poses in which the eyes are
turned in the head, shallow outperforms steep, but for eyes centred poses, the per-
form similarly. Overall, ”shallow” approached the 4◦criterion, whereas ”steep did
not. Using ”shallow” rather than ”steep” resulted in statistically significantly bet-
ter performance overall, Shallow (Median=4.19◦IQR= 3.13◦) outperformed steep
(Median=7.45◦IQR=7.34◦, Z=2.156, p=.031).
Qualitative analysis
Figure 6.27 shows close ups of headshots of all reconstructions taken from the
target of gaze. We now look at why the impact on subset of cameras was not
significant when eyes are turned. Reconstructions of gazes with eyes turned right
suffered stretching of the dark of the rightmost eye, considerably greater than that
seen when eyes were centred.
Closer inspection of images from source cameras and of reconstruction showed
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Figure 6.27: Close up of head from target of gaze. Ranked from top to bottom in
order of accuracy of gaze estimation across all poses.
the cause to be a combination of shadow in the corner of the eye and insufficient
camera resolution to clearly distinguish this from the dark and white of the eye,
Figure 6.29. During analysis we reproduced a similar result through blurring in
an image editor, Figure 6.29. Interestingly, the problem was most apparent for the
single central camera.
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Figure 6.28: Rotating past the gaze target exaggerates the differences between
surround and single texture. The dark of the eye appears stretched when taken
from a single texture but not when taken from a texture from the camera close to
this viewpoint. (0,0,0).
Steepness of texture camera to face
Texturing from a camera angled steeply to the subject’s face caused a significant
drooping effect to the eyes and an apparent twist to the end of the nose. The
bridge of the nose, the inner corners of the eyes and the top of the mouth are not
drooped, whereas the droop of the eye increases gradually toward the outer cor-
ners, and drooping appears at the end of the nose and under the chin. In all cases
the cause appears to be texturing beneath an overhanging polygon that should
have occluded the camera. The reason eye droop gradually increases from noth-
ing at the bridge of the nose, is from shape-from-silhouette’s inability to capture
the concavity of the eye socket. When viewed from the steepness of the texture
camera, the reconstruction looks reasonably correct, Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.29: Close up of right eye, Reconstructed, blurred through an image ed-
itor, and source. The image used for texture from one camera but not the other
appears to stretch the dark of the eye. The underlying cause seems to be insuffi-
cient camera resolution to resolve the dark of the eyes from shadow when image
blurred by texturing. The effect of texturing is similar to that of blurring in an
image editor.
Figure 6.30: Reconstruction textured from camera looking down steeply on face
looks reasonable from a similar vertical angle but distorts as viewpoint lowered to
eye level. (L,L,R).
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6.4.4 Discussion
Interestingly, and perhaps conversely to expectation, reconstructions textured us-
ing a surround set of texturing cameras were found to improve gaze estimation
compared with those textured with a single camera. This was tested with both
steep (distorted) and shallow angles of inclination. It had been expected that tex-
turing artefacts arising from difference in the relative brightness would result in
poorer gaze estimation than those textured with a single camera. However, this
was clearly not the case as shallow performed worse than all other configurations
except steep for gaze poses with the eyes centred in the head.
The experiment showed that for gazes poses in which the eyes were centred in the
head, participants were able to estimate the subject’s gaze to within the 4◦criterion.
For gaze poses in which the eyes were turned in the head this was not found to
be the case, but estimation was significantly improved if the reconstructed human
was textured from a surround set of cameras.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter a research platform, 3DRecon, was presented that aimed to facili-
tate analysis of the impact of camera placement on spatial and visual quality of 3D
reconstruction. The objective was to develop a platform through which this im-
pact could be investigated, and in order to do so the requirements were determined
as follows:
Firstly the platform needed to be able to provide an interactive setting within
which users could reconstruct frames from pre-recorded datasets and manipulate
the result to analyse areas of the reconstruction in closer detail. In order to inves-
tigate the impact of camera placement it was essential that control over the contri-
bution of individual cameras for form and texture genesis be provided. The ability
to draw camera silhouette cones on a per-camera basis greatly provided great en-
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hancement to the understanding of shape-from-silhouette based algorithms. To
separate the analysis of spatial versus visual quality, it was also necessary to pro-
vide a means by which each may be studied independently. To meet this end
rendering of the visual hull without any texturing was implemented, and further
to this, the visual hull could be drawn coloured by which camera’s silhouette cone
had contributed to surface polygons. In order to study contribution of cameras to
visual quality, the provision of coloured surface normals enabled the provenance
of texture for a particular polygon to be determined. These were the primary re-
quirements of the system in terms of meeting the research objectives.
The platform also provided a number of other useful features, most notably the
simulated setting. Whilst this was not a primary requirement as it was not nec-
essary for the investigation of spatial and visual quality, it provided a means by
which algorithms and camera placements could be prototyped and evaluated with-
out the hindrance of real-world camera problems. This greatly accelerated both
the ability to investigate possible camera placement, and investigations into their
impact on spatial and visual qualities.
The efficacy of the implemented platform was demonstrated by means of two case
studies. The first demonstrated how the aforementioned features could be used to
investigate the impact of camera placement on both spatial and visual quality in
the reconstruction of a human face. The second demonstrated that the platform has
been used as the core tool in both the conducting of an experiment and subsequent
analysis of results in a collaborative experiment investigating the conveyance of
eye-gaze through 3D reconstructed humans.
Further to the investigation of visual and spatial quality in 3D reconstruction. In
the context of a real-time telepresence system, 3DRecon allows for the connection
of live cameras which can be used to reconstruct humans in real-time. In this
sense, the platform also provides the ability to investigate the impact of cameras
on temporal quality, although this has not been demonstrated here.
Chapter 7
Discussion and Conclusions
This thesis concludes with a dicussion of the research carried out: The setting,
aim, objectives and research questions are revisited, followed by a retrospective
review of how the methodology employed has shaped the research. The hypotheses
are then reviewed in terms of the outcomes from experiments that were used to
prove or disprove them. Shortcomings of the research are identified, followed by
the formation of conclusions, leading to some ideas for future research directions.
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7.1 Discussion
7.1.1 Aim and point of departure
The aim of this research was to study and improve the balance of temporal, spatial
and visual quality of virtual humans, reconstructed from multiple video streams,
to support most kinds of non-verbal communication in telepresence.
The research followed on from previous work on eye-gaze in immersive collabo-
rative virtual environments [102], which enabled participants to see what fellow
participants were looking at, but not what they looked like. In that research, a
user’s head and hand were motion tracked, and the direction of their eye gaze
captured using an eye tracker. Local and remote participants were depicted in
a shared virtual environment using avatars whose eye direction was controlled
in real-time by the eye-tracker, but whose facial features were otherwise static.
Whilst this research proved that eye-gaze could be conveyed through ICVEs, the
obvious shortcoming of it was that the avatars did not look or move like the real
participants. A natural progression from this research was to attempt replace the
avatar with a lifelike real-time virtual copy of the participant, described by the
term ”virtuality human” in [104].
7.1.2 Review of objectives and research questions
The objectives and research questions fall into three categories:
Exploratory
O1: Determine the requirements and approaches to 3D reconstruction suitable for
a real-time telepresence system.
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Q1: Which approaches to 3D reconstruction can provide the best balance between
performance and model quality for representing the dynamic human form in the
context of a telepresence system?
These aim to identify through literature review, prototyping and evaluation, 3D re-
construction methods suitable for the purpose of real-time reconstruction of mov-
ing humans; whilst isolating the quality measures and relationships between them
through which these may be compared.
Evolutionary
O2: Determine whether algorithms can be improved upon to achieve higher tem-
poral or spatial/visual quality.
Q2: How can algorithms or their implementation be improved upon to achieve
higher qualities in real-time?
These aim to focus on improving performance of a 3D reconstruction algorithm.
Given the quality relationships determined through the exploratory research it is
believed that this will enable higher quality 3D reconstructions in real-time.
Evaluative
O3: Develop a platform through which the impact of camera placement on spatial
and visual quality of 3D reconstruction can be studied.
Q3: What are the requirements of a system with which the impact of camera
placement on spatial and visual quality can be studied?
These aim to set the requirements for, and develop a system enabling the impact
of camera placement on visual and spatial qualities to be investigated.
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7.1.3 Review of methodology
The methodology described in Chapter 2 was applied to meet objectives, answer
research questions and prove or disprove hypotheses. The specific research pro-
cess applied was described in Section 2.3, and here we review how this process
contributed to the research.
7.1.4 How literature guided the research
Initial literature review developed a body of knowledge that provided essential
background information on the subject of machine vision, multiple view geome-
try and 3D reconstruction [81], [27], [28], [49], [38]. Surveys of 3D reconstruction
methods[101], [15], [88] provided a useful review of the range of methods avail-
able. Research papers detailing specific algorithms [64], [36], [11], [21], often
presented algorithm performance timings, which provided a broad indication of
methods approaching real-time capability, or presented an indication of visual or
spatial quality. In these ways the literature contributed to the exploratory objective
phase of research
As research evolved to focus on improving temporal quality as a means to achiev-
ing real-time 3D reconstruction at sufficient spatial and visual qualities, literature
provided details on parallelisation of existing techniques in two ways: distributed
over a network [126], [13], [72], and processed locally using multi-core GPUs
[65], [130], [50], [112].
The EPVH algorithm [39] had been encountered, and an efficient implementation
towards real-time processing described in [40]. The authors described a network
distributed approach aimed at real-time applications in [41]. Other than this pub-
lication a gap in the literature was identified in the area of parallelising surface
based 3D reconstruction methods; and further to this there appeared to be no re-
search at all into using local multi-core processing such as GPUs and CPUs to
achieve it.
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7.1.5 Contributions of the research to literature
Research contributed to literature through a combination of collaborative and in-
dividual research:
Collaborative contributions
• [103] provided latency measurements comparing existing video conferenc-
ing and immersive collaborative virtual environments, giving the background
in terms of latency expectation for future communication across a distance
technologies.
– The method for measuring latency was devised by this research, and
carried out for both video conferencing and ICVEs.
• [82] and [83] Contributed the first results of removing camera image syn-
chronisation for shape-from-silhouette algorithms, and provided an analysis
of the suitability of using a software capture trigger in terms of how this
might affect camera image synchronisation.
– 3D reconstruction algorithms prototyped and evaluated in this thesis
were used to present output models from the unsynchronised camera
images.
• [104] Showed for the first time that eye gaze could be conveyed to accura-
cies sufficient for human social interaction.
– The research platform that was developed (Chapter 6) was used to
carry out the experiments, take and refine accurate measurements, and
develop a better understanding of how camera placement contributes
to form and appearance of reconstructed humans.
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Individual contributions
• [32] presented an initial parallelisation of parts of the EPVH algorithm, pro-
viding the first measurements of EPVH performance executed on a GPU.
• [33] furthered previous collaborative study of the effect that removing cam-
era image synchronisation has on 3D reconstructions of moving humans.
Unlike earlier work, which was simulation based and presented only the
effects on spatial quality, this research used datasets of real humans and
presented fully textured output models.
• [34] presented an end-to-end parallelisation of the EPVH algorithm tailored
for processing on local multi-core CPUs or GPUs. This provided a different
approach to parallelisation than the network distributed method, and also
compared execution between GPUs and CPUs.
• [35] introduced the research platform that was developed, which unlike
other similar utilities, included the reconstruction back-end enabling anal-
ysis of both form and texture genesis from different cameras. This also
enabled a simulated setting, which could be used to prototype camera place-
ment, potentially saving a considerable amount of time.
7.1.6 Prototyping and evaluation
The process of prototyping algorithms described in 2.3.5 provided an essential
means by which methods derived from the literature survey could be implemented
and evaluated. Development of a simulated setting (2.3.5), in which implemented
algorithms could be tested without the hindrance of real-world phenomena, (such
as camera calibration, camera image noise, background segmentation, etc) pro-
vided the key component necessary for rapid iterative prototyping, development
and refinement. The steps up to and including comparative study (2.3.5) enabled
investigation of the key aspects of O1, and provided sufficient answers for Q1
through pilot experiments E0 (2.4), for progression of the research.
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During optimisation by parallelising of the EPVH algorithm the simulated setting
and comparative study enabled rapid testing of implementations. Use of pub-
licly available datasets enabled testing of non synthetic humans, captured by real
cameras, without the need to go through the processes involved in setting up and
calibrating a camera system. Together with the simulation, this enabled the paral-
lel EPVH implementation to be debugged, optimised, refined and evaluated in a
continuous development cycle, employing simulation or real-world data as appro-
priate. This approach, and the evolution of the parallelisation of EPVH for local
processing through experiments E3 and E6 (2.4), helped meet objective O2 and
answer question Q2.
Development of a platform for further research
Building on the evaluation and visualisation methods implemented during the
course of research, a platform was developed that enabled interactive control of
the inputs to the 3D reconstruction algorithm. This enabled camera images to
be loaded from disk, or streamed from live cameras and selected in real-time for
contribution to form and texture genesis, thus providing a means of evaluating
their impact on visual and spatial quality. The ability to use live camera images
extended upon the use of the simulated setting, or pre-captured datasets enabling
laboratory experiments (2.3.5) which could be used to investigate human non-
verbal communication through the medium of 3D reconstruction. Whilst con-
ducting experiment E1 provided some of the expectations of a communication
system, determining the requirements for and developing this platform met the
objectives of O3, and conducting collaborative experiment E7 (2.4) proved that
the platform was an effective means of performing such investigations.
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7.2 Review of hypotheses
H1: Approaches to 3D modelling from images can be used to model moving
humans at sufficient qualities for telepresence applications.
By parallelising the EPVH algorithm we were able to achieve real-time perfor-
mance (20 - 30 frames per second) using 10 cameras of similar resolution to those
used in typical desktop video conferencing. One key difference is that in desk-
top video conferencing the camera tends to frame the upper torso and head in the
camera image, whereas in our 3D reconstructions we captured the entire human
body in the camera image. This difference results in fewer pixels representing the
facial region, and therefore the possibility of insufficient detail being represented
in comparison to video conferencing. However, by conducting collaborative ex-
periment E7 we proved that eye gaze could be conveyed at accuracies sufficient
to support human social interaction. This is important because eyes are small in
comparison to other features, and are therefore perhaps the most challenging to
represent.
H1 was proved to be clearly true, that modelling from images can be used to
model moving humans at sufficient qualities for telepresence applications.
H2: Relaxing constraints on temporal consistency of inputs will result in a degra-
dation of spatial and visual quality in the case where the subject is moving.
Through experiments E2 and E5 we tested what the effect of removing hardware
camera synchronisation would be on reconstruction of moving humans. We found
that for whole frame periods of de-synchronisation of a subset of cameras, moving
parts of the human anatomy would become truncated. This was particularly true
for extremities at the ends of limbs, which are the most likely areas to move con-
siderably between cameras frames. Spatial quality was most adversely affected,
and as a consequence visual faithfulness too, but specific visual quality degra-
dation was also noticed in terms of texturing artefacts that arose as a result of
inconsistencies between camera images.
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H2 was shown to be clearly true, that relaxing constraints on temporal consistency
of camera images results in a degradation of spatial and visual quality when the
subject is moving.
H3: Temporal quality can be improved upon through parallel processing using
multi-core GPUs or CPUs. Such an improvement will allow for higher spatial and
visual quality in real-time.
Temporal quality was improved through parallelisation of the EPVH algorithm,
enabling real-time performance using 10 cameras at a resolution of 1000 x 1000
pixels, when processed on a modern 4 core multi-core CPU supporting hyper-
threading. The parallelisation was shown to continue to tend towards optimal as
the input complexity increased, meaning that for higher resolutions or number of
cameras used the performance enhancement tended towards the number of parallel
threads executed. Given that spatial and visual qualities are a function of input
complexity for the general case, it follows that if temporal quality is improved
through the parallelisation, then the spatial and visual qualities achievable in real-
time will also be improved.
H3 was shown to be partially true, that temporal quality can be improved through
parallel processing on multi-core CPUs, allowing for higher spatial and visual
qualities in real-time. The hypothesis was not, however, shown to be true for
execution of the parallelised EPVH algorithm on GPUs.
7.2.1 Shortcomings of the research
Whilst the overall aim of the research has been met, objectives realised, and re-
search questions answered, the directions taken have led research down a certain
path that has resulted in a lack of investigation in certain areas. These are ac-
knowledged and listed here.
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Simplistic approach to texturing
The main shortcoming in terms of the quality of output is probably the simplistic
approach to texturing employed, leading to poor visual quality manifested as tex-
turing errors due to occlusion, and camera exposure or colour balance differences.
The texturing approach used does not take into account the occlusion of regions in
the process of selecting the best camera for texturing a particular polygon. Whilst
this was implemented, a solution for real-time performance that was sufficiently
computationally inexpensive was not achieved. Other researchers have used pro-
cesses such as blending together the textures from the three best candidate cameras
[40] to reduce such errors. This technique will reduce the impact that occlusion,
camera exposure, or colour balance has on visual quality, but not eliminate it
entirely since the occluded camera will still feature in the blended texture. The
reliable method for eliminating occlusion artefacts involves calculating the visi-
bility of polygons in each camera image, which can result in partial visibility for
partially occluded polygons. In this case polygons are split into visible regions
for a particular camera. Once the visible polygons for each camera have been de-
termined, the optimal camera can be selected based on surface normal and size in
much the same way as in our implementation.
Lack of end-to-end latency measurements
Whilst the end-to-end latency of video conferencing and ICVE systems were mea-
sured through experiment E1 early in the research, the corresponding latency of
an end-to-end 3D reconstruction system, to provide a means of comparison, was
never measured. The measurements for VC and ICVE latency were conducted
over a local network, and could be repeated for the 3D telepresence implementa-
tion, however due to their nature they are time consuming and awkward to con-
duct.
Many challenges still need to be solved for a complete end-to-end system operat-
ing over anything but a local network, including sufficient compression of mesh
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geometry and textures to enable transmission over an internet bandwidth connec-
tion.
7.3 Conclusion
Research began by surveying existing methods for 3D reconstruction using the
quality expectation of current communication systems such as video conferencing
and immersive collaborative virtual environments to guide direction. Achieving
sufficient quality of human reconstruction quickly enough to be used as a com-
munication medium is a balancing act of performance versus quality, and whilst
many techniques are documented in the literature, they are generally too slow or
too crude in terms of quality, to be used for non-verbal communication purposes.
Other researchers had tackled this problem by using heavy weight network dis-
tributed processing to reconstruct humans with sufficient performance and at a
high enough quality for real-time interactions. However, such an approach does
not provide an obvious path for the wide scale adoption of the technology.
With this in mind, the requirements and approaches to 3D reconstruction suitable
for a real-time telepresence system were determined. Through a number of pilot
experiments various approaches to 3D reconstruction, and their respective qual-
ity characteristics, were explored. This enabled the scope to be narrowed down
to a polyhedral visual hull reconstruction algorithm, EPVH. In Chapter 4 three
quality measures of 3D reconstruction were defined: spatial, visual and tempo-
ral. Their relationship, and factors affecting them in a complete 3D reconstruction
system were investigated. One of the major hindrances to the widespead adoption
of 3D reconstruction for communication purposes is the inability of commodity
cameras to be synchronised at the frame level. To investigate the effect that use
of such cameras might have, experiments were performed that are, to the best of
our knowledge, the first indication of how a variety of human movement would
be reconstructed from unsynchronised video streams. This proved that, for any
appreciable movement within a typical frame period to be captured, frame level
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synchronisation is necessary. Therefore, commodity cameras are not currently
suitable for 3D reconstruction of highly dynamic human movement, but could be
used to extend video conferencing scenarios into 3D, providing support for con-
veying eye-gaze.
The EPVH algorithm appeared to provide suitable spatial and visual qualities,
but not at sufficient temporal quality. In order to improve temporal quality to
achieve sufficient spatial and visual qualities, in Chapter 5 a parallelisation of
the EPVH algorithm was presented. The parallelisation was tailored for process-
ing on modern multi-core CPUs or GPUs, to improve the performance of 3D
reconstruction achievable on commodity hardware. The local approach to paral-
lelisation provides a better load balancing than the previous network distributed
approach could, and also reduces the opportunity for network processing artefacts
such as jitter in latency to confuse human interactions. Full 360◦reconstructions
of moving humans with a visual faithfulness comparable to video conferencing
from 10 cameras at 20 to 30 frames per second were achieved using a modern 4
core CPU. There has been a great deal of research recently into using depth based
cameras such as Kinect to achieve similar results. These either only produce a
partial model from a single camera, or when used in combination to produce a
360◦model interference between cameras causes artefacts that must be eliminated
with a post-processing step, and this interference increases as more cameras are
added to a system. Shape-from-silhouette based techniques, such as EPVH, on the
other hand are eminently more scalable since increasing the number of cameras
reduces artefacts and increases the quality of the reconstructed model.
In order to investigate the impact of camera placement on spatial and visual qual-
ity of 3D reconstruction, a platform was developed with which the balance of
qualities could be investigated. The platform presented in Chapter 6 provides a
number of features aimed at understanding the impact of camera placement on
reconstruction qualities, and a means by which placements can be rapidly proto-
typed in a simulated setting in order to reduce the time spent in deploying real
cameras. A collaborative experiment was carried out that validated that the re-
search platform was suitable for its purpose by providing both the experimental
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platform, and analysis tools used in determining the impact of cameras on esti-
mation of eye gaze through 3D reconstruction. This proved for the first time that
eye-gaze could be conveyed at accuracies sufficient for human social interaction.
7.3.1 Future research directions
The scope of the research undertaken provides several directions for future inves-
tigation:
Two way end-to-end 3D telepresence system
Whilst this thesis proved that in principle a two-way end-to-end 3D telepresence
system could be developed, the focus was very much on the 3D reconstruction
algorithm itself. A concurrent thesis studied the camera acquisition stage and pro-
vided useful findings in terms of the best methods for delivering numerous camera
images to the reconstruction algorithm in a timely manner. Together we were able
to demonstrate a one-way local end-to-end system in which a person was cap-
tured, reconstructed and displayed through a local network connection. Turning
this into a two-way system is not a great leap and would entail replicating the one-
way system in the opposite direction. What is missing from this research in order
to create a true telepresence system is the ability to transmit reconstructed humans
over the internet without a huge bandwidth requirement. The use of polygonal 3D
meshes goes some way to achieving this as there is already significant research
into efficient mesh compression algorithms. Our current system transmits camera
images as compressed video streams, which limits scalability at internet band-
widths. Since textured polygonal models only use a small fraction of the overall
video data transmitted, it should be possible to send only the regions used for tex-
turing, reducing the bandwidth requirements, possibly resulting in a more scalable
system.
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Commodity cameras with frame synchronisation
We identified that frame level synchronisation was important for capturing human
motion, but that at present the only cameras offering hardware synchronisation ex-
ist at the high end of the market. This hinders wide adoption of 3D reconstruction
from multiple cameras as the next consumer communication medium. Further-
more, whilst we succeeded in removing the requirement for network distributed
processing to achieve the actual 3D reconstruction from images, our complete 3D
reconstruction system still uses a network distributed approach for camera image
acquisition; networked computers are each responsible for one or two cameras,
and collect, compress and transmit the image data to the reconstructing com-
puter. Until very recently, network distribution of camera images was probably
the fastest, and most scalable way to achieve this. Recent advances in locally
hosted interfaces such as USB are now capable of achieving speeds well in ex-
cess of copper networks and this trend looks set to continue. USB 3.0 is capable
of speeds up to 5 Gb/s, Thunderbolt can currently achieve 10 Gb/s, and future
Thunderbolt is claiming 100 Gb/s.
The concept of a camera, providing hardware frame synchronisation, and using a
high speed locally hosted interface such as USB or Thunderbolt is a compelling
one when considered in combination with the local parallel processing presented
in this thesis; especially as the number of parallel processing cores looks set to
continue to rise. Cameras could include hardware video compression, and pos-
sibly background segmentation implemented on an FPGA, eliminating the need
for a carefully thought out camera acquisition stage in 3D reconstruction system
design.
Depth based cameras for background segmentation
Robust background segmentation is perhaps the most critical step in the 3D recon-
struction system pipeline when using shape-from-silhouette approaches. Even in
laboratory conditions, background segmentation can be obstreperous in the pres-
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ence of variations in lighting and shadows. In the home, cameras including depth
sensors, such as Kinect have proven robust in the presence of natural lighting and
shadows. It is conceivable that such sensors could be used to replace the back-
ground segmentation process for the purposes of obtaining silhouettes. Currently
Kinect itself is low resolution, the depth sensor is VGA resolution (640 x 480)
which this research suggests would not provide sufficient spatial quality to pick
out the individual fingers on a hand when the entire person is in the camera im-
age for example. Furthermore, the edges of the depth image are somewhat noisy,
giving rise to variable silhouette outlines even when the object being modelled
is completely stationary. To add to this we have already mentioned the interfer-
ence problems associated with using multiple Kinects in combination. Kinect can
also be sensitive to certain materials, such as polyester and hair which scatter the
projected infra-red dot pattern resulting in depth computation errors.
What is required here is a higher resolution depth based camera that can be used as
part of a set without interference. These cameras would perform the background
segmentation part of the 3D reconstruction process, replacing the current image
based methods with a much more reliable and robust method. Image sensors
could be included, or form a different array of cameras. Frame rate time-of-flight
cameras, also known as Lidar may overcome some of the shortcomings of Kinect.
For example the Mesa SR4000 enables multiple simultaneous cameras to be used
by enabling different frequencies in the projected light and therefore eliminating
interference for up to three cameras. However, the image resolution at 174 x 144
pixels does not yet meet the requirements for 3D telepresence. Similarly, the PMD
CamCube offers high frame-rate (40 FPS) depth imaging at 200 x 200 pixels.
Future resolution enhancements in time of flight image sensors could provide the
key component required for accurate background segmentation in diverse settings
and agnostic to the materials making up the object being modelled.
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A.0.2 Pinhole camera model
The pinhole camera model relates points in 3D space to points on the camera
image plane through the equation:
x = PX (A.1)
where x is the 2D image coordinates of the point, P is the 3x4 projection matrix,
X is the coordinates of the point in 3D space.
The 3x4 projection matrix can be written as:
P =C[R|T ] (A.2)
C is the 3x3 camera calibration matrix, where R is a 3x3 rotation matrix, T is the
translation vector between the origin of world coordinates and the camera origin.
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The 3x3 camera calibration matrix C is defined as: C =
 αu 0 u00 αv v0
0 0 1

where αu and αv are the scaling in the image x and y directions respectively,
(u0,v0) is the principle point of the camera image
A.0.3 Formation of a unit vector from an image point
A unit vector v of the projection of a point x on the camera image plane can be
obtained as follows:
v¯ = P−13x3x (A.3)
where x is the image position in homogenous coordinates x = [uv1]T , P3x3 is the
left-most 3x3 sub matrix of the 3x4 projection matrix.
A.0.4 Projection at infinity of a unit vector on a camera image
plane
The projection p∞ of a unit vector onto a camera image plane (maximum epipolar
extent) is calculated by:
p∞ = P3x3v¯ (A.4)
where P3x3 is the left-most 3x3 sub matrix of the camera 3x4 projection matrix, v¯
is the unit vector
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A.0.5 Projection of the minimum epipolar extent
To determine the minimum extent of an epipolar line between two camera images,
the following is used:
p0 = P3x3(Cdes−C) (A.5)
where P3x3 is the left-most 3x3 sub matrix of the camera 3x4 projection matrix,
Cdes is the origin in world coordinates of the source camera, C is the origin in
world coordinates of the destination camera.
A.0.6 Projection of a 2D epipolar line intersection onto a 3D
line




where v¯ is the unit vector of the camera from which the principle ray is formed,
P3x3 is the left-most 3x3 sub matrix of the 3x4 projection matrix from camera in
which the epipolar line position is found, x is the homogenous coordinates of the
epipolar line in the camera image plane.
